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Subject: Dictionary-workbook (Yowlumnii)
From: —

Pam Clark
To: All readers

[M] “dreotes C,Hark Marrtom ao ho sourer
DIC TIGHARY-WORKBOOK ?
WHY NOT JUST CALL THIS THING A DICTIONARY ?

Because it isn't one,
hot yet.
What Agnes and I are trying to do is record her knowledge

of the Yowlumi language in such a way that the words wortt te
locked in her head any more. As best we can tell, this is a
first attempt to record all of Yowlumni in one place, and we
know up front that our effort will not be 100% successful.
There are going to be gaps where Agnes either never knew 2 word
or can't remember it. There are going to be mistakes where my
knowledge of Yowlumni isn't good enough to record what she se;s
accurately. We hope other people will fill those §aps and
correct those mistakes. We don't have any expertise thet mekes
us better at this job than anyone else would be. We seem to
have a little more time right now, and we shgre a belief that
this project is urgent. ‘ne elders who learned to speak Yowlur.i
as children ere not getting any yowiger. The time to make a
record of their knowledge is now.

Real languages are too big and too complicated for any one
person to kuow every single word in them. Think about tne wores
you know in English. There's a basic vocabulary thet allowe you
to talk to every other English speaker in the world, and you've
got that down cold. (And, the, eat, house, etc.) There are
words you need for your job and words you need to talk about
what interests you. You know those parts of English backward
and forward.

There comes a point, however, where you recognize 2 word 43
English without knowing exactly what it means. (iitockondris?



iti
have had. (Baboon--no baboons in California-~scrateh baboon,
Bebul--what the ???--oh, an Egyptian tree--forget babul. Baby--
YES!) Then I run the list past Agnes to see if there is an
equivalent in Yowlumni. ,

Sometimes the English word is a sort of shortcut, and the
Yowlumni language doesn't let you take that shorteut. You have
to explain the situation. Some words represent specialized
vocabulary that Agnes never had a reason to learn or words she
cantt remember off the top of her head. These words are listed
in English in the workbook with a blank space where the Yowlumni
can be filled in later.

The two of us are doing our best to make this workbook
complete, but our (nimkin) best will never be as good as our
(miin) best can be. We need your help.

WHO INVENTED THIS PATHETIC WRITING SYSTEM ?

I'll take the blame.
But I borrowed ideas from ali over the place.
I have a lot of trouble remembering the sounds in a word and

the order they come in--aspecially if all i do is hear them. I
remember what I see a lot better, so I mew early on that I
would have to figure out some wey of writing the language in
order to learn it. The system in this workbook is the current
form of my personal experinent with writing Yowlumni. There is
nothing final or perfect about it.

One of the problems in developing a writing system for the
language is that there are a number of consonant sounds with no
equivalent in English. Between desktop publishing and everybody
learning to read English, it's handy to use the same alphabet,
but it's not always obvious which letter or combination of
letters best represents 2a Yowlumni sound.

Take the breathy, hissy sort-of-H at the beginning of the
word for deer. This sound is represented by the letter X in
this workbook. Kroeber and iiewman both did this. Some writers
prefer CH.

A number of Yowlumni consonants occur in triplets. One member



of the triplet is more or less like English, one is like Eugii
aeonly it hisses or clicks, and one is like English only no air

|

comes out of your mouth when you say it. I'm g0ing to follow
Bill Weigel's lead on the hissed or clicked ones and write the.
English letter plus an apostrophe. Now, what to do about tHe
no-air ones.

Some writers, including Newman, represented these Sounds #2,
the nearest English letter that doesn't produce a puff of air
when you say it. K becomes G, P becomes B, T becomes D, ete,
This works fine-~-only I never can remember the pairs. I was
in a meeting with Dwayne Garfield and Vern Vera and mentioned
this problem, and Vern suggested using both letters. The more |I thought about this solution the better I liked it, because
One way to get an English speaker to say the no-air P is te
them to shape their mouth to say B and say P instead. So, the
no-@ir sounds are represented by a group of letters, the firstto indicate how you shape your mouth and the others to show shat
you say, See the chart on the next page for a complete list.

CH presents additional difficulties. The Yowlumi sound
most English speakers first hear as their own CH isn't reallythe same. For the English CH, the upper side of your tongue ;touches the roof of your mouth. The Yowlumi sound is produced:with your tongue folded slightly backwards, so the underneath
side touches the roof of your mouth. Its no-air version often
sounds like J to an English speaker,

Some early linguists referred to this sound as retroflex :and they wrote it TR or Tf. I'm writing it CH in the workbook
because if a person is trying to turn the text back into sound, —

they will be closer to a recognizable word if they call a house
@ CHEE than if they call it a TREE.

fo be perfectly consistent, TH' should be written T', Dat
Agnes has worked with a lot of people who were learning Yowlummi,
and in her experience Eaglish speakers heave trouble with this
sound unless they think of it as a TH,



_ CH!
_

CH DCH
Gn 10 ch'éed chi che dchin

(ten) (house) (condor)
K! . K GK

x'eexa kotyu kiyu gopin ekopin
(money) (coyote) (inside)

Pe P BP
aps pil: balsikin bpatsékin

|oSeaseating) (road) (red)
TH! t DL

yit yith' taxan JOS atds
(one) (he brought) (story)|
TS! TS DIS

eS ts'Onis . tseukiI atsiu
Ago* (apron) - S60" (blue/green) (rabbit)xs

Compared to the consonants, the vowels of Yowlumni are a lot
easier to represent with the English alphabet. Both languages
have five basic vowels: A, E, I, 0 and U. Each vowel can be
long or short. ‘The short A of Yowlumni is always like the one
in father, never like the one in’cat, and short U is like the
one in cup, not the one in put. Short 0 is close to the sound
English represents with OU in bought and thought.

in Yowlumni, a@ vowel can be held twice as long as usual.
fhat's shown in the workbook by writing the vowel twice.

Yowlumni vowels can occur in combinations that English
doesn't have, like short A followed by long A. Often these
pairs of vowels are said so fast they blend into a single sound.
When learning to speak the languege, it's helpful to hear how
a native speaker does this either on tape or in person.

SO WHEN WiiL THeRe BE A Re AL DICTIONARY OF YOWLUMNI ?

I don't know.
Five years maybe?



scum mee

a, an (indefinite article): Does not exist in Yowlumni

abalone (n);

lolan
abandon (v): 161'hin ‘\olhin

This word cén be used whenever you leave something behind,
whether you've left your jacket on the bus or you're giving
up the attempt to do something or you're walking away from
a house and letting it fall to ruin,

able, be (v): wostoxod hers haeKo- Woslaxo
Although this word is often used to translate the English
word "can", it does not work the same way grammatically.it is the main verb in the sentence~-not a helping verb.

Wega Om nim chun wostoxd pok. (I can't find it.)oWOSboxe” comes close to meaning “it is possible”, so
the Yowlumni example literally means: my finding it is not
possible. The verb “find” has to become a noun, and what
was its subject changes to possessive form. I -- hy’,
you -— your, they --— their, etc.

Examples: Unke min wostoxo hatem? (Can you dance?)
Unke amin wostox6 th'an? (Can he/she go?)

mn ny MeWoslaxe pow.

Unk: min woslaxc halim 2

Unki amn wostaxo Tan ~
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abort (v): chewuk'an chiwalvan
Not an encouraged practice, but herbal medicines conla te
taken orally for this purpose.
Example: Chéwuk'tene amin wétseepa. (She aborted her bale

dhiwak’ tint amin wriseepa.
abound, be plentiful (v):

about (adv): (1) more or less: --axom
See “approximately” and "indefinite" for
more information.

->
- ’(prep): (1) on the point of: me! ™

Mie' na th'an sndkanase. (I'm about to ge
to town.)

Mi? n@ ton shokanasi,

(2) concerning:
No single word. You have to explain.

above (prep) (adv): chépin chi pi n
chipenexe  thipe nero

There is a related verb (chepenaxd) which means to meke an
animal do something above its normal ability, say make 2
rabbit dance. Doctors used to do this as a demonstration
of their power.



5abrasion (n) or a cut in the skin: wasutht wasut

accept (v): Insaxo na. In some contexts this can mean: it'sokay with me.

Insexe na -

accidental (adj): iio single word. You have to explain what
happened.

accuse (v): No single word. You have to axplain what the
person did.

Ti xeTaxe
uche (v): texetaxd (plus the part of the body that hurts)

Examples: Tuk nim téxetaxd. My ear aches.
Poloth' nim téxetaxd. My whole body hurts,

Turk nim Txelaxo,
“Fos luck’ nim Mxetaxo.

acne (n): wesuth’ (?)
was wt

acorn (n): k'énim Also the o<k tree that produces then.
intim

Ss .

*& tT eepin=corn mush (a): th'teepin This noun changes according to use.
ce«eExemple Th' ¢eshgka th'eepna, Fix some @corn mush,

dangka nan th'eepnané. Give me some acorn mush.
fea ,Tiishka Teepna. -)

Wankla nan teepani.



a Wu
across, especially a body of water: a'wi

Example: a'wu ch'Blch'@ across the river
Ow cholch 1

admire (v): No single word. You have to explain whet the other
person does that you admire.

admit (v): No single word. You have to explain whet you did.
Examples: Na chun kunkunin. (I hit him)

Na pachésin. (I got in a fight)
No chun kunkunin,
Ne pachisin :

adopt (v): No single word, but you can say:
Cha amin pdhuch. (That's the kid she raised.}
Derived from pohuchin (grow up)
Cla oom pohuch :

pohuchan

adult (n): pilicha
uchoa etNe pucha amin han. (1m older Yon he/she s)

advise (v): pételsexd Also means teach.
oitelsaxo,

afford (v): No single word, but you can ask:
Ma lékii? (Are you rich?)
Unké min k'eexa? (Have you got money?

Me Wu <

Unki min ’eexa%



wP \u raed) — who - s4s-totn
|chanarchka 3

| afraid, be (v): chanichgka —

Examples: A'neé chanichgka, (Don't be afraid)
jChantehxo na meetsan. (I'm afraid of spiders)

Ani chanaichlea,
Chanaichxo ne meslsan,

Piknaafter (prep): th'ekna This word behaves like an English
preposition, so whatever comes after it has to become a noun.
Examples: th'ekna tsuupta (after noon)

th'ekna miin hatma (after all of us danced)
¥ikna “Tsu,pla
Tikna marKn Naima

ama (and after that) This word is used in
narration to introduce each event in a sequerice.
Example: Ama ma chun pewishan. (and then you pound it.)

Ama ma chun piwishon.

_. 00again (adv): yoo
Y

Example: Yoo wegka. (Say it again)
Yoo wika

against: (1) not in favor of: No single word. You have to
explain.

(2) (prep) As in, lean it against the shed.
No single word, but you can say:
Hetum chaOt Bk. (Leave it there)
Wolugk (Stand it there)
Helum lol Ra
Wolok chow \ol Ka

agree (v): +tsopunun Tsopunan
Example: TsOpunun ma? (Do you agree?)

5“¥s0 punan moa



CLARA

Seve

eye

Ane

ne

ahead (adv): (1) in the lead
Lehemun amana th'aya. (He's running in front

Liheman aman * eye. of them.)
|

Th'ahin amana. (He's leading them.}
T’elin amene. :

(2) have a higher score
Ch'awan amun. (They are winning.)
on OWN GMa.

aim (v): th'tyugka Payuls

alder (tree): chaxul

alike (adj): natswus
Natswus amak, (They two are alike, like twins.)

cha'tash
Cha'tash cha. (It has not changed.)

alive, be or become (v): data'al (Newman p 92 bottom of z
aw a

all (adj): yeech'a
Example: Unke mi yeech'sa th'anan? (Are we all going?}

- . fe
Unki mai yeech'a Toman .



allow (v): 101'gke lol kg wostaxt
Grammatically, this word works somewhat like “wostoxo* (be
able). It is the main verb in the sentence, not 2 helping
verb, and any associated verb has to become a noun. Unlike
"wostoxo", it is not impersonal. It has a subject.
Examples: Hinok ma 6m ldlon amin ap'un? Hanuk me Om lo\on

(Why won't you let her/him ride?) op wv
Om chun lolhin polum amin ap'un.

(Her husband didn't allow that--her riding.)
Om chan \cliiin -polum ONIN op un,

woslane

miin
almost (adv): (1) in time: me'ean

Me'én tsdlepe. (It's almost six.)
Mrin Tsohipi.

(2) of an action: kitswin :
Kitswin na woima. (I almost went to sleep.)
Kiiswin ne wuime.

alone (adj): yi'tsa
|

lia yi'tsa. (I'm by myself.) :

(I'm an only child.)Na’ y! tsa,

- humalready (adv): heum
heum th'eeshana (already made, instant as
Peau A ants instant coffee)

also (adv): yoo Yoo



err

eae

ee

sae

(SWART

Bek.

SoD

a

always (adv): xono %one
Exemple: Xono hiyaxo. (He/she is always leughing.}

Korie \naay Axo.

ambitious, be (v):
Example: Wake

Waki “ei eks' wisxo,

ambush (n or y):

ancestor (n):

and (conj): yoo

angel (n):

ama chica root Cw)

angry, be or become

nixieninsAni xichuk'a:‘Wake
wu rk:Weki num woom we xechwa

Xi cho,

animals, wild (n):

ilo single word.

heyumhi Wiyumas

A'ne

Ts’ ete wis ka
Ts'ets'wisgka. (Be ambitious.)

ts'ets'wisxo. (She/he is very embitions.} —

You have to explain.

yee

Keonot
kausotha
kayo sf \o ng/ large)

(v): xechiugka xi chika
xechiugka. (Don't get angry.)

|

nim no'6m xéchiuhin. (My mom got really mad.)
—

(person who gets angry all the time}

wak' Linin



ankle (1): kuyu Kuyu

amioy (v): wehanan
Examples: X0n0 wahanan. (He/she is always pestering.)

wahsnich (person who annoys, a pest)
Xono w chen +

annual (adj): io single word, but you can say:
amaama pa'ua (every year)

answer (v): No single word, because the response will vary
depending on what the question was.

ant (n): small black -— hus

small red ~~ k'eenits'!
kanits'

entelope (n): soval (™)

_ shel
antler (n}: eshel

Example: Taxan mi selelhal éshelne. (We bring tne rocks (into
the sweat) with antlers.)Toxan mar silelhed ishelni.



anus (n): ch'éth'ith'

anus (n): ch'ooth'd

any (adj): (1) answer to the question, Haweyuk? (Which one?} os

Tseyush hawecha. (any of them) :

(2) Partitive. Omitted in Yowlumni.
Unke min kuyu? (Do you have any salt?)

anyone:

any thing:

anywhere: tseyush heyecha

apologize (v): No single word. You have to explein.

appear (v): (1) become visible
Sanaxweyan. (It is just barely visible)



ii
apple (n): mantsana

Oyoxo na mantsanan. (I want an apple.)
Wangka nan mantsanane. (Give me an apple.)

approach (v): ametsin
_

Examples: aAmetsin na chun. (I got close to it.)
Gkaledteluk kootsinme. Hetm mi ametsin.

(Drive slowly. We're getting close.)

approve (v): Wo single word, but you can say,
Inestem ma chun hawen. (You did that well.)

approximately (adv): No single word, but this is one of the
ideas you can express with ~AXOM that hooks onto the end
of another word.

Ch' eo-axon. (About ten of them)

apricot (n):

apron (n): ts'ones
Examples: Ke nim tstones. (This is my apron.)

Ts’ onsexo na. (I'm wearing an apron.)
Cha tan ts'Onsahon. (She/he wore an epron.}

Also refers to various articles of oldtime clothing that
covered the lower half of the body.

ee ESETare rnere5 RETEST TT RT eet tere[SauAtaosteeaaaaaMON



arena (n): (like the rodeo grounds)

argue (v): poyesan
Example: Om amak hiyok poyésan. (They don't ever argue.)

arm (n): (1) part of the body: panchuk

(2) weapon:

armpit (n):

arrest (v): petsiugka (literally, catch something you have
chased)

Example: Petsiuhin amun chun. (They arrested hin.)

arrive (v): panan
Example: Haka na panan. {I just got here.)

Insis amin wewus. (He/she brags on hin/hersel?}



arrow (n): th'uyos (3ote: Specific words for different
Kinds of arrows and arrowheads
belong on this page, but Agnes and
don't know any of them. Help!)

arthritis (n): Wo single word, but you can say:
TexetaxO nim poloth', (My whole body hurts.)

artichoke, wild (n): acts'ets!
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artificial (adj): Om mitsnane. (It's not real.)
4
s
:
&

4
4

ash (n): heéth'el
Example: A'neé hekegka heth'le. Puch'weya.

(Don't play in the ashes. It's dusty.)

ashamed, feel (v): No single word. You have to explain,
You might say:

Om na chun inesth'em hawen. (I didn't do that right.}
Om na huth'axd hinok. (I don't know why.)
Me' na chun inesth'a,- (I'll fix it right eway.}

i ask a favor (v): Unké naash.....
This is the polite forma for asking someone to do something, _Example: Unke naash ma chun inesth'a. (Could you fix tietF}

ask a question (v): bpeneeth' gka
Examples: Bpenth'atinxo na mam, (I'd like to ask you a

question.)
bpeneeth' tene (person who asks many questions) =:

ask for (v) ahachun
Example: ahachtenée (person who is always asking for

things, a mooch, a beggar)

;
“

4
4
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ask for mercy (v): k'ayewis (vewman page 91 7) )

asleep (adjj: Woiyin. (He/she is sleeping.)
As often happens, Towlumni uses a verb to express an idea
that English expresses with an adjective.

aspen (n):

asphaltum (n):

assemble (v): (1) people: yoldéwin
YOlowinxd yOkuts. (The people are gathering.)

(2) parts into a whole: No single word, but
you can say: Xayan chun yeeth'e.

(She/he is putting it together.)

assign (v): Wo single word. ‘You have to explain.
Example: Cha amnok amu. (He's their boss.)

Dtosith'xo henuk aman he hewen.
(He tells them what they will do.)



aster (n):
are

ee

aE

FTE
SOMA

ROR

} asylum, give (v): Heshenik. (Hide him.)
Notes The whole topic of banishment presents difficulties
for the person working on an English-Yowlumni dictionary.
Excapt for certain narrow historical situations like the
Highland clearances and the colonization of Australia,
banishment has not been used much as a punishment in England
since the Middle Ages. The associated vocabulary is a bit

©

stiff and archaic to a modern speaker of English.
Yokuts communities still to this day punish people by

banishment, so the words are part of a Yowlumni speaker's
normal vocabulary. Two words may mean the same in English
and Yowlumni, but they don't have the same feel.
Unke naash ma chun yookla? (Would you take him back?)

atone (v): No single word. You have to explain.

attack (v): pachun
Example: Pachen nan he. (He's going to attack me.)

attempt (v): No single word, but you can say;
Hawéatinxd wa chun. (I'd like to do that.)
Om wostoxo nim chun hawe. (I'm not able to do that.)
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aunt (n): (1) father's sister: nusus

(2) mother's sister: mokkoi

(3) wunele's wife: Owehe

authentic (adj): mitsnane

autumn (n): dtume

avalanche (n):

avoid (v):

await (v): gkailésak
Example: Gkaiyelin ne chun. (I'm waiting for nim/her.)
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awake (v): shaligka
Examples: Shaligka cheme. (Wake up now.) 4Shalkexod na. {I'm awake.)

awl (n): p'aawuk 2
ax (n): acha

There is also a verb meaning to cut with an ax:
achgka, achan

|
|
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babble (v): No special word for the sounds a baby makes before
learning to talk, but you can say:

Chahul oyoxo. (He/she wants to talk.)

baby (n):  wetsebp
Example: Kotoochin amin wetseebpa. (She picked up her baby.)

“wy balay, impart ~ as (Ludni)

bachelor (n): No single word, but you can say:
Om hiyok th'up'un. (He never married.)
Om amin cha chacha. (He doesn't have a partner.)

back (n): wath'im

back, look (v): eek'uk
Example: aA'ne eek'uk. (Don't look back.)

back up (v):

pacon (n):



pad (adj): datoch'eé

bad ones (like if you're sorting fruit): dtoch' oohoy
The good ones are inesase

badger (n): Tra ne UU (m\ Choniu

pag (n): (1) cloth, leather, etc.: moxoth'
Oyox6 na moxth'a. (I need a bag.)
Wangka nan chané moxth'ane, (Give me the beg.)

(2) paper: bpabpel
gkopin bpabple (in the bag)

baggage (n): Wo single word, but you can say:
Mané amin taeya. (She's taking a lot.)

j

paggy (adj), loose-fitting: -
You can say: ‘pete amin kumiha. (His clothes are big.)

Oy
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bait (n): :

_

bake (wv):

balance (v):

bald (adj): th'aushuna

pald eagle (n): ch'oxil

palk (¥): ,

ball (n): olol This word does not change.
Exemple: Hekaun amun olol. (They are playing ball.)

pan (v): No single word. You have to explain what is being
prohibited.

Example: A'ne kokilgka. (Don't throw stuff around.) ti

(Don'+ litter.)
|



ey
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bandage (v): No single word, but you can say:
Xuchungka chun tsdlol chenakané. (Wrap it with white cloth.}

bandana (n):

bang (v): ch'ukweyan
ch'ukeh'ukweyan (bang back and forth)

banish (v): hosek .

Ama aman chun hosexo. (And then they chase him away}

parbecue (v):

barber (n): wmeyets (from the verb “meyan" meaning to cut
with scissors or shears)

Magka amm. (Cut his hair. Literally: trim hia.}

bare the teeth (v): xeshishxo
(You might be trying to make someone laugh, for example.)

bare (no leaies) (v)' shacat win

bare Ure leas es) (ad» ‘. chakasct

awe Ce Lathes) delaDock

Clock os lenwiag) %
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bareback, ride (v): gkanaweyan
This word literally means: grasp firmly with the legs. It
can be used for riding a horse bareback or for wrestling, etc.

parely (adv): hawasté
Example: Hawasté na cha panan. (I barely got there.)

bargain: (n) a good deal:

(v) offer and counteroffer to arrive at a price:

park: (n) of a tree: Chotat

(v) dog sound: wowoweyan

barren (unable to bear children) (adj):

barter (v): shetelwusxd



| :
; 24 nr;
; . 4
| basalt (lava) (n): ‘

| !

| bashful, be (v): 61olaxo a
Example: O10laxo amak. (Those two are being bashful.} ==

01S5lawuch' (person who is often bashful) Co cal

basket (n): chuehana (thing that has been woven)
chuyots (vasketweaver)
Chuyan na. (I'm weaving.)

basket, kinds:
anas (large basket carried on the back)

oosha (one with a small mouth)

th'dawits (large flat one, a gambling tray)

watsas (baby cradle) 4

‘A

tiaCTE ee ee ee a a eeeae : ee ee eesee ~ = Se ae ee ee te et
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pat (n): 1) animal: tsimtsim

2) baseball: woch'oi

bath, give (v): epluk
Examples: Eplaxo na chun, (I'm giving him/her a bath.)

Me’ na epla nim wetseepa.
(I'm going to give my baby a bath.)

bath, take (v): epgka
Examples: Me' na epin. (I'm going to take a bath.)

Heum epan. (She/he already took a bath.)

balctube (ry. 2pa

battle (n): lodwos

pay tree (n): nowich!'

beach (n): Wo single word, but you can say:
heyok suxsi (where the sand is)

beacon (n): xotoi. (a light)



bead (n): le'na le'nan, le'nane 4
bead, kinds:

beadwork, do (v):

beak (n}: bpumuch'

bean (n): pilahole
Examples: Yoo na Oydxo pilahdlen. (I want some more beans}

Wangka nan yoo pilahdlene. (Give me some more beens.)

bear (n): brown: mo'loi
4

;

:

‘
i

%

erizzly: noo'o
Hatemin na ape noo'on. (I danced with the bears.)
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pear (v): 1) fruit: woihin
Example: Ke amin Oma woi, ke pa'na.

(This is its first fruit, this year.)

2) carry:

3) endure: No single word, but you can say:
Om nim chun wostoxo yoosh heum hawe.

(I can't do it any longer.)

peard (n): th'taamuch
Example: Woiyon amin th'aamuch. (His beard is growing.)

peat (v): 1) beat up piechin
Piechin chun. (He beat him up.)

2) a drum  woch'gka
Woch'gka chun min panuchkane yoosh wetsetne.

Beat it with your hand or maybe @ stick.

3) eggs kadkaogka
Kaokaogka kin hoOno. Ama hususwin.

Beat the eggs. And then it gets stiff.
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beat (v): 4) win  ch'awan

peautiful (adj): poyome

gkitsa (a beautiful woman)

notso (a handsome man)

peaver (n): TA pig [m)

because (conj): mets

become (v): No single word.
Sometimes the present tense of the verb that ends in x0

has the idea of becoming built into it.
Example: Ch'amaxo na. (I'm going blind.)

Sometimes the future particle HE suggests becoming.
Example: Hatamits he. (He/she will be a dancer.)
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ped (n): axits
Examples: Ké amin axits. (This is his bed.)

Cha axtse. (It's on the bed.)

pee (n): patona

peet (n):

pefore (prep): th'aya ~

Example: Heyame th'aya min wooyo
(A long time ago before you were born...)

bee (v): ahachun
Examples: Ahichgka. (Ask for it.)

Om insis amin ahach. (What he/she is asking for
isn't good.)

begin (v): No single word. You have to explain.

behave (v): n@nek



4

i
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behind (prep): th'ekna
Example: th'tekna kin chen (behind the house)

belch (v): au!auweyan

sholinin (like if you stuff yourself with garlic
pork and share the garlic smell with
other diners)

believe (v): ‘tsuponun
Example: Tsuponun na mam. (I believe you)

bell (n): kampana
Example: Kampana cholcholweyan. (The bell is ringing.}

belly (n): toch

pelong (v): Possession is usually expressed with pronouns:
my, your, their, etc. You can also say:
Ke nim haake. (These are my belongings.)
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below (adv): ath'il

belt (n): wosok'

belt, put on or wear (v): wosok'gka

bend (v) (transitive): newiuweyan
Example: Newiuweyalak. (Bend it down, like a tree branch.)

bend backward (v): iyiwegka, iyixo, lyiwin

bend down and look at (v): bpeninwegka

bend from side to side, like a winding road ora person staggering:
k' 6yoweyan

bend your kmee, kneel (v): nukoomweyan

bend your neck, nod (v): gkumumweyan
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bend 2s

beneath (adv and prep: ath'il

beneficial (adj): wake insis (very good)

bequeath (v): lolsith'hin (leave for someone)

berry (n): mamil
Examples: Nopgka mamla. (Gather some berries.}

Wangka nan mamlane. (Give me some berries.}

beside (prep): No single word, but there's LUNTE (left) and
PIYENE (right) and TOINA (in the middle).

besides (adv): yoo
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bet (v): watswisgka

peice vy 4 zi ~ DALES Ke ' “CMesh aA :
i Lang)key

betray (v): No single word. You have to explain what happened.

between: toina

beyond (adv): Wa' ka honotso. (It's way over there.)

big (adj): GiB

mayekaxo
bigger, get (v): miyekaxo (It's getting bigger.)

mearetes mayelan (It got bigger.)
This word can be used in many situations: a Hawaiian punch
stain spreading on a tablecloth, a group getting larger
because more people join, etc.

bighorn sheep (n): Jew @ sip {m\

bile (n): ch'eesha
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pind (v): ch'ekgka
Example: Ch'ekgka kane elone. (Tie it with string.)

bind a child in a cradle (v): watsan

bird (n): wetsi Peat
This noun does not change.

wh

birth, give (v): wetsipnan
Example: Walan wetsipnan. (She had her baby yesterday.} .

bison (n): hutsahana
Example: Shelhin na hutsahanan. (I saw a bison.)

bit (n): 1) part of a bridle

2) small amount -— hautsin

(v) (past tense of bite): asissin re

Paret ee oe



bite (v): asisgka
Examples: A'ne nan asustak. (Don't bite me.)

asustan (a lot of bites)
asustakam, asustene (a biter)

bitter (adj): bpechna

blabbermouth (n): dtoschekich
If you tell this person a secret, it will not stay
very long.

black (adj): mochkewik

blackbird (n):

blacken (v): mochoktak (Make it black.)

bladder (n):

blade (n):

35

a secret



blanket (n): shopon 1

shoponwiye (plural)
.

Example: Wangka nan shopone. (Give me a blanket.)

blast (v): th'wehon

bleed (v): Payux emin lohonun. (His/her blood is flowing.)
“4

4

bleed (menstrate) (v): pixinxo :

bleeding heart (flower) (n): 4

blend (v): hukwegka
This is like you're stirring cream into coffee.

bless (v): No exact equivalent in Yowlumni. One word you
might use is TH'OYEXGKA (doctor). ee:

blind (adj): ch'ama
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blind, become (v): ch'amaxo
. ch' aman (She/he went blind.)

blind un one 242 — che Ulehanoe

blink (v): +tsimekwegka (Close your eyes.)

blister (n):

plizzard (n): No single word. You have to explain.
Wake ponponun. (It's snowing a lot.)
Wake shokewin. (The wind was blowing hard.)

ploat (v): xopwin

block (un): kich-hana (a cut off piece)

ae 1) prevent from going through -- wolen(v)

2) dam up a river, the way women used to do when 2

they fished -- th'eenhin
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ploom (v): eléwin te |
, i

(n): eelau : Ye

blouse (n): tsutdosol (same as shirt)

blow (wind) (v): shokowun (The wind is blowing.)
shokewin (The wind was blowing.)

blow away (v): hoyinin a

blow on (v): | pooshgka (Blow on it.)
pooshun

blow your nose (v): seenwegka wed

blue (adj): tseuki (also green)

dhoup ‘(lua dprple) (Linda's dasseeme))

blue-eyed grass (flower) (n):



bluejay (n): ch'ich'i

blunt (adj): om xanuts

blush (v): patsalwin

board (n): th'taula
Examples: Mukgka th'aulan.

poast (n): adchi

(v): adchixo
Example: Xono adchixo.

boat (n): awon

bobcat (n): tunul

39

(not sharp)

(turn a reddish color)

(Get a board.)
Wangka nan yoo th'aulane. (Hand me another poard.)

(She/he is always boasting.)
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body (n): poloth'

pog (n): No single word, but you can say:
Hapits ke. (It's soft here.)

boil (v) (intransitive): patawan
Examples: Ilik' paten. (The water is going to boil.)

Patawik. (Make it boil.)
Heum patiuwin. (It's boiling.)

(v) (transitive): stth'gka
Example: Suth'an pilahdlen. (She/he is boiling beans.)

pone (n): ts'e (This noun does not change.)

book (n): hoiye (thing you read)

boot (n): woth'us (This noun does not change.)
NYOy

border (n): bpeena
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bore (v): No single word. You have to explain.

born, be (v): woiyon
woihin (He/she was born.)

Ma'am AUDA (Ho fsbo wel ho keetenn, Sara.)

borrow, allow to (v): lushgka
Examples: Me’ na chun lushan maxenane.

(I'm going to let her/him borrow the car.)
Lushgka nan k'eexane. .

(Let me borrow some money.)

boss (n): ama

bossy, @ person who is (n): amuwas

both: Where English uses BOTH, Yowlumni often uses a dual pronoun.
nak (poth of us} kesik (both of these)
nak chasik (both of those)
mak (both of you)
amak (both of them)

These words change form depending on their function in 2
sentence. See individual entries.

IRS



4.2

bother (v): wahanan
RRR

RIS

EER

4

f

bottom (n): athtil !

|

! bounce (v): 1) a ball —- :

2) a baby -- toitoiweyalak
!

3) bounce off, ricochet -- tiuweyan i

boundary (n): No single word for a boundary in general. People 3

just knew where the limits of their own territory were. |

bow (n): ch'alap a
|

bowl (n): agkiye This noun does not change.

bowlegged (adj):

bow string (n):

See eeee



box (n): gkaxon
gkaxonwiye (boxes)

poy (n): noth'd
noth! ae (boys) |

Example: Shelhin na noth'on.
Ke amin noth'oO wethip.

brace (v):

bracelet (n): shom

brackish (adj): kue'na (It's salty.)

adchixobrag (v):

braggart (n):

braid (n): bpeichana

43

(I saw the boy.)
(This is her/his son.)

This noun does not change.
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praia (v): bpeichgka

brain (n): huup This noun does not change.

branch (n): wetseth'
wetsethtal (a lot of branches, a tree)

brand (v):

brave (adj):

bread (n): bpan
Examples: Oyoxo na bpana.

j= (I want some bread.)
Wangka nan bpanane. (Give me some bread.)

break (v): 1) not work -- ch'alhin
Chtalhin chun. (It broke down.)
Ch'alinin. (It's broken.)

2) shatter, like a plate -- selwin
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break (v): 3) burst -- potoxwin

4) snap, like a dry branch -- xumwin

5) be brelce Coe money) — Ghachiniyn

preakfast (v): waelgka
Examples: Waalun amun. (They are eating breakfast.)

Waelmé, oyoxd na hona. (I want eggs for breakfast.)

breast (n): meenich'

breathe (v): hoshek
hoshexo

preath, be out of (v): heekweyan

preeze (v): tseetsweyan (A breeze is blowing.)

prick (n):
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bridge (n): tsalalu
ene

PR

pt

et

ES

RE

SAR

RE

briefly (adv): Yowlumni has a particle ITS that attaches to a
verb between the stem and the tense ending. It shows that
the action of the verb did not go on for very long.
Examples; shetelin (It is raining.)

shelitswin (It rained for a little while.)
chehulxo (He is speaking.)
chahulitswin (He gave a short talk.)
ilkitswin (sang briefly)
hatmitswin (danced briefly)
uchutswin (played music briefly)

There is also a specific verb:
dtipsanan (It happened just for a little while.}

bright (adj): 1) light

2) person

pring (v): taxak
Examples: Taxan na bpana,. (I brought bread.)

Taxasith'gka nan ilk'ane. (Bring me some water.}
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brink (n): bpeena

This word can be used for any kind of an edge where there's
a drop: the edge of a table, the rim of a canyon, etc.

bristle (n) (stiff hair):

bristle (v) (when the hair rises on an animal's neck)

brittle thing (n): xuma

proad (adj):

broil (v): heshtilxo
broke, he © chachimun na. (Quam ovelee)

pronco (n): sheltene (one who jumps a lot)

prood (v):

broom (n): +eheaise (thing you sweep with)
“¥p' 22nA0R
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brother, older (n): népets
neepatse (plural)
nepetsmam (deceased)

brother, younger (n): ne'esh
nee'ushe (plural)
ne'eshmam (deceased)

Note: Having special words for deceased family members

gives you a way to talk about people who have passed on
without using their names.

brother-in-law (n) (sister's husband): nepaath'im

(spouse's brother):

brown (adj): moch'okweya (or gray)
moach-e-kin (Linda's classream)

bruise (v):

brush (n):

ee
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bubble (n):

_

buck (n) (male deer):

(v):  sheltaxo (jump a lot)

pucket (n): hebpaye (thing you get water in)

walte, walten, waltene

buckeye (n) (tree): dtopin

puckle (n):

puekskin (n): tsuloi (a hide that has been tanned)

pud (n):

buffalo (n): hutsahana



bugle (a): Uuchoi

build (v):
Example:

th' eeshgka

bulge (v): Upupweyan

bumblebee (n): pa'ona

bump (v) - Ealhun, Lodlla

pundle (n):

pungle (v): TOchasaxo chun.

Kechkechxo chun.

burn (v) (food): shaapgka;,
Examples; A'né shaapgka.

Shaapna amin kusenela.-

Th'teeshun aman chun chen.

(thing you play music on)

(They are building «=

house. :

(dio Wid wath the barpin ye Sen

(He/she is doing the job bediy.}

(She/he is tearing it up.}

shaapinin
(Don't scorch it.)

(She burns stuff when
she cooks.;
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burn (v) (destructive: forest fire, house burning down): tulgka
‘Hxample: Wake tultnun lomto. (There's a big forest fire

up in the mountains.)

burn (v) (useful: campfire, lantern): hotgka
Examples: Me! na chun hotin. (I'm going to light it.)

Heum hotinin. (It's burning.)
Hotme tsamal, me' na chane alisala.

(When I light the sage, I'm going to pray with it.)

purr (n): tsitsin (something that sticks your skin and hurts,
a splinter, a bullhead)

burrow (n): tinil, +inle (in the burrow)

(v): ch'olowun (dig a hole)

burst (v): potoxwin

bury (v): luk'ulgka
luk! ulun
luk! ulhana (person who was buried)
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busy, be (v): wake tsdOowa (working hard) a !

tsoowene (a real worker)
om gkupte (not lazy)
Unke ma tsoowaxo? (Are you busy?)

busybody (n): bpenethtene (person who is always asking
questions)

but (conj): wishin

butcher (v): - a 4

butt (n): kohes

putt, have a large (v): kosisin

putt, not have meh (v): numthutun

putt (v) (hook with the horns): koyun
Example: Me' nan koyen. (It's going to butt me.)
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putter (n): mantekeya

butterfly (n): wokigkits This noun does not change.

button (n): watona, watonan, watonane

buy (v): shuenak
Examples: Shtenaxd na watonan yoo elon.

(I'm buying buttons and thread.)
Thanen asilten shuenene.

(She/he went to pay for the gas.)

puzzard (n): chank'a
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am CO mm

cabin (n): It depends.
If the cabin is basically a shelter from the weather:

kampu (camp)
If it has. all the modern conveniences:

che (house)

Cabinet (n): xaye (place to put stuff)
th'aawitswiyin xaye (dish cabinet)

cackle (v): kak'kakweyan

caddis fly (n):

cage (n):

calamity (n): Wo abstract noun, but you might use:
shoxinin (v) (many people died)
xupus (n) (disease like measles or smallpox where the

defining symptom is a skin eruption)
hulunun (v) (there was a flood)
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calf (n): 1) young cow -- wuselo
Example: Shelhin na waselon. (I saw a calf.) ql

2) part of the leg -- bpok ; a
California poppy (n):

calk (v): gkashongka (stick something in the crack so the
air won't come through)

call (v): lentsan
lentskam (call him)//er

:

lentsalis (thing you call people on, a telephone}
jentsak- Calied out =
léfttshin - all heady balled |

callous (adj):

callus, have (v): th'oOsinin
Th'osinxo na. (My feet have calluses.)

calm (adj): 1) no wind blowing -- yunweyexd
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calm (adj): 2) doesn't get upset easily --

calm down (v): nenek (be still)

camera (n): utseolis

camp (n): kampu This noun does not change.

(v): kampaxo (He's camping.)
Kampux mi. (Let's go camping.)

can (v): wostoxo More information listed under ABLE.

(n) (tin):

canal (or diteh) (n):

cancer (n): No single word. You have to explain.
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candle (n): weela, weelan, weelane

candy (n): lulse, liilsen, lilsene

cane (n): wetseth!' (most any sort of stick)

canker sore (n): No single word. You have to explain.

canvas (n): gkalpa, gkalpan; gkalpane
Example: Wetan aman chun gkalpan chépin mos.

:
(They are spreading the canvas over the sweatlodge.}

canyon (n):

cape (n):

capture (v): petsiugka

car (n): maxena, maxenan, maxenane
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cards, playing (n): walaxa This noun does not change.

cards, play (v): huwalan
Example: Huwalax mak. (Let's us two play cards.)

care, take care of (v): tadilgka
Example: Teelan amin nOo'oma.

(She/he is taking care of her/his mother.)

carry (v) (in the hands): taayak

carry (v) (on the back): +s0nilgka
tsonilan
tsonil (burden, load)

carry (v) (under the arm the way you might carry a purse):
gkech' gka
gkech! enan

carry piggyback (v): aap'ak
Example: Aap'axo na chun. (I'm giving him/her a piggyback

ride.)
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carry piggyback (v): aaptak
Note: The Yowlumi word for riding a horse AAP' ANAN

literally means to be carried piggyback by the horse.

cartilage (n):

carve (v):

casino (n)}: watswasalse (place where you gamble) |

castrate (v): gkapalaxo

cat (n): gkatu, gkaton, gkatowlye (plural)
Example: Xath'alak chun gkaton. (Feed the cat.)

catch (v): 1) something thrown to you -- kamichgka

2) something you're chasing -- petsiugka
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catch (v): 3) a cold —- i'yunxo

4) a fish (hook and line) -~ gkach'lak

catch up to (v): gkoochgka

caterpillar (n):

cautious (adj): No single word. You have to explain.
Example: Heshinme thangka. (Sneak up on it.)

(Literally: Hiding yourself go)

cave (n):

cave in (v): 1) hamweyan
hamwin (It caved in.)
hamweyalak (Make it cave in.)

Note: You might say this if you were telling
someone to take down a tent or deflate a
bounce house.
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cave in (v): 2) tapuxwin (It caved in, and it got mashed. It
is no longer in a usable condition.)

3) tapapwin (It caved in, but it was not hurt.)

cedar (n): tun, tuna, tunodhal (plural)
Example: Mane cha tundhal. (There are lots of cedars there.}

cedar waxwing (n) (bird):

celebrate (v): lonesa
Example: Lonesaxo aman. (hey are having a celebration.)

cemetery (n): luk'la (place where you bury)

cense (v): se'leltak
Example: Se'leltaxo na nim chen.

(I am censing (cleaning) my house, i.e. by burning sage.)
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center (n): toine (in the middle)

centipede (n):

cereal, cooked (n): mosh

ceremony (n) lonewis
Example: Lonewis cha xoxo. (A ceremony is going on there.)

certain, make (v): meets'ingka (do it the best way you know how)

chafe (v): haplinxo
Note: Agnes is not absolutely sure about this word.

chair (n): huloshe This noun does not change.

chance (n) (opportunity):
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change (v): 1) be different -- lakalaxo
Example: Xon nim lakalin. (My life has changed.?

2) @ baby -- Yok'wosh amin xayak.
(Put his/her diaper on.)

3) clothes -- yolesak
YoOlesaxo na. (I'm changing clothes.)
yolesan (He/she already changed.?

changeable (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Xono lakalaxo. (It's alwasy changing.)

channel (n) (deep part of a river):

chap (v):

chaps (n):
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char (v): 1) food -- shaapinin

2) wood —— tul'na (part of it's burned)

charge (v): 1) animal --

2) get credit --

chase (v): yawalak
Example: Yawalak am. (Chase after it.)

Lehemun gkatu. Ama yawalin pu'us.
(The cat ran. And the dog chased it.)

CNet ie ;

Lyou yon sae8 .

chase away (v): hosek

chat (v): Hu'na nak chahulxo. (We're just talking.)

chatterbox (n): chekiya (person who is always talking)

cheap (adj): ktetith'!
Example: X'etith' am shoi. (What he/she bought was cheap.)
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cheat (v):

Cheek (n): +toxoy This noun does not change.

cheer (v) (like you encourage a sports team): tsautsauweyen
Example: Tsautsauxo aman. (They are hollering.)

cheer up (v): A'ne kahagka, (Don't feel sad.)

cheerful, be (v): hedtelak

cheese (n): keeshu, keeshon, keeshone
Example: Wangka nan yoo keeshone. (Give me some more chests.

cherry (n):

chest (u) (body part): pe'es

chew (v): tsamisgke



tH mn

Note: ages remenbers Ser mother making tnis for them When

they were Hias. She made it from milzeeed sap--which is
poisonous 25 2 Liguid. She cooked i% slowly on the back of

the stove, stirrin + to keep it from sticking. It took
0 a

a long time %o coo own, hours and hours.

chicken (n): owits

chicken meat (n): owitsin gkalne

chicken pox (n): xupus

chicks (n): pespes

chief (n): theya (leader)

chila (n): weth'ip
weth'ipatse (children)
weth'ipatsin (children's)
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chewing gum (4): tsalkath’
Note: Agnes remembers her mother making this for them when
they were kids. She made it from milkweed sap--which is
poisonous <s 2 liquid. She cooked it slowly on the back of
the stove, stirring it to keep it from sticking. It took
ea long time to cook down, hours and hours.

chicken (n): owits

chicken meat (n): Oowitsin gkalne

chicken pox (n): xupus

chicks (n): pespes

chief (n): theya (leader)

child (n): weth'ip
weth'ipatse (children)
weth'ipatsin (children's)
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chili (n): tselé, tselen, tselene
Example: Th'eeshgka kin tselen. (Make the chili.)

chill (v) (like you chill the jello): lewetstak (make it cold)

chilled, be (v) (of a person): Wake na hosowun.
(I'm really cold.)

chin (n): awash This noun does not change.

chip (v):

chipmunk (n): ts'e'twelée

chips (n) (potato or corn): gkatsweya (erunchy things)

chocolate (n): tsukealate, tsukalaten, tstkalatene

choice (n): hupush
Example: Ke nim hupush. (This is my choice.)

Fee em ee ae ome Sin ae ee omeep nae aesa

Peer

oe

Te

ney

ee
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ne

Sn

a
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choke on something, maybe food (v): bpichinin

choke someone (v): ch'ekelgka
Example; Ch'ekelun chun. (He's choking her.)

deka up OW? AFol? uzjam Che unable “te speale)

choose (v): hupushgkea, hupushun
Example: Hupushgka. Yith' wilshin. (Choose. One only.)

chop (v): 1) celery, etc -- tsistsisgka (cut repeatedly)
Heum tsistsishana. (It's been chopped.)

2) wood =-- achgka

chop off (v): k'tichgka

chubby (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Metets hexue. Ohm wake. (Little bit fat. Not very.)

church (n): ekleseya Phis noun does not change.
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cigarette (n): patom, patowy, pamone
Bxample: Unke min pa'om? (You got any cigarettes?)

circle, go ina (v): gketiugka
Also: gketautak (go round and round the circle)

Gketautaxo na. (I'm going round and round.)
Heum na gkétautan. (I went round and round.)
Met na gketautaxo. (I will go round and round.)

circular (adj): shotol

circumcise (v):

civel eat (n)! kote {m\ e

claim (v): No single word, but you can say:
Wanhana nim. (That's what was given to me.)
Ke nim haake. (This is what belongs to me.)

clap (v): th'upth'upweyan

clapperstick (n): ch'tawachwil This noun does not change.
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claw (n):
Note: you use the same word for fingernails

clay (or mud) (a): chpekil

clean (adj): se'lel

clean (v): se'leltak
Example: Se'leltaxo na. (I'm cleaning it.)

chao) (name le): bpishurgke, bpeshiran

clean, become (v): se'tlelwin

clear (adj): 1) water, air —- se'lel (clean)

2) directions -- lemin (simple)

clerk (n): wo single word, but you can say:
+stbOwlné cha (a worker there)
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clever (adj): huth'a (knowing)

cliff (n):

climb up (v): <dtolulgke
datulaitan (climb different places, trees)
A'ne dtulaltak (Don't climb all over.)

climb down (v): koningka

cling (v): 1) a wet garment -- ch'ap'weyexo
Ch'ap'weyexo nan. (It's sticking to me.)

2) a child -— th'upupxo (refuse to let go)
A'ne th'upupwegka. (Don't hang on.)

clinic (n): texatnitsin th'ani (where sick people go)

clip (v): magka (cut it with scissors)
Example: Mamaxo na chun. (I'm clipping it.).
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clock (n):
Mock wre lacdj}: Pryend Csr rugle haud to Lounnd tho couckor

close (adj) (near): amtsa
aun ath” os “pesm close by

close (v): chungka
Example: Chungka chunosol. (Close the door.)

Hem chunexo. (It's closed now.)

close your eyes (v): tsimikwegka

closet (n): kumi'than xaye (place where you put clothes)

~ r= oslo) | asecloth (n): ch'eneeka (ch anerkan), Chem 5/ (pon deqe

clothing (n): kumitha, kumithan, kumithane
Examples: Teetsgka min kumi'than, (Put your clothes away.)

Hatsimhi yOosh moxilhiya. (New ones or old ones.)

cloud (n): k'ela
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cloudy, be (v): k'elayin
Example: Walan k'elayan. (Yesterday it was cloudy.)

Note: This verb shifts the accent to the last
syllable in the past tense.

clover (n): xolum This noun does not change.

clover, eat (v): ts'eedtak

clumsy (adj): tayuch

coals (n): saalu
Note: This word can also be used for charcoal.

coarse (adj):

coat (n): dchaketa, dchaketan, dchaketane
Example: Lewits esel. Xayak min dchaketan.

(It's cold outside. Put on your coat.)

“ 5 |
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cobweb (n): meetsin che (spider's house)
Note: Cobweb was sometimes used for bandages.

cock the ears (v): shapaap'weyan

cocoon (n):

coffee (n): kabpe, kabpen, kabpene
Example: Wangka nan yoo kabpene. (Give me some more coffee.)

coil (n and v):

cold (of a thing) (adj): lewits @ Via wits (Gstuma)
(v): leweetsan

.

Example: Heum 1léweetsaxo. (It's getting cold.)
Henash léweetsa toi'nen. (It might get cold tonight.)

cold (of 2 person) (v): hosowun
Example: . Unke ma hosewin? (Did you get cold?)

cold (disease): U'yunxo na. (I have a cold.)



collapse (v): 1) person -~ pachinin (fall down)

2) thing -- hamweyan, tapuxwin, tapapwin
(cave in)

color (n): ots'oi
Example: Haak amin ots'oi? (What color is it?)

colt (n): NUESsis

columbine (n):

comb (n): bpeena, bpeenan, bpeenane

(v): bpeenak
Example; Me' na bpeena nim ocho. (I'm going to comb my heir.}

come (v) (arrive): panan

come here (v): taxingka

i

i

i
i

-}

}

4

4



come in (v): gkopingke
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Example: Gkopnatinxo emak. (They both want to come in.)

come out (v) (hair or feathers): xupulgka
You might be plucking a chicken.

come out (v) (a loose tooth): Oxoik, ok'win
Example: Heum Ok'oiwin, (It already came out.)

come rushing out, as from a house (v): pulwin

comet (n):

compensate (v): ico single word. You have to explain what was
offered es compensation and why.
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complain (v):

complainer (n): huwxewiluth'
Note: This person not only complains. He or she is also

a know-it-all, who will tell you what you should
have done and how you should have done it.

complete (adj): wo single word, but you might say:
Om ke yecha xoxo. (It's not all here.)

(v): pelishgka (finish it)

complicated (adj): tulas (difficult)

compromise (v): Wo single word. You have to explain.

condor (n): wits we its [M)

dchim

cone, pine (n):
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cor:froznt (v): so Single word. You have to explain the problem,
You might need to say:
Yopish ma weya'an. (But you said...)

congratulate (v): io single word. You have to be specific
about what the person did.

Example: insis. Pilishin me min eskwalan.
(It's good. You finished your school.)

a
constipated, be (v): MTh'éwichaxo

Example: Th'ewichaxd amin dtoch.
(Literally, his/her bowels have gotten hard.)

(> shednexs

coutinue (v): This is a main verb in English, but it's more
like an adverb in Yowlumni.

1) smezama yoo (plus a verb)
Example: «amaema yoo th'angka. (Keep going.)

2) th'anash (plus a verb)
Example: Th'anash chexulgka. (Keep talking.)

contorted, be (v): poiyuchxo, poiyuchweyan
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contract (v): hitseya ( shrink)
Example: Wake nim kumiha hitseya.

(My clothes shrank a lot.)

convulsions, have (v): poiyuchweyan

cook (n): kuseneli

cook (v): kusenelak, kusenelaxo

cooking pots (n): kusenelalis

cool (v): leweetstak (make it cold)

cooler (n): leweetstalis

copy (v): dtimnak
Example: Dtimnaxo chun.

(She/he is doing it the same way as that other person.} -.
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cord (n): chteka (thing you use for tying)

core (n): semeya (where the seeds are)

corn (n): musse, mussen, mussenée

corner (n): iskena This noun does not change.

cost (n): shoi
Example: Heushinuk amin shoi? (How much is its cost?)

Waach amin shoi? (Was its price high?)

cottonwood (n): lapa

cough (v): wU'tUweyen

count (v): petsgka
petsan (he/she is counting)
petsin (she/he counted)
petsxa mI (let's all count)
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‘counterclockwise (adj): lunte
Your left hand is toward the center of the circle.

country (n): paan

cousin (n): yodkots

cover (n): chomoi (what you use to cover something)

cover (v): chomgka
Example: Heum chomweyexo. (It's covered up.)

cover (fill in) a hole, as with dirt (v): lukulgka, luklexo

cow (n): bagka, bagketwiye (plural)

coward (n): bpaxna

cowboy (n): wakalo



cowlick (n): chashchasich

coyote (n): ki'yu
ki'twin th' ani

crab (n): pa'ashin meetsa

crack (v): ch'ilwin

(thing sticking up)

(coyote's tracks)

(lake/ocean spider)

crackers (n): gkaayeta, gkaayetan, gkaayetane
Example: Oyoxd aman gkaayetan.

cradle (n): watsas

cramp, have (v): poch'onon
Example: Poch'ontaxo na.

Poch'onon na.

erane (n) ibird): wahach!

(I am having cramps.)
(I had & cramp.)

82

(They want some crackers.)
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crawl (v): palusgka
Example: Palusun ke wetsip. (The baby is crawling.)

crazy (adj): loko

crazy, go (v): lokayaxo
Example: Ldkayon amin ne'esh. (Her/his younger brother

went crazy.)
Note: This word can also be used to describe a bad reaction

to alcohol or drugs.

creep (v): 1) Heshinme th'angka. (Go but keep hidden.)

2) tse'naxo (stalk, sneak up on)

crescent (n)}: hatsame op! (mew moon)

Creator (n): chepne

cricket (n): tsoltsolwéits
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crippled (adj): lupchana

criticize (v): tsdohoyon
tsohoyits (person who criticizes)

crooked (adj): Woikoiyish

crooked, be (v): 1) koiyoixo (example: picture on the wall)

2) poiyuchweyexo
(example: person's mouth after a stroke)

cross (n): gkulus (cross on a church)

cross (v): a'wu th'angka (go across, as a river or a road)

cross-eyed (adj):

crouch (v): 1) wbpeninxo (if you've just bent down to
look at something)
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crouch (v): 2) sitex6d, sitin (if you're getting ready
to race)

crow (n): alwuch

crude (adj): mahantahana (made any old way)

cruel, be (v): heauchaxo

crumble {(v): xumwin (it crumbled, like an eroding rock)
xumweyalak (crumble it)
xumweyexO (it's been crumbled, like cracker cruzhs}

erush (v): xumwin

crutch (n): ats'i

ery (v): waxilun



ery for (v):
Example:

ery~baby (n):

crystal (n):
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waxilsithxo
Waxilsitixo liisen. (He/she is crying for candy.)
Waxilsithxo amin polma yoosh amin moke,

(She/he is crying for her husband/his wife.)

waxchun

cucumber, wild (n):

cup (n): xalu, xalon, xalone, xalowiye (plural)
Example: Wangka nan chane xalone. (Give me @ cup.)

cure (n): tatale

cure (v): ta'talin
Example: Anchu nan/chun/amana ta'talin.

(The doctor cured me/him or her/then.)
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curious, be (v): huthstinxo (she/he wants to know) :

curl (n): +tseno

curl (v): tsenak
Example: Tsenaxd amin Oché. (She/he is curling her/his hair.)Tsenu nim ocho. (My hair is curly.)

currant (n) (plant):

curse (v): 1) sunuptak (use language in a nasty way)
fochoi amin chexul. (His/her language is bad.)

2)
Tochoi amin huth’. (Her/his knowledge is bad.)

(That is, he or she knows how to put a curse
on someone.)

cushion (n): otix, Stix, Otxone Otixwiye (plural)
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Cut ivi: 1) weehgka, achan (use an ax)

2) tsesgka, +tsésin (use @ knife)

3, m8gke, meyan (use scissors)

+} siehgka, kichin (cut a piece off)

ose re haute Pua ivy! MaLNS ale a; mawis. nin

cute 4 jt ‘voyone (for things)
cotsome (for people and animals)
pe sootse (especially for babies)
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-—- pD-

dab (v): k'elgka
Note: you can use this word for spreading butter on bread.

daily (adv): amaama hiyel (every day)

dam (n): teena
teenhaena (it's dammed up)

ts ch'euna (a little wet)DI et 0Ddamp (adj): me

dance (v): hatemgka
iiatmatinxo ma? (Do you want to dance?)
Hatemxa-mak. (Let's us two dance.)
YOO mi he hatmen hayacha. (Someday we'll dance again.)

dancer (nj: hatemits



Gaannprws “> 4’ €lmam
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torr domagr wwe _— \~ lel Oy
danger, avoid (v): chiknesaxo

(You don't go to the extreme of staying home--just cautious.)

dangle (v) (hang by the hands):
tupupxd (He/she is hanging from a tree branch, the
tupupweyexo parallel bars on the playground, etc.)

daredevil (n): No single word, but you can say:
Om hanuk chenichxo. (She/he is not afraid of anything.)

dark (adj): lema

dark, get (v): lemaakin

Example: Ke nim weth'ip gkaita. (This is my little girl.)

Example: Me’ lemaaka, (It'il be dark soon.)

daughter (n): weth'ip gkaita (if she is young)
!

weth'ip gkaina (if she is a grown woman) 7

daughter-in-law (n): onmil
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dawn (v): tawinin
‘Example: Heum tawinin. (It's getting light.)

Ama tawinme... (Then when it gets/got light...)

selatswin

hote: both TAWININ and SALATSWIN refer to the time when it's
light but the sun hasn't come up yet.

day (n): hiyel
hi'len (during the day)

co 7 .
i an cf

|

to oedaad (n) ~ Cpersen) -daucha Day of TO ‘&
L pergen we hes passa (wn

dead, be (v): taodwichin

shoxinin (used when many people die all at once
like in an epidemic or a plane crash)

deaf, be (v): chunkikin

deaf-mute (n):
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decay, rot (v): chik'na
Example: Yeech'a haak chik'ayan. (The stuff all spoiled.)

deceive (v): hak'awinin
Example: Hak'awinxo chun. (He's not treating her right,

and many other possible
English translations depending
on the circumstances.)

decide (v): hupushgka (choose)

decoy (n): molole (thing that fools a duck, goose, etc.)
From MOLOLTAXG fool or play a trick on

deep (adj): wa'tach
Example: Wa'ach cha, (It's deep there.)

deer (n): xoi, xoiyo, xoiyin th'ani (deer tracks)
Example: Shelhin na xoiyo. (I saw a deer.)

defecate (v): petikin
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defend (v):

deflect (v):

defy (v): No single word, but you can say:
Om la'na,. (He/she doesn't listen.)

demand (v): ahichgka (ask for)

den (nm): xo'oi (place where something/someone stays)
noo'on xo'oi (bear's den)

dense (adj): th'enik

dentist (n): No single word, but you can say:
Ke anchu th'eeshin min chayen. (This doctor fixes your teeth.)

depart (v): No single word, but you can say:
We' na cheme th'an,. (I'm going to go now.)
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depart, prepare to (v): we'lak
Example: Me' na we'la, (I'm going to get ready.)

depend upon (v): wkotson
Example: Ukotson na chun. (I depend on him/her.)

desecrate (v): to'chasun (do bad stuff, vandalize, destroy)
Example: To'chasun chun. (She/he trashed it.)

desert (n): No single word, but you can say:
Om cha haak. (There's nothing there.)
Uth'al silelhal. (Nothing but rocks.)

devil (n): hichwiya

devious, be (v): hak'tawinin

dew, be wet with (v):

diaper (n): yok'wosh This noun does not change.
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(i)

diarrhea, have (v): teeshaxo

(2) pul sin

dice (n):

die (v): taowichin

shoxinin {used when many people die all at once
like in an epidemic or a plane crash)

different (adj): lukle

different, be or become (v): lakalaxo
Example: Xon nim lakalin. (My life is different.)

Lakala yokuts panan. (Different people came.)

difficult (edj): tulas
wake tulas (very/too difficult)
tulas hawetin (it's hard to do)



dig a hole (v): ch'olowm
Example: Me! na chun ch'olwen.

Heum ch' oliuhana.

dig up, dig out (v): Ogkilgka
Example: Ogkilun chun.

Om na chun ogkilun.
dia aide (wt 1) Tork

dill (n) (plant):

dim (adj) (not much light):

dinner (n) (meal at night): konose

dinner, have (v): konosexo
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(I'm going to dig it.)
(It'w already dug.)

(She/he dug it up.)
(I didn't dig it up.)

Example: Konosix—mi. (Let's have dinner.)

dip (v): ch'éugka (make it wet)

dirt (n): 1) ground ~~ xoch'oi
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dirt (n}: 2) filth -- chtiyak
Example: ch'ikuna (it's filthy)

en'ikinin (he/she got dirty)

disappear (v): 1) ohaman Use this word to describe
a spirit departing.

2) th'anhussin Use this word to describe
& person who leaves a group
without saying anything.

Gm dtosme, th'anen.
(iithout telling anyone, he/she left.)

3) emik'win Use this word to describe
the sun going behind a cloud
or dropping below the horizon.

fsa th i) oo beb Nw ct"tce kK et 2 »  taawitswiyé (plural)

dislike iv: awachun
Examcie: Awachun na chun. (I don't like that person.)

wake nim awach, (I can't stand to be around
him or her.)
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dismount (v): kooningka (get down)
kooninin (he/she climbed off)

dispute, argue (v): poyesan
Example: Wake pdOyesan nak. (We two had a big argument.)

The speaker is talking to
someone who was not involved
in the dispute.

distant (adj): wa!
Example: Unke wa'? (Is it far?"

distract (v): No single word, but you can say:
A'ne lolgka amin shil. (Don't let him/her look.)
Wake na Oldlaxo. (I'm really shy.)

ditch (n):

dive (v): muhon
Example: Mugka yoo. (Dive again.)

Mumuxod. (She/he is diving all around.)
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divide (v): tsu'ubpgka
tsu' ubphana (it's divided in half)
Tsu'ubpgka hotponyo. (Divide it in fourths.)
Tsu'ubpgka shodpena. (Divide it in thirds.)

divorced, get (v): Ipchesan amak. (They got a divorce.)
Note: this word comes from EPICHGKA, throw away, and it

literally means they threw each other out.

dizzy, be (v): tseliuhin
Example: MTselewin na. (I'm dizzy.)

dizzy, suddenly be (v): dtaniweyan
Example: Dtaniwin na. (I was digzy.)

Use this word if the cause of the
dizziness is obvious, like you
were hit in the head.

do (v): hawan
Example: Hanuk ma hawan? (What are you doing?)

Hanuk ma he haween? (What ere you going to do?)

do your best (v): meets'ingka
Example: WMeetsenan. (He's doing his best. Or she.)
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doctor (n): anchu

doctor (v): 1) with song and prayer -- peeshin, peshan
Example: Peshan chun anchu. (The doctor treated him/her.)

Heum pelishin am pesha.
(He's finished doctoring her/hin.)

2) with medicine -- th' 0yexgka
Example: Th'oyoxon chun. (He's doctoring him/her.)

dodge (v): woloiwegka
woloiyexo (she/he dodged)

dog (n): pu'tus, po'osa (plural)

doll (n): wetseepamuts
Example: Hekaun amin wetseepamtsa.

(She is playing with her doll.)
No'om nim th'eeshin nim wetseepamtsa.

(My mother made my doll.)

dollar (n): peesa, peeson, peesone
Example: Wangka nan yith' peesone. (Give me a dollar.)
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donkey (n):

don't (v/fadv): 1) in commands -~ a'ne
A'ne lehemgka. (Don't run.)

2) in statements -- om
Om na huth'axo. (I don't know.)

door (n): chunosol This noun does not change.
Example: Achilgka chunosol. (Open the door.)

doubtful, it is (v): anaxthte
Example: Anaxth'e he pana. (It is doubtful he will come.)

dough, make (v): th'talgka
th'alhana (it's ready to cook)

dove (n): wuplale, uplalen
Example: Shelhin na uplalen. (I saw a dove.)

down (n) (feathers):
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down (adv): ath'il

downhill (adv): lachau |

downhill, go (v): lachauwegka
lachauwinxo (she/he is going downhill)

downpour (n): No single word, but you can say:
Wake she'elin, (It's really raining.)

downstream (adv): palu

doze (v): wuayutswin
Example: Wuyutswin na. (I dozed.)

draft (n): lawuts
Example: Chungka chunosol. (Shut the door.)

Leweetsaxo esel. (It's getting cold outside.)
Lawuts gkopinin. (The cold air is coming in.)
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drag (v): shochichgka
shochichun (he/she dragged it)

Example: Shochichgka chun. Wake mikich'.
(Drag it. It's very heavy.)

dragonfly (n): eslalt, eéslalon
Example: Shelhin na eslalon.

drain (v): tsemgka, .tseman, tsemhin, tsemen
Example: Tseman na chun. (I'm draining it.) (Maybe

you've washed vegetables in
a collander.)

draw (v): utseyak Also the word for write.
Example: Utseyon na kawiyon, (I drew a horse.)

dream (n): anuchwal

dream (v): anuchwalxo (he/she is dreaming)
Exemple: Anuchwalin na. (I had a drean.)
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dress (n): kenip, kenpa, kenpane, kenipwiye
Example: Shuenan na kenpa. (I bought a dress.)

Mane nim kenipwiyeé. (I have a lot of dresses.)

dress up (v): kinpesak
Example: Heum na kinpesan. (I got dressed up already.)

You can use this word for
putting on regalia.

adrift (v): hogkonon (it's drifting)
hogkinin (it drifted)

a@rill (v): shokilgka (make a hole through it)
Example: Shokolun chun. (He/she is drilling it.)

shokilin (she/he drilled)
shokolits (person who drills)

2 Shoklan - hole
drink (v): wukungka

Example: Ukonun na ilkta. (I'm drinking water.)

drip (v): ch'euweyan
ch' euch' eiweyan (it keeps dripping, like

a leaky faucet)



drive (v): gkaledtalak
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Example: Wise ma gkaledtalan. (You're driving fast.)
Om paayen gkaledtalum. (She/he doesn't know how

liahantaxo.

drizzle (v): semweyan
Example: Heum semwin.

to drive, or doesn't do
it very well.)
(He/she does it any old way.)

(It's drizzling.)

Ggrool (v): Wo single word, but you can say:
Helawuch amin ch'euch'euweyan.

(Her/his/its saliva is dripping.)

roop (v): tishweyan
Tishweyexo na.

drop (v):
intransitive

1) kooningka
Howich kooninin.

2) xeeswin

(for a person to be tired or weak)
{I've drooped.)

{drop down, climb down
(Hail is falling.)

(it came loose and dropped, like
peas being shelled)



drop (v):
transitive

1) xeesweyalak

2) gkonlon
Gkonlon na chun.
isphak. (?)

ch'aa@shinin .

Chanysnin KO ~
drown (v):

drum (n): th'umpole, th'umpolan,
Example: Wfod-tee. th'umpolan.

Ucham

1) chelawaxo
chelawon

drunk, get (v):

2) wulachexo
wulachun

ch'axeadry (adj):
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(make it drop)

(I dropped it.)
(daep st)

(he/she drowned)
IS dhowntn4

th' umpolane !

(She/he is playing the drum.)

(he/she is drunk)
(she/he got drunk)
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ary (v): ch'taxeun (it's getting dry)
chtaxiyak (dry it)

Chiaxiyak min kamihan. (Dry your clothes.)
Taak chun chtaxiyexo. (The sun is drying it.)

duek (n}: hi'tna, hi'nan

dull (adj): om xanuts (not sharp)

dump (n): epeche (where you throw stuff away)

dump (v): epichgka (dump it, throw it away)
épichin
Epcehinin na chun. (I threw it away.)

2uring (prep): No single word, but you can add Mk to the end
of = verb stem X and end up with a word that means during X,
wnile XZ was happening, when X happened.
Example: Hewetme, shelhin nak xoiyo.

(During our walk, we saw a deer.)

dusty (adj): puch'weya
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dwarf (n):

dye (n): muchoi

dynamite (n): th'uyos



each other:

eager (adj):

eagle {n):
Example:

“Haweatinxd aman chun.

169

r——

yeech': gman yith! (all of them individually)

inis idea is expressed by adding 1S or ES between
stem and its tense ending. Sometimes a
be added also to separate vowels,

(fhe two of them helped ezch Other.)
lentsgezwisxd.
amak,

two of them are not speaking to each other.)

Xo single word, but you can say:
(They want to do it.)

ch! oxil
Hoiyuliiun ch'oxil. Wat chépin.

(The eagle is flying. wey up above.)

ear (n): tuk, tuka
exemple; amtsa nim tuke (close to my sar‘

early (adv); ~~heyan nsyan





earn (v): 0 single word, but you can say:
Wager kteexan th'eesnin. (He/she makes 2 lot ef agaey

earring (on): yuwakan This noun dors not changes.
Example: Poyome nim yawakan. (iy earrings are pretty.) ” |

earth (n}: patan
Example: Shoiyim miin paten (Cur earth is sacred.)

earthguake (n): No single word, but you can si 3
. oe wikoiyun miin paten. (Our earth is sheking.$

ron)

east (adv): nooto.
Example: oCtS na th'anan. (I am going east.) .

easy (adj): lémin
Example: Lemin miin chaxul. (uur language is easy.}

easygoing (adj):



Li
eat (v): xath'gka

Example: Xath'gka cheme. mat right now.)
Yeech'a saan xath'en, wishin chatap Om xath'én.

(We all ate, but that person didn't eat.)

eat so much you are bloated and miserable (v): Umalwin
Example: Manen xath'mé, Umalwin na.

(Having eaten a lot, I was in misery.)

echo (n): ch'tanau

echo (v): ch'anauweyan

eclipse (n):

eddy (v):

effort, make an (v): meetsinin, moter
Example: Wake meetsinin, th'eesnme.

(She/he put forth a lot of effort in order to fix it.)
al: _ A male Oo abiad stfumateo (dase Lido spre + pra)



egg (mn): hon, hond, honodne
Example: Wangke nan honone.

YOO na hono Syoxo.

eight (n): mu'nus
Example: Heum mu'nus walhon.

ch'eo mu'nuseighteen (n):

eighty (n): mu'nus ch'éo
Example:

(Give me some eggs.)
(I want more eggs.)

(It's already past eight.=

Paan nim walhon mu'nus ch'eéo.
(My years are past eighty. I'm over eighty .;

iMu'nus ch'éo yith' nim paan.
(Eighty-one are my years.)

eitner...or (cong):
Example:

(It's either lighted, or it's not lighted,

ugh: haawethimcha,

tséush...tseush
Tseush hotexo, tseush om hotexo.

‘
:

(either which one)
ush haawethimcha ma cha th'an.
(Sithar way you'll get there.)

acu aka Sewiew (v)s eidk wim

*.

;
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elestic (n): teevweya (stuff that stretches)
+espwin (she/he made it stretch)

elbow (n): ko'we

elderberry (n): wesheeta This noun does not change.

elders? m oxil has
eleven (n): ch'teo yith'

elk (n): soxoi

eloquent (adj): 40 single word, but you can say:
Paayun chaxulmé. (He/she knows how to speak.)

else (adj): io single word. It depends on the context.
somewhere else ~~ tse'ush héyech'a wishin om th'ap ke

(anywhere but not here)

someone else -- watuk-axom wishin ne th'ap om

(somebody but not me)

what else cac I do? -- Lenuk na yoo haweyen?



embarrassed, be (v): oldlon
Example: A'ne ololak. (Don't be embarrassed.)

ember (n): saalu, saalon
Example: Shelhin na saalon. (I saw the embers.)

Heweth'in chepin chun saalon.
(She/he walked on the embers.)

embrace (v): komith'gka
Example: Komith'in chun. (He/she embraced her/him.)

Komoth'un amana. (She/he hugged lots of people.}

*

emerge (v): panahussin

employed, be (v): tsd0wdosith'xo
Example: TsoOwOsith'xd chun. (He/she is working for her/him.}

Tsoowosith'xo emana. (She/he is working for them.)

empty (adj): lio single word, but you can say:
Om cha yoo. (There's no more there.)
Heum tsoomunun. (It's at an end.)

encircle (v): gkedtautaxo nanwa (It's all around us.)
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end (v): tsoomunun
Example: Cha tsoomunun. (There it erids.)

Cha tsumunun. (It ended there.)

endurance (n): Wo single word, but you can say:
wake te'was (very strong)
Om p'axna, (He/she is no coward.)

eriemy (n): gke'eé
Example: Wake nim gke'eé.

(I can't stand to be around that person.)

enough, be (v): pauhin
Example: Heum pauhin miwa. (Now it's enough for us all.)

pauwexo — Tt 1s enough,

enter (v): gkopingka
Example: Gkopinme, laligka min dchaketan.

(When you come in, hang up your jacket.)

envy (v): Weyawom na. (I wish I was like him/her.)
xOte: To complete this verb you need to explain what it is

about the other person that makes you want to be then.
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equal (adj): snutswas

Bxample: iiutswas amak. (They two are equal.)

|
{

3

erase (v): melgka
Example: Melhin chun. (He/she erased it.)

erode (v): xumwin (crumble)

erupt (v): potoxwin (burst) :

escape (v): lehemun (she/he ran)

evaporate (v): shookunun (it dried up)

even, get (v): amanaxo
Example: Me' na chun amane.

(I'm going to get even with that person.)

even, don't get iv}: lolehuk (leave it)

repay pesrearaeyHierincreas



evening (n): ne'two

evening, become (v): neteuwin
Example: Heum ne'euwin. (It's getting dusk.)

every (adj): yeech'a (all)

everybody (pron): yeech'ta aman (all of them)
yeech'a mi (all of us)

everything (pron): yeech'a

everywhere (adv): +tseush héyeech'a

evil (adj): dtoch'é (bad)

ewe (n): gkeina wulawul (female sheep)

exaggerated (adj): metets hichke (little bit of a lie)
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except (prep): Use ALL...BUT
Example: Yeech'a panan, wishin cha om.

(All came, but not him/her.)

excited (adj): iio single word, but you can use WAKE to
intensify the idea of wanting.

Example: Wake na th'anatinxo. (I really want to go.)

excuses, make (v): No collective verb. You have to be specific
about why the person didn't do what they
were supposed to.

Example: wake moiyinin (he/she is very tired)
chanichxo (she/he is afraid)

Cx eruse Wy) * wachis aka

exhausted, be (v): wake moiyinin
Example: Wake na moiyinin. (I'm exhausted.)

exile (v): hosek (chase away)
Example: Hoseyan aman chun. (They exiled him/her.)

You can also think of jail as a kind of exile.
ch'ekaxo (he/she is in jail)

exorcise (v): hosexdo hichwiya (chase away the devil)
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expect (v): Jo single word, but you can use HENASH or NE'EN
. plus what you expect to happen.

Example: Me'en amak panan. (Pretty soon they will get here.)
(I expect them to get here soon.)

expensive (adj): wa'tach ( high)

experience (n): No single word, but you can say:
Paayen haweme. (He/she knows how to do stuff.)

Hote: On the CD, Agnes talks about her experience growing up.
Pohuchin na chaxulme. (I grew up speaking the language.)
Pohuchin na weme. (I grew up that way.)
Inyanin nahits, cha nim nahits.

(The Indian way, that's my way.)

explain (v): dtosith'in (tell to someone)

explode (v): potoxweyan (it explodes/it is exploding)
potoxwin (it exploded)

extinguish (v): th'awegka
Example: Th'awekin na chun. (I put it out.)
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‘extra (adj): io single word, but you can say;
wake mane (there's lots)

eye (11): sasa, sesan
Example: aAchilgka min sasan. (Open your eyes.)

eye, get something in (v): chemikhin
Example: Haak nan chemikhin? (What: got in my eye?)

eyes, have wide open (v): chelilweyan, chélilxd, chélilwin
Example: ia'tne na ke yitsa chelilxo.

(Sometimes I'm here by myself with my eyes open.}

eyebrow (n): temich
Example: ‘epikan amin teémich. (She plucks her eyebrows.)

eyelash (n):

eyelid (nn):



Lelaface (n): No word for the whole face, but you can use
tsumna (mouth and the area around it)

face, wash (v): tsumlusak
Example: Heum na tsumlusan. (I already washed my face.)

fade (v): ts'olwin
Example: Heum ts'olweya. (It's faded.)

fail (v): wo general word for fail. You have to be specific
about what went wrong.

Example: Om paayenan. (She/he didn't learn.)

faint (adj) {barely visible): sanaaxweyan

faint (v): lemhin, lémon
Example: ‘ftlas hoshetim. Ama weme lemhin, -(It was hard to breath. So she/he fainted.)

faint, Teel like you're going to (vj: dteniwin
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fairy (n): No “little people* in Yowlumi traditional stories,

fake (adj): mahantahana (not well made)

faleon (n) (bird):

fall (v): k0oninin
Example: HoOwich kO6ninin. (Hail is falling.)

fall down (v) (person): pachtinin
Example: Pach'nenme. (You're going to fall.)

fall down (v) (structure): hamweyan, tapapwin, tapuxwin
See cave in.

fall (n) (season): datuma

false (adj): Om métsnané
Example: Om cha metsnane. (That's not true.)

4
if
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familiar, be familiar with (v): huth'an (know)
Example: Huth'an na chun. (I know that person.)

family (nm): famelea

yokitsa nim (my relatives)

fan (v): elewin

fan, hand operated (n): ela

fan, electric (n): tseetsweyalis (thing that makes a breeze)

fang (n): ch'aye (tooth) MANYEI< |

Useful descriptive words: XANUTS (sharp) and ME¥BK (big) :

far (adv): wa!
Example: Wa' xosem amin ché. (Her/his home is way up north.)

wanith? — prem er Ooss04
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farewell: When you leave, you can say:
Me' na cheme th'an,. (I'm going now.)
Wesa. (Later. )

If you won't see the other person for a long time:
Hayacha nam yoo shilen. (Someday I'll see you again.)

fart (v): yik
yikexo oO (she/he is always farting)

fast (adv): wise
Example: Wise ma th'anan. (You're going fast.)

fast (v) (not eat):

fast in mourning for the death of a spouse (v): l10th't
Example: Cha th'ap luth'u.

(He/she is fasting because his wife/her husband died.)

fat (adj): hexna (a fat one, person or animal)
Example: Unke na shiltin hexna? (Do I look fat?)



fet (n): heexa, heexan, heexansd
Example: Me' na shuena heexan. (I'm going to buy cooking oil.)

Wangke nan yoo neexane. (Give me more grease.)

Rote: English has different words for greasy stuff depending
on its state at room temperature. If it's a liquid, it'san oil. If it's a solid, it's fat or grease.

Yowlumni has different words for greasy stuff depending
on what you do with it. If you eat it or cook with it,it's HEEXA. If you put it in a car or a kerosene lamp,it's AcIIrk.

fat, get (v): hexnen
Example: Manen xath'en. Ama he hexnen,

(He/she will eat a lot. Then he/she will get fat.)

father (n): nopop, nodpopin
Example: Cha nim noOpopin maxena,. (That's my father's car.)

father, deceased (n): nopepmam

father-in-law (n): naxaames, naxaamesin

father-in-law, deceased (n): naxesmam
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fatten (v): hexhenek
Example: Hexhenek amana. (Fatten them.) (like cows}

Me’ na chun hexhene. (I'm going to make it fat.}

t
faucet (n): No word, but you can describe it as:

Bpebpa heyok cha ilk'a lohonin (pipe where it pours water out}

favor (n) (as in, do me a favor): No word, but you can say:
Hawesith'gka nan chane. (Do it for me.)
Unké nash ma chun haween? (Would you do that?)

favorite (n): insun
Example: Cha nim insun. (fhat's my favorite.)

fawn (n) (baby deer):

fear (v): chanichgka
Example: Chanichxd nan. (She/he/it is scared of me.)

Cha nim chaniich. (fhat's what I'm afraid of.)

fearsome, really scary (adj): G'ilmum
Example: Shelme, elemaxo nan.

(He scares me the way he's looking at me.)
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feather (n): xapal This noun does not change

feed (v): xath'alak, xath'alaxo
Example: Hitse aman yokotse xath'ala.

(Tomorrow they are having a meal for people.)
Heum na amana xath'talan. (I already fed them.)

feel (v) (touch): tsogka, tsowon
Example: Gkupith' tsodtin. (It's hot to the touch.)

A’ne tsogka. Wake gkupith'.
(Don't touch it. It's really hot.)

feel sorry for yourself (v): oiyowisxo
oiyOwisxo (he/she is feeling sorry for him/herself)

feel sorry for someone (v): No single word, but you can says
Keheyexo nan. (She/he makes me sad.)
Kahayan na chun shelme. (I feel sad when I see him/her.)

fell (v) (cut down a tree): woxin (he/she cut it down)
woxnexo (it's already cut down)

fence (n): selka, selkan
Example: Ts00x0 selkan. (He/she is working on the fence.)
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fern (n):

fester (v):

fetch (v): lLéhémsith'gka (run for it)

mukeka (get it)

feud (v): pachesaxo (fight)
Example: PachesaxO aman p'a'na.

(They are having a feud about land.)

fever, run a fever (v): gkulweyan
Example: Téxtinxo gkulwéya. (She/he is sick with a fever.)

few (adj): hautsin

fiber (n}: elu, elon, élone ( thread)

fidget (v): Om nenan. (He/she doesn't sit still.)
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fierce (adj): he'aucha

fifteen (n): ch'eo yetsinil

fifty (n): yetsinil ch'éo

fig (n): éGwas, Swas, ewasne
Example: Mane éwas woiyon lunte ilk'a.

(Many figs grow by the water.)

fight (v): pachesak
Example: <A'ne pachesak. (Don't fight.) .

Pachésan aman. (They--more than two--are fighting.)

fight with one's spouse (v): yaxwisxo
Note: this word is slang, not often used.

file (n) (tool): leme



fill (v): pumgka
Example: Heum pumunun. (it's filled.)

Pumgka chun walten ilk'ané.
(Pill the bucket with water.)

ce
#
>

filter (v): elgka (literally, fish with a large net)
Example: Elan aman chun. (hey are filtering it.)

filthy (adj): ch'ikuna

fin (n):

finally (adv): Wo single word, but you can say:
Heum pelshinin. (it's finished/it's over.)

find (v): pokgka
sote on pronunciation: The first k gets kind of swallowed,
so the word comes out more like po'gka with a weak glottal
stop where the first k would have been. This is a regular
feature of Yowlumni whenever the stem of a verb ends in k.
Other verbs like this include elikgka (sing).

Exemple: Henash na chun he poken. (Maybe I'1l find it.)
Om nim chun wostoxd pok. (Il can't find it.)
Pokgkea min k'ecexan, (Find your money.)

Walsa min xoxo. (It's in your pocket.)
H@um na chun pokin. (iow, I've found it.)
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fine. (adj): insis { good)

fine (n) (punishment): No single word, but you can say:
Chawalan chun he hayacha. (Someday he/she will pay for that.)

This phrase has the same metaphorical extension as in
English: the consequences of this person's bad behavior
will make them suffer sooner or later.

finger (n): punchuk (hana)

fingernail (n): xeesex

finish (v): pelishgka, pelishin, pilshen he
Example: Pelishgka cheme. (Finish it right now.)

fir (n) (tree):

fire (n): oshith', oshth'o
Example: Hapak amtsa oshth'o. (Get warm by the fire.)
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fire-cracker (n):

Related phrases:
A'ne hotgka. (Don't light it.)
Th'uyon mam he. (It'11 shoot you.)

fireman (n): oshth'o th'awakits (person who puts out fire)

fireplace (n): hOdtonelis (thing where a fire can burn safely)

hapalis (thing that makes a place warm)

firewood (n): xeth'es

first (adj): yith' (number one)

theya (the leader)

oma (first in a series)

- - a 5 Onefish (n): lopich, Lopehg, Llopchene
Example: Xath'atinxo na lopchg. (I want some fish to eat.)
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fish (v): kachlehak
Example: Me' na kachla. (I'm going fishing.)

Henash na he manen chdken. (Maybe I'll catch a lot.)
(kachlexo he/she is fishing)

Th'anen kachlene. (She/he went fishing.)

eme lan (fish by hand)

Note: Women used to get together and fish this way. They
would choose a place where the water was still, mash a
special plant, and spread it on the water to stun the
fish. Then they would gather the fish, using blankets
and skirts, and have a lot of fun.

The fish were only stunned, so when they were tossed
into somebody's skirt, they started flopping around. One
standing joke was to pretend there was a snake in with the
fish. (Hu'na na mam mOloltaxo. -- I'm just kidding you.)

Agnes was too little to help with this, but she heard
all about it from her mother. Her mother was always
worried the game warden would find out.

fisher (n) (animal):

fist (n):
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fit (v): pauwexo
Example: Pauwexo nan. (It fits me.)

Pauthin nan, (it fit me.)

shukwin
Example: Unke miyek? (Is it too big?)

Unke gkutse? (Is it too small?)
Ohom. Shukwin. (No. It fits just right.)

Note: These two words mean just the same.

fit, throw a fit (v): he'chawin (behave badly)

five (n): yetsinil

fix (v): th'eéshgka (prepare or repair)
Example: Unke min chun wostoxo th'eesh?)

(Can you fix it?)
Th'eeshin aman nim maxenan. (They're fixing ny car.)

Rame 6)! ualam
. ~~Oy) UeDow WEL CA

flap (v): lixlixweyan
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flash (v): hotoihotoiweyan

flat (adj): nututweya

flat (n) (land): nutal

flat, be (v) (land): tsoldowin
Example: Cha tsoloowin. (The land is flat there.)

flat, be (v): nututweyan
Example: Heum nututweyexo. (It's flat.)
Use this word for a sheet or acorn about to be leached, ete.

yuxulweyan (like crushed rock)

flatten (v): nututweyalak
Example: Me’ na chun nututle. (I'm going to smooth it.)

flea (n): p'taak'til



flexible (adj):

flicker (n)} (bird):

flicker (v): hotitswin

flint (n):

flip (v):

float (v): hogkonik
hogkonon
hogkinin

flood (n): hulna

flood (v): hulunun
Example: Che nim hulu'nun.
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(the light isn't steady)

(make it float)
{it's floating)
{it floated)

(My house flooded.)



floor (n): Wo word.

flour (n): aleena,
Example:

eelau
Chaxeya eelau.

flower (n):
Example:

wishweyaflute (n):

wishweyalak
wishwishweyan

flute, play (v):

Note: Playing the flute in
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A traditional house didn't have one.

aléenan, aleenane
Manen na oyoxd aleenan.
Wangka nan yoo aleenane.

(I need lots of flour.)
(Give me some more flour.) —

This noun does not change.
(The flowers have dried up.)

(play the flute)
(he is playing the fiute)

summer when the snakes are active
has been known to attract then.

flutter (v): tabpabpweyan

fly (n): mo6n&

Example: Richardin hoyowis Mona. (Richard's name is Fly.)
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fly (v): hoyu'nun (he/she is flying)
Example: Wa' chepin hoyinin. (He/she flew way up high.)

foam (n):

fog (n): kumn

foggy, be (v): kumunun
Example: Walan kumunan,. (It was foggy yesterday.)

fold (v): pilengka
Example: Pilengka min saawanan. (Fold your sheets.)

follow (v): yawulgka

food (n): xath', xath'a, xath'ane

fool (n): No single word, but you can say:
Om hanuk hith'axo. (She/he doesn't know anything.)
Hu'na ma chaxulxod. (You're just talking.)
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fool (v):  mololtaxd
mololtene (trickster, joker) ;

foot (n): th'achach This novn does not change.
Example: Miyek amin th'achach. (Her/his feet are big.)

Chekit amin th'achach. (His/her feet stink.)

foothills (n): gkotsots lomate (little mountains)

for (prep): No word, but there are several ways to express the
idea that you are doing something for someone else.

One way is to use the possessive. Not all nouns have a
possessive. Those that do usually add IN to the end of
the word--a lot like you add 'S in English. Suppose it's
back-to-school, and you're going to buy clothes for the
kids. In Yowlumi you can say:

Me' na shuena weth'ipatsin kimihan.
(I'm going to buy the kids' clothes.)

There's another way that's a little more difficult, but a
native speaker of Yolumi uses it a lot. You take the
verd for what's happening--bring (TAXAN), get (MUXAN),
buy (SHUENIN), ete--and you add SITH' to it. The noun
for what you bring or get or buy is going to take the

“uxsith'gke am kapene. (Get her/him some coffee.)
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for continued:
Taxasith'gka nan nim anteaxone. (Bring me my glasses.)
Shuenasith'in nan somlalone. (She/he bought me a hat.)

Some verbs like give (WANGKA) and allow to borrow (LUSHGKA)

have the idea of doing something for someone else built
into them. They don't get SITH' added to them, but the
noun changes the same way,

Wangka nan ilk'ane. (Give me some water.)
Lushgka am maxenane. (Let him/her borrow the car.)

This is very different from English, and it takes a while
to get used to it.

forbid (v): No general word. You just put A'NE (don't) in
front of whatever you don't want the person to do.

Example: A'ne lehemgka. (Don't run.)

forehead (n): pit'iu

foreign (adj): lakle (different)

forest (n): tuna (all the pine trees)
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foretell (v): No abstract verb, but you can use
hayacha (someday)

with whatever is going to happen.

forget (v): moningka
Example: Moninin na, (I forget)

Mononin na'ne. (She/he sometimes forgets.)

forgetful person (n): mononich

fork (n) (eating utensil): tsikwea, tsikwean, tsikweane
Example: Wangka nan tsikweane. (Give me a fork.)

forty (mn): hotponoi ch'ed

forward (adv): thtaya (in front)

foster cniid (n): puhucha
Sxample: Cha aim puhuchu. (That's the oue I raised from

little until he/she was srown.)
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four (n): hotponoi

fourteen (n): ch'eo hotponoi

fox (n): owtsa, owtsan
Example: Shelhin na owtsan. (I saw a fox.)

fragile (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Kooninmé, ch'alnen he. (If it falls, it will break.)

fragrant (adj): tseeweya

frame (n) (poles tied together):

frank (adj) (honest and direct):

free (adj): 1) no cost -~ Om hauk amin shoi.
(Nothing is its cost.)

2) loose —= Om ch'ik'hana (not tied up)
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freeze (v): ch'opilin (it's frozen)

fresh (adj): Wo single word, but you can say:
Haka na chun nopo'on. (I just picked it.)

friend (n): notse

frighten (v): lotsooxtok
Example: A'tne 10tso00xtok. (Don't frighten him/her.)

Lotsooxtaxo ma chun. (You're scaring her/him.)

frog (n): wukuku, wUkukon

Example: Muxgka chun ukukon. (Get the frog/Pick it up.)

iem (prep): Jee back ot thioeet.
%

front, in front (adv): th'aya
Example: Th'aya nan th'angka. (Go in front of me.)

Cha th'aya th'tanen. (He/she went first.)

frost (zn):

frown (vj: elemaxo
Exemcle: Elemaxo mam. (She/he is looking at you mean.)



ave (prep):
ITH, NITH t but a Strume of userde
thal moon ps soe UfPore
wraith » rem per anos
cme ath _ “prewn Che sa lou
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fruit (n): Wo general word. You have to be specific.

frustrate (v): Wo single word, but you can say:
Xechewexo nan. (It makes me angry.)

fry (v): kesalak
Example: Heum na chun kesalan, (I already fried it.)

Me’en na chun kesala, (I'm going to fry it.)

fry-bread (n): pilela, pilelan, pilélane
Example: Th'eeshgka pilélan, (Fix some fry—-bread.)

fuel (n): th'uldle (stuff that gets burned)

full (adj): 1) a bucket -~ pumhana
pumnexo (it's been filled)

2) @ person -- palikin
Palkexo na. (I'm full.)
Palikin na. (I've had enough to eat.)
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fun, make fun of (v): haewisgka
Example: Haewisxo0 ma chun. (You're making fun of him/her.)

funeral (n): luk'la
Example: Th'anatinxo ma luk'1la?

(Do you want to go to the funeral?)

fungus (n):

funnel (n):

funny (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Hielaxo nan. (It makes me laugh.)

fur (n): shelish
Example: Mane amin shelish. {It has a heavy coat of fur.)

futile (adj):

fuzzy (adj): shelsha



2gou

nn en

Chungka amin tsuman.

gall (n) (oak apple):

game isi: lj) ta. -- heke

wame-warden (a):

af
jb1aly

petsawits

fet ary

v): Ho single word, but you can say:
(Close his/her mouth.)

(the act of gambling)

( pleying)

qadine

(like a cop, someone who

cheses you and catches you)

inj: No single word, put you cun uses
n3'wuche weth'ipatse/nona (mean ones kids/men)



gangrene (n): ko single word, but you can say:
Tixtin amin thtachach. (His/her foot is diseased.;
chekna (it's decayed)

gap (n): waki

garbage (n): epeche (stuff you throw away)

garden (n): woiyil
Example: Cha amin woiyil. (That is her/his garden.)

garden (v): woilak
awoilaxo (He/she ‘is gurdening.)

gargle (v):

garlic (n): axu, 2xon,” axone
Example: Intsinxo na kisenelen axone.

(I like to cook with garlic.)

garter snake (n): yax ( snake)
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ges (n): 1) car -- asiite, asiiten, asiitene

2) cook stove -- asiite

3) person -- HOpweyan nim toch.
(My stomach is puffy.)

gesp (v): hekweyan, hekwin

gate (n):

gather (v): 1) people -- yolowin
YOLowinxo aman. (They are gathering.)

2) acorns, seeds, ete -- nopgka
Haka na chun nopo'on, (l just gathered it.)

3) greens ~- labpiin
Labplin aman shanukwa. (They are gathering

Wild onions.)

gathering (n): lonéewis (ceremony, celebratica)
You can also use the verbs: lonesexo

yolowiaxd
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gentle, be (v): ts0gka inestem {touch it in a good way)

get (v): muxgka
Example: Heum chun muxin. (She/he already got it.)

Heyame chun muxatan. (He/she got it a long time ago.)
oak prtkon - Rusoaxé, Eywsin he

get even (v): amanaxo
Example: Me' na chun amane.

(I'm going to get even with that person.)
3 an = on

4 At ae r Hy 5
A OAiAY gir A akelS CPRSen tothe glo uwpe gso Acknia _

get up (v): Spoth'gka
Example: Opoth'gka cheme. (Get up right now.)

Vegkam. (Tell him/her.)

* ou of ee ia aeca - shout nigh ve)
wp im & wry Cy

ghost (n): hahacha, hahachan

giblets (n): No collective noun. You have to neme the organs
separately: heart, liver, etc.

gift (n): wanhana (thing that has been given)
wani (thing that is being/has been given)

Example: Ke amin mam wani. (fhis is his/her gift to you.)



giggler (n): hiyach

gills (n) (of fish):

girl (n): gkaeta
gkadtin (girl's)
gkaéte { girls)
gkadtsa (pretty girl)

give (v): wangka, wanan, wanhin
Example: Heum chun wanhin.
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(person who is always laughing)

(He/she already gave him/her something.)
Wangka nan yoo tsahane.

give birth (v): wetsipnan
Heum wetsipnan.
Heum cha wetsip woiyin.

Example:

sive orders (v): hoiyexo

gizzard (n): ch'elil

(Give me some more tea.)

(She already had her baby.)
(The baby is already born.)

(he/she is giving orders)

roe leg
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glacier (n): No single word. You have to explain.

glad, be (v): hedtelak
Example: Hedtelaxd na min panata. (I'm glad you came.)

Hedtelaxo na-—panan ma. (I'm glad you came.)

glance (v): shelitswin
Example: Shelitswin na chun. (I looked at it briefly.)

glare (n) (reflection of light off snow, water, etc.):

(v) (look mean at): elemaxo
Elemaxo na chun. (I'm glaring at it/him/her.)

glass (n): wasu, wason, wasone
Example: Shuhuchgka chun wason. (Wash the glass.)

glasses (n): anteyexo, anteyexon, anteyexone
Example: Wangka nan nim anteyexone. (Give me my glasses.)

glide (v): sheteekweyan, sheteekwin
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glitter (v):

gloat (v): No single word. You have to explain.

Zlow (v):

glue (n and v):

glutton (n): xath'éen (person who eats too much)

snat (n): ma'na This noun does not change.

gnew (v):

go (v): tangka
Example: Me’ na cheme tan. (I'm going to go now.)

Heum tanen, (He/she left already.)
Tanxa mek/mi. (Let's go.)

Ya mak/mi. another form of LET'S GO in very common use.
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goat (n): tsewu, tsewon, tsewone

God (n): Chepne
)~\~ (x alone

\ 1 ols (Slon fo or .“14 oe in). BIS lokewe (see mine Cn)

goldenrod (n) (flower):

zoldfinch (n) (bird):

good (adj): insis

goose (n): lala

> .

gooseberry (n): Vad Sp

gopher (mn): hashkewits
hashkeweetsin tinil (gopher's hole)

gopher snake (n):
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gossip (n): chekiya (person who talks a lot)
dtoschekich (person who tells what they shouldn't)

grab (v): maxitswegka (get it fast)
maxitswin (she/he grabbed it)
maxets (the act of grabbing)
\

gradual, little by little (adv): kootsinme

granary for acorn (n):

grandchild (n): tutta
Example: Ke nim tu'ta. (This is my grandchild.)

grandfather (n): eenis

grandmother (n) (father's mother): bpabpa, bpabpan
Example: Shelhin na bpabpan. (I saw my grandmother.)

grandmother (n) (mother's mother): kumits, kumtse
Example: ke kumtsin nim walech.

(This is my srendmother's aecklace.)



Grape (wild). IssnG pils
55

grapes (n): twas, Uwas, wUwasne

Example: Wangka nan yoo Uwasne. (Give me some more grapes.)

grapevine (n) (slang) (one person telling another):
No single word, but you can say:
Ke amnok dtos. (fhat's what they're saying.)

grass (n): yawil, yawle, yawlene
tseuki yawil (green grass)
chakeya yawil (dry grass)

Example: Bpagka xath'an yawle. (fhe cow is eating grass.)
Xath'alaxo bpagkan yawlene.

(He/she is feeding the cow grass/hay.)
Yoo am xath'alak yawlene.

(Feed it more grass/hay.)

grasshopper (n): +tanowich

grate (n):

grate (v): xepwegka, xepweyalak
Example: Xepweyalek tsewoiyon. (Grate the onion.)
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grave (n): luk'la (where a person is buried)

gravel (n):

gravy (n): gkleepe, gkleepen, gkleepene

ereay (adj): mdchokweya

graze (v): 1) eat grass
No single word, but you can say:
Xath'an yawle. (It is eating grass.)

2) scratch but not very deep
No single word, but you can use:
xeechwin (get a scratch)

grease (n): It depends.
If you are going to cook with it

heexa, heexan, heexane

If you are working on your car
asiite, asiiten, asiitene
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grease (v): heexgka
Example: Heexin na chun. (I greased it.)
Note: You can use this word to talk about a skillet but

NOT a motor.

greedy person (n): th'ahauwich

sreen (adj): tseuki
Note: This word also means blue.

greens (n): gkelete

grieve (v): kahayan
Example: Tsupa naan kahdyan. (Some of us are grieving.)

grind (v): hesgka, hesan
Example: Hesgka amam. (Grind it.)

groom (n): No single word, but you can say:
Hiyacha nim he polun. (Someday he'll be my husband.)
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groom (v): No single word, but you can say:
Bpenaxo na keawiyin Ocho. (I'm combing the horse's mane.)

grope (v): No single word, but you can say:
Oxyoxo na chun. (I'm searching for it.)
Lamuk ke. (It's dark here.)
Om hanuk nim wostoxo shil. (I can't see anything.)

grouchy, be (v): he'auchaxo

ground (un): xochoi This noun does not change.

ground squirrel (n): podhul
pohulin tinil (squirrel's hole)

grow (v): 1) in size -- miyeekan

2) in number -- mangaxo

3) grow up —- pthuchin
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growl (v):
if a dog is growling, a Yowlumni speaker may skip over what
the dog is doing and talk about what it wants to do:
Asastinxo amana/mam/nan. (It wants to bite them/you/me.)

grown-up (n): puhuch

grudge (n): No single word, but you can say:
Xechiuwin na amana. (I got mad at them.)
Xéchiuwexo nan aman. (They're mad at me.)

guard (v): thte'elgka
Example: Th'e'telin na chun (I'm guarding it.)

guess (v):

guest (n): io single word, but you can say:
Paseyalan nan, (She/he is visiting me.)
Paseyalaxo nan. (He/she has come to visit me.)

(He/she is staying with me.)
Ape nan xok. (Stay with me.)
Ape nan xohon.



LEO

guide (v): No single word, but you can say:
Tanak nan. (Take me.)
fangka nan ape. (Go with me.)

,
ong i

gusnea hen @leoklats
suitar (n): No specific word.

Uchoi (musical instrument)

gum (n) (part of the mouth):
A description that would sometimes work is:
Om nim cha chaye. (I don't have any teeth.)

sum (n) (chewing): tsakath'

gun (n): th'uyos

zunpowder (n):

zut {n and v):
vw) bpashux ska , bpeshivan
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—-—— H —-~

habit {(n): No single word, but you can say:
Xono hawan. (He/she always does it.)
X0nd tsakath'an, (She/he is always chewing gum.)

hack (v): kechan {cut a piece off)

heil (n): howich
Example: Hdwich kooninin. (Hail is falling.)

hair (n) (head): Och'd This noun does not change.
Example: Shuhuchgka min Och'6. (Wash your hair.)

Shuhochin na nim och'd, (i'm washing my hair.)

hair, pull out (v): tsoth'tsoth'wisxo
Example: MTsoth'tsoth' gka. (Pull her hair.)

beiry (adj) (of a person): och'weyan



half-sibling (n): tsup'hana

hallucinate (v):

ham (n): Wo single word. You have to explain.

hammer (n): kokoweya (thing you tap with)

(v): kokoweyan (tap repeatedly)

hand (n): panchuk, panuchka, panuchkeane
Example: ‘sogka nim panuchka. (Hold my hand.)

hos A) : waxes ak *

handful, scoop up (v): ch'ubpgka
ch' ubpan

handle (n): +tsowoi (thing you hold it by)

hang (v) (be hanging): lalkexo
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hang up (v): laligka (hang it up)
,

lalukan (he/she is hanging it)
lalken (she/he will hang it)
laluke (place where stuff hangs)

Example: Laligka min dchaketan. (Hang up your jacket.)

nappy, be (v): hedtelak, hédtelaxo

herd (adj): 1) difficult -- tilds

2) not soft -- th'é@wich

nerd, become (v): th'tewichaxo (it has become hard)
th' eweechan (it's getting hard/setting up)

nerd times (1): wo single word, but you can say:
Dtech@yexo amok xon. (Their life is going badly.)

naraiess (adj): Wo single word. You have to explain.

warnculee ¢nj}: Wo specific word, just:
achoi (thing you pley music on)
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hat (n): somlalU, somlalon, somlalone

hatch (v): tsudtolun, tsudtolwisun (Newman page 88)

hate (v): wake ewachun (dislike a lot)
Example: Wake nim awach.

(I can't stand to be around him/her.)

have (v) (auxiliary verb)
English example: I have never eaten there.
This HAVE does not exist in Yowlumni. You can say:
Om na cha hiyak xath'an. (I never eat there.)

(v) (ownership): xoxo
Example: OUnke min chopol x0x6? (Do you have any ice?)

XOXO is sometimes omitted in everyday speech.
Example: Om nim cha. (I don't have any.)

have to (v): Wo single word. You explain the reason.

hawk (n): tsuktsuk This noun does not change.
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nay (n): yawil (grass)

haze (n):

he (pro): Sometimes you use KE (this one/this person), and
sometimes you use CHA (that one/that person), but most of
the time you don't use anything at all.

In English, a verb by itself doesn't tell you who is
doing the action. You have to add a pronoun or a noun.
in Yowlumni, a verb automatically has the third person
singular (he/she/it) as the doer of the action. That's
built in. If you're describing something you did yourself,
you have to put in the I (NA). Same thing with you (Ma,
MAK, MAAN) or they (AMAK, AMAN). But a he or a she is
elready there.

any examples of this are found throughout this workbook.

nezd (mn): Och'sd

meal (v) (get well on its own, like a cut or a bruise):

nealtny (adj): No single word. You have to explain.



hear (v): lanak, lanaxo
Example: lLana'an na chun. (I heard (about) that.)

heart (n): wushuk, ushka
Example:

|
TexetaxoO nim lunte ushka.

(It hurts close to my heart.)

heartless (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Om cha amin ushuk. (He/she has no heart.)
Om hanuk hemith'xo, (She/he doesn't care about anyone.)

heater (n): hapalis

heavy (adj): mekich'

heavy, become (v): mekeechtaxo (it's getting heavy)
mekeech'an (it's getting heavy)

heel (n) (part of the foot): wodtoodtish
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heir (n): No single word, but you can say:
Wanhana amin. (It's what was given to him/her.)

hello (int): heyuk
Note: Said twice, the added meaning is, I'm glad to see you.

help (v): amilgka
Example: amilgka nan/nanwa. (Help me/us.)

Amilgka chun/amana. (Help him or her/then.)
Amlen na mam. (I'll help you.)
Me' nam amlen. (I'm going to help you.)

nelper (n): amalits, amleetsa
Example: Ke amin/amnok amalits.

(This is his or her/their helper.)

neipless (adj): No single word. You have to explain.
Exemple: Gm amin wostoxo amlesa,

(He/she can't help himself/herself.)

menmorrnoid (n): potolon
Exemple: TexetuxO amin potolon. (His/her hemorrhoids hurt.)

Wake potlana.
(Her/his hemorrhoids are sticking out.)
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her (pro): DIFFERENCE!
In English it is important to distinguish whether you

are talking about a man or a woman, and the language has
two sets of pronouns that do this, he/him/his and she/
her/hers.

In Yowlumni there is only one set of pronouns (__/chun/amin), and you can use it for either a man or a woman.
What you CANNOT do is use the same word for the HER in

THIS IS HER JACKET and the HER in I SAW HER IN TOWN,

fhis is her jacket. (Ke amin dchaketa.)
I saw her in town. (Shelhin na chun shokanase.)

£ gave her some water. (Wanhin na chun ilk'ane.)
Her car is white. (Tsolol amin maxena.

her (possessive pronoun): amin
her (objective pronoun): chun

herb (n) (medicinal): th'oyox (medicine)

herbalist (n) (person who knows about doctoring with plants):

herd (n) No single word, but you can use MANE to say there
are a lot of whatever kind of animal.
mane bpagketwiye (lots of cows)
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here (adv): ke

_ loth ” “plow hone,
‘ :Om kath’ Wun dua AoKs sit . Csr Cond see th “pie here.)

hereabouts (adv): ke-axom
Exemple: ke-axom gkopin (somewhere in here)

hernia (n):

heron (n): wahach!' fhis noun does not change.
Example: Mane cha wahach'. (fhere are many herons there.)

nmesitate (v): No single word. You have to explain.
Example: Haweatinxo na chun, wishin dm nim chun wostoxo.

(I want to do that, but I can't.)

miternate (v): woiyin (sleep)
Exsctple: Tumusse aman woiyin. (They sleep in winter.)

riecur iv): hekhekweyan

bise on}: 1) untanned ~- tsulte
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hide (n): 2) tanned -- ch'odtin

hide (v): heshingka (go hide)
heshnexo . (he/she is hiding)
he shunun (she/he is hiding)

hide something (v): wongka
Example: Heum wonhana. (It's already hidden.)

Heum chun wonhin. (She/he hid it already.)
Wongka min yawen. (Hide your keys.)
POkin chun min wonhana. (He/she found what you hid.)

hiding place (n):

high (adj): 1) deep -~ wa'tach

2) expensive -- wa'ach
Va'ach amin shoi. (Its price is high.)

3) way up above -— wa! chepin

hill (n) (round and steep, like around the rez): bpuktal
Sxample: Tanen cha bpuk'ale.

(She/he went up there on the hill.)
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him (pro): 1) chun
. dqote: This word can also mean HER or If.

2) am
Note: This word is often used in commands.

It can mean HER but not-If. (???)

singe (n): chunoi (thing that closes the door)io

aint in und v): No single word. You have to explain.

mip (n):

hire (v): Wo exact word, but you can change the word for work
TSOOWA to express similar ideas.

Tsoowa nim xoxo. {I have work.)
Psoowilak am. (Make him/her work.)
Me’ na mem tsoowila. (I'm going to give you work.)

You cun also use:
dawesith'gka nan. (Do it for me.)
amilgka nan (Help me.)
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his (pro): amin
Note: This word can also mean HER or ITS

hiss (v): hishisweyan a

hit (v): 1) with fist -- k'ungka
K'unan chun. (He/she is hitting him/her.)
Ktunhin chun. (She/he hit her/hin.)

2) with a stick -- woch'gka
woch'ska am th'aulane. (Hit him/her with a board.)
#och'woch'thin chun.

(She/he hit her/him again and again.)

kKecorded on the dise along with HIT are two other words
connected with fighting.

Th'ep' wegkam, (Slap himher.)
fsoth' tsoth' gkam, (Pull her/his hair.)

hit whet you ere aiming at (v): ch'oktin

hoard (v): iio single word, but you can say:
lane amin dte'esh. (She/he has a lot of stuff stored.)
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noarse (adj): No single word, but you can say:
- Om nim wostoxo chaxul. (I can't talk.)

Wekis nim texetaxo. (My throat hurts.)

hobble (n and v) (for a horse):

hobble (v) (limp): wutakwutekweyan
Example: Me' na wutakwutakweyan. (I'm going to hobble.)

hog (n): gko0che, gkodchen, gkoochene
Example: Ke gkddchin xath', (fhis is the pig's food.)

Xath'alak chun gkodchen. (Feed the hog.)
Wangkea chun gkooOchen ilk'ane.

(Give the hog/pig water.)

hoist (v): No single word. You have to explain.
You might use SHOTICHGKA (PULL).

hold (v): 1) in the arms ~- kotoch'ska
(baby) kotoch'in (she/he held)

koch' ax6 (keep on holding)
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hola (v): 2) in the hands -- ts'dgka
Ts'owexoO na chun. (I'm holding it.)

3) with the legs -- gkanaweyan
(a horse you're riding bareback)

4) under the arm -- gkech'gka
( purse) gkech'enen

hole (n) (of an animal): tinil (burrow)

hole {n): shoklono

hole, make (v): shokilgka
Example: Heum na chun shokilin. (I put a hole in it.)

2
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hole, have (v): shoklon
Exemple: Shoklinin nim pantalona,.

(ily pants got a hole torn in them.)
Shoklana nim pantalona. o

(My pants have a hole in them.)

Recorded on the disc after HOLE are several exemples of
TORN in connection with clothing.

K'eechinin nim tsutosol. (My shirt is torn.)
Hetse nim k'ichna tsutosol.

(I'm wearing a torn shirt at the moment.)
Mane nim k'tichinhiya.

(I have a lot of torn-up pieces--like for quilts.)

noller (v): tsaugka, tsauwan
Example: Wake aman tsautsauhin.

(They shouted a lot--maybe cheering at a ballgame.)

noliow (adj): shdklana (it has a hole in it)

holy (eaj): shoiyum

meme {a}: che, chen, cha (house)
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homely (adj): No single word, but you can say:
metets topishun (a little bit ugly)
Om notso. (He's not @ handsome man.)
Om gkaetsa. (She's not a pretty woman.)

homosexual (n and adj):
You can say: gkaena na (like a woman)

honest (adj): Wo single word, but you can say:
ingis amin dtemdtenm. (His/her way of thinking is good.)

honey (n): meyel, meyel, meyelne ( syrup)
Example: Shienan na meyel. (I bought some honey.)

wangka nan yoo meyelne. (Give me more honey.)

honk (v) {goose noise):

honor (v): io single word. You have to explain.
wet na chun @liksith'en.

(i'm going to ging in his/her honor.)

hoof (n):
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hook {(n): 1) tuk'toi

2) no ( fishhook) This noun does not change.

hook with horns (v): koixo
Exemple: Koihin nan, (He hooked me with his horns.)

Koien mam he. (He's going to hook you.)
Koikoihin yokotse. (He was hooking people.)
Koikoixo yokotse.

(He is hooking people with his horns.)

nook-up dance (n):

noop (n):
You can use SHOTOL (ROUND) to describe it.

hop (v): dchuth'dchuth' wegka
Example: Dehuth'dchuth'weyan tsiu. (The rabbit is hopping.)

cope (v): io single word, but you can use EEMUN (no exact
English translation) to give a main verb the sort
of aot-quite-real quality that HOPE or WISH adds.

example: fake eemun tanatinxo wishin Om wostoxo.
(He/she wishes to go, but it isn't possible.)



horehound (n) (plant):

horn (n): eshel, eshel, eéshelne
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Example: KX0OOninin amin eshel. (His antlers fell off.)
Kichen aman amin éshel. (They cut off his horns.)

See also ANTLERS

hornet (n): k'umunyuch (?)

horse (n): kawiyn, .kawiyon, kawiyone, kawetwiye
Example: Ap'tungka chun kawiyon. (Ride the horse.)

mane kawetwiye (lots of horses)

horseback rider (n): ap'ensatse

horseshoe (n): kawiyin sapatu, sapaton, sapatone

horsetail rush (n):

hospital (n): texathitsin xo'oi (place where sick people stay)
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hostage (n): No single word. You have to explain.

hot (adj): k'upith!'

hot, pe (v) (person): k'uptinxd
Example: K'uptinxo na. {i'm hot.)

%Ot, be or become (v) (thing): k'upeeth'an
Example: Heum k'upeeth'an. (It's getting hot.)

house (n): che, chen, cha
Example: Tangka min cha. (Go to your house.)

Shuenin na chen. (I bought a house.)
Shelhin na wetsiin chen. (I saw the bird's house.)

hover (v):

a Puts ai v): hauwetinak
xemple: Hsuwetimak ma weyan ? (How do you say 2)

{apo

havudlal
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+ a
how many (adv): haushingk

Exemple: Haushinek aman?

howl (v): rc

hug (v): komith'gka
Example: Komith'in nan,

Komith'in chun.
Komith'axo amana.

hum (v):

humiliate (v): No single word,

hummingbird (n}: pemumkuts

‘th
nunchbacked (adj): kumkumush
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(How many of them are there?)

(He/she gave me a hug.)
(He/she gave him/her a hug.)
(She/he is giving them hugs.)

You have to explain.

This noun does not change.

hunch up Cv) ieeeKumimon

hundred (no): yith' seinth'a



hungry, be (v): ete'lun
‘Example: xXono ete'lun.

etla

hunt (n): hoi'le

hunt (v): hoitlexo
hoitian

manter (n): hoi'lene
hoiyelits

tselepak

Gm nim wostoxo tsélepa.
Th'agka ta.

hurt (v) (de hurting):
txemple:

vst (y) (trans) \

yOsdlan nan. —

TselepaxoO na eemun.

Texetaxo nim th'chuch.
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(He/she is always hungry.)
(person who is hungry all the time)

(he is hunting)
(he went hunting)

(person who always hunts)

(I wish I could hurry.)
(I can't hurry.)
{Go on ahead then.)

texetaxo
(liy foot hurts.)

tof she laut WE .
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nurt someone or something (v): wastunun, wastu
Example: A'ne wastak. (Don't hurt him/her.)

Waston nan. (He/she hurt me.)
Yastanun me. ‘(You're going to get hurt.)

husbend (n): polum, polma
Example: Mane amin polemwiye.

(She has had a lot of husbands.)

nusbend's sister (n): kitwinits

hypnotize (v):

hypocrite (n):
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wes Tees

I (pro): na
In the same series of pronouns are: nan (me) and nim (my).

ice (n): chopol, chopol,

ice cream (n):

icicle (n): No single word.

identical (adj): natswus
Exemple: Natswus amak.

idle (adj): No single word.
Om amin cha tsodowa.
gkupte

if (conj): hena
Example: Hena ma tan,...

chopolne
Example; Unke min chopol? (You got any ice?)

You have to explain.

(The two of them are identical.)

You have to explain.
(He/she doesn't have work/a job.)
(lazy)

(if you go,...)
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ignore (v): A'ne huchaunik. (Don't pay attention.)

ill, be (v): textinxd (be sick)

imagine (v):

imitate (v): No single word, but you can say:
Chaxulgka na na. (Talk like me.)
Bligka na na. (Sing like me.)

immediately (adv): 1) cheme (now)
Hawegka cheme. (Do it now.)

2) tsanum hetse (right today)

impatient (adj): No single word, but you can express impatience.
Tsanum wom tsoowok. (I wish you would get a job soon.)
Tsanum wom ‘tangka. (I wish you would go.)
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important (adj): No single word. You have to explain.
some Yowlumni speakers would say IMPORTANT is an unnecessary
word, because it is obvious from a person's behavior. If
you're doing something, then it must be important to you.
If you're not doing it, it's not all that important.

impossible, be (v): Om chun wostoxo. (That isn't possible.)
Om wostoxo. (It isn't possible.)

improbable (adj): No single word, but you can use HENASH

(MAYBE) to express your doubts about something happening.

e

improve (v): enesaxo, enesta
Example: Enesta ts0owon. (It's working better.)

Enesta he. (It will be better.)
Enesta chun. (That will be better.)
enesaxo (it's getting better)

in (prep): gkopin
Example: ke gkopin mos (here in the sweatlodge)

income (n): k'teexa, k'eexan, k'teexane (money)
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incompatible (adj): No single word. You have to explain why
, the people don't get along.

increase (v): 1) in size -- miyeekan

2) in number ~- manaaxo

indecent (adj): No single word, but if you think the cheer-
leaders' costumes really are too scanty, you can describe
them as: hichwiya kumitha (devil clothing)

indoors (adv): gkopin

indulge (v): dtochaaxo (make him/her bad, as a spoiled child)

influence (v): No single word, but you can say:
Weatinxo na na chun. (I want to do like that.)

ingredients (n): Wo collective noun, just flour, sugar, etc.
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iuherit (v):
wanhana nim (what was given to me)

initiate (v): No single word, but you can use
dtosith'xo (explain)

to describe what you're doing.

ink (n):

inmate (n): chtikhana (one who is tied up)

-sane (adj): lokoweya

s1sane, go (v): Llokayexd

znsect (n): tio collective noun, just ant, bee, etc.

anside (adv and prep): gkopin

aleep inaa ,
- prem un sche
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insomnia (n): No single word, but you can say:
Om amin wostoxo wiu'e. (He/she can't sleep.)

instead (adv): No single sord, but you can use WISHIN (BUT).
Sxample: Om nim cha kabpe, wishin wanan nam tsaha.

(I don't have coffee, but I'll give you tea instead.)

interfere (v):
th! ahawuch (person who interferes)

interrupt (v): th'aya chaxulxo (talks ahead)
Example: A'tne chaxulgka th'aya. (Don't interrupt.)

intestines (n): panich This noun does not change.

introduce (v): No single word, but you can say:
Ke nim yokuts. (This is my family.)

invite (v): No single word. You have to explain.

iris (ns) (flower):



is (vy):
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Ny on (n) (household appliance): k'apate

iroa (v): k'apitsgka (make it hot for a short time)
«'apatan (she's ironing)
kK'apten . (she will iron)

fhe word IS gets used in many different ways in English.
Some of these ways exist in Yowlumni, and others don't.

1) Helping verb
The IS in HE IS FIXING THE CAR does not exist in Yowlumni.

it is eutomatically included in the present tense of the verb.
fhteeshin chun maxenan. (He is fixing the car.)

2) Connecting verb
The IS in WY HOUSE IS YELLOW does not exist in Yowlumni.

first you think you can't make a language work without"kewh

this Is, but after a while you get used to not having it.
A nundred million speakers of Russian don't have this IS
either, and they manage just fine.
wLyU nim che. (My house is yellow.)

3) A verb to tell you something exists in space or time.
Tae IS in THERE IS THA Ill THES REFRIGERATOR is xOxXO in

Yowlumni.
isa xoxoO gkOpin léwitsxaye. (There's tea in the refrigerator.)
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island (n): Wo single word, but you can say:
Ke pa'tan toine xoxo ilk'a.

(Here is land in the middle of the water.)

it (pro): cha, chun, chane

The words for If also mean THAT or THAT GONE. This may
seem strange at first, but when you compare IT and THAT,
the difference is often very small. Give If back. Give
THAT back. Six and six. In Yowlumni, this small difference
just disappears.

What an English speaker may find harder to get used to
is that English has only one word for IT and Yowlumni has
three. You have to choose one of them.

1) Sometimes If is automatically included in the verb--
the same way as HE and SHE.
Heum she'elin. (It's raining.)

2) Sometimes there's no verb in the Yowlumni sentence.
Then you need to put in a CHA.

Insis cha. (It's good.)

3) Sometimes If stands for what you're talking about.
In grammar—speak it's the direct object of the verb. ‘That
IT becomes CHUN in Yowlumni.
Shelhin na chun. (I saw it.)
Heum na chun hawen, (I already did it.)
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it (pro) (continued)
4) Sometimes IT stands for something you're doing for

someone else. In grammar-speak, it's the direct object of
the verb in & sentence that also has an indirect object.
That IT becomes CHANE in Yowlumni.
Wangka nen chane. (Give it to me.)

5) Sometimes IT and WITH tell you what to use to
achieve a goal. (There's a board. Hit the spider with it.)
CHANE replaces both WITH and If in that kind of sentence.
Woch'gka meetsan chane. (Hit the spider with it.)

Wlany Yowlumni nouns have three basic forms just like CHA
does. ‘hey work the same way and follow the same rules.

itch (v): tsetayaxo
Example: ‘Tsetayaxo nim th'tachach. (My foot itches.)
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ee mm

jacket (n): dchakeeta, dchaketan, dchaketane
Example; Xayak min dechaketan. (Put on you jacket.)

Jackrabbit (nm): tuk'tyan

jail (n): ch'ekeesil (place where you are tied up)

jar (nr):

daw (n):

jaybird (n): ech'ich'T

—prokine PerSun

jealous, be (v): enmichgka
Example: enmichkaxo (she/he is jealous)

A'né énmichgka chun. (Don't be jealous of him/her.)

2) lea'acun
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jerk (v): wipweyalak (like when you set a hook)

jerky (n) (meat): No single word. You have to explain.
Chahiyak. (Dry it.)

Jimson weed (n): dtaani

jingle (v): tsiltsilweyan

jingle-dress (n): tsiltsilweya kenip

job (n): tsdowa (work) »

joke (n):

jostle ww)! wotailaxo
~ Cpudh arround)

journey (n): tana ( going/ traveling)

judge (n and v): wo single word. You have to explain.
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juggle (v): kokilxo (?) (toss stuff around)

juice (n): lo single word, but you might use:
siite ilik' (sweet water)
This phrase will also work for soda.

jump (v): shelith'gka
shelith'in (he/she already jumped)
shelith'an (she/he is jumping)

sunco (n) (bird):

juniper (n): opthuk' (Newman)

funk (n): ‘his concept has gained importance in a modern throw-
away society, but existing words can be stretched a
little to cover the idea.

1) dtochoi (oad stuff)

2) epichtahana (stuff to throw away)



just (adv): 1)

2)

3)

fair -—~- insis (good)

immediately before -—— haka
Haka na panan, (I just got here.)

This second meaning of JUST can also be said:
Cha nim pana. (It's my arrival.)
In other words, I just got here.

merely ~- hu'na
Hu'na na chexulxo. (I'm just talking.)
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I,

xeep (v): can say:
oyOxo0 na chun. (I want/need that.)
Cm na chun he hiyok @pchen. (I'll never throw it away.)

ifo single word, but you

This is a main verb in English, but it's more
like an adverb in Yowlumni.

i) smaama yoo (plus a verb)
Amgama yoo tangka. (Keep going.)Example:

¢) th'anash (plus a verb)
Th'anash chexulgka. (Keep talking.)Example:

yawé, yuwen, yawene
POkin na nim yawen.
fangka nan nim yawene.

(I found my keys.)
(Give me ay keys.)

fnot G

ee, UT 4 (ny) (@P) yawen cwik\
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kick (v): ligka, lfhin
Example: Om nim chun wostoxo 15. (I can't kick it.)

Lihin na chun. (I kicked it.)
This word also means STEP ON,

xidney (n): ts'eliuxi
{Hote from Pam: Not all Yowlumni speakers agree about this
word. Some say the kidneys are DTEP. Others say DFP is
the liver. Help)

«ill (v): 1) tauchak, tauchaxo
Tauchan chun. (He/she killed it.)

2) ch'oktun (shoot at and kill)
ch'ok' hana (thing shot at and killea)

killdeer (n) (bird): +tsewetite, tsewetiten
Example: Shelhin ns tse@wetiten. (I saw a killdeer.)

kindle (v): hotonik (light the fire)
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sindling, prepare iv); dtumzke (put small dry sticks/zrass,

in 2 bunch ready to light)“xemuple: eum na chun dtimhin. (I've fixed the kindling.)sle' na chun hotnen. (I'm going to light it.)

sing bird (n):

422g snake (n): gkddlunkil

“iss (v): tsopok
Example: ‘soOpok nan. (Kiss me./Give me a kiss.)tso0ron (she/he kissed)

#litenen (n): kiseéna This noun does not change.=xample: lianuk kUséna? (What's in the kitchen? )

xitten (n): No Single word. You have to explain,

anead dough (v): th'algka Chump) (run Over it) (roth ad 2)thtalan

“) mchnichemn — mach hepoore dl.
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knee (n): k'uyuch
iote: This word needs to be pronounced carefully. Otherwise
you get the word for syphilis (k'oiyuch).

kmeel (v): mnuhuk

nukexo (he/she is kneeling)

knife (n): 1) small -- nawaxa, nawaxan, mnawaxane

2) large -- nodkotso, nokotson, nokotsone

knock (v}: kokowegka
Example: datuk kokoweyan? (Who's knocking?

knock down (v): pachanik
pachanan (he/she knocked me down)

knock out (v): tio single word, but you can say:
waka chun pa'l@chmS, pachensan.

(He took a hard fall in the fight.)



knot (n):

snow (v): huth'axo
Zxample: Om na huth'axo.

Om na mam hith'axo.

snow how (v): paayen
Zxemple: Paayen epme.

$aamnucxie (n)s:

(I don't know.)
(I don't know who you are.)

(She/he knows how to swim.)



iabor (n): tsoowa

tso0owok
ts300won
ta00wene

Lebdor (v):

Zedder (n):

mondedle (n): werk kitsala

ledybug (n):

lake (n): pa'ashe
Exemple: Pa'tashe na tanen.

patashin bpeena
Poyome pa'ashe.

samb (n): gkutse wulawul

(work)

(she/he worked)
(worker)

(big spoon)

(I went to the lake.)
(the edge of the lake)
(The lake is beautiful.)

(little sheep)



lame (adj):

hotoi
hotexo

lamp (n):

lance, throw (v): ayakun

land (n): patan, pa'na
Example: Shoiyum miin pa'an.

landmark (n): No single word.

landslide (n):

language (n): chaxul

lantern (n): hotoi
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This noun does not change.
(it's lit up)

(Newman 153 20.14)

(Our land is sacred.)

You have to explain.

This noun does not change.
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leap (n): No single word, but you can say:
Taxingka. (Come here.)
Holushegka. (Sit down.)
KOtochen nam. (I'1l1 holayou.)

* v) (fit partly over each other like shingles):~~

iy) (a@rink like a dog or cat): wkonun ( drink)

hard in): heexa (cooking fat)

mayek
warge (adj): age, (big)

L.et (adj): No single word, but many ways to describe
what happened to the last one, including:
Yeech'a na chun xath'en. (I ate them all.)

; No single word. You have to explain.
Useful word: wa'an (for a long time)
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late (adj): (deceased): ‘The suffix --MAM is often added to a
relationship word to indicate the person has passed on,
Example: nim nopipmam (my late father)
See individual relationship words for other examples.

late (adv) (not early): heya
Example: Heya toi'nen panan. (He/she came late at night.)

laugh (v): hiyak
hiyaxo (she/he is laughing)
hiyan (he/she laughed)
hiyach (person who laughs a lot)

laxative (n): tesalsa (something that makes you go)

lay (v) 1) place/put -- xayuk ( put)

2) produce eggs -- honon

lazy (adj): gkupte
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Leaeh (v): 1) shthuchgka (wash it)
shuhochin (she/he is washing)

2) loxsith'gka ( pour)
Loxsith'gka chun ilk'ane. (Pour water on it.)

iead (v): th'agka (take the lead)
th'éeyaluk (lead it)
th'eyan (he/she is leading)

ai oy the hand (v): dtupmu
xample: Dtupma na chun tanan.

(I'm leading him/her by the hand.)

Ltader {n): th'eya

~222 in}: dtapdtap This noun does not change.

Mins ivi: Létonon
Zxughucle: Lotonon nim che. (ily house leaks.)

ALAN UX Ln (oll Lenk
,

debe a naskt)



lean (adj): ch'é'a

lean, be (v): ch'ehen
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.ch'ehan (he/she is getting skinny)

lean (v) (not be straight up and down):
1) anweyan (it's leaning against

anexo (it's leaning against
somebody leaned it

2) sheyeeweyan (it's not straight up
sheyexo (it's not straight up

somebody put it up

leap (v): shelitgka
sheletan (he/she is jumping)
sheletaxo (she/he/it is jumping
Heum shelitin. (He/she jumped.)

learn (v): paayenaxd (he/she is learning)
paiyena hé (she/he will learn)
paayenan (he/she learned)

sone thing)
some thing/
there)

and down)
and down/
crooked)

all over)



Leatner (n): ch'ddtin

eave (v) 1) go away ~- tangka
tanan
tanen
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(tanned hide)

(go)
|

(she/he is leaving)
(he/she left)

2) leave behind -- 101'gka
lolhin
lolon

t (D fa iy oO os n ~~

22ft (adv) (direction): lunte
todsa

=.eft-nanded, be (v):

thksniyc

kalosa, kalasan

luntenan
8 Qa

Leg in):

Aemee ia) s

soy aha,

(he/she left it)
(she/he deliberately
left it--not forgotten)

iO Single word. You have to explain.
(It's sour,)
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lend (v): lushgka
lushan (he/she lent)
Lushgka am k'eexane. (Lend him/her some money.)

lengthen (v)
1) get longer -- waachexd, waachan

Waachexo ke opp.
(The month is getting longer.)

2) make longer -~- waechtaxo
Waechtaxo na chun.

(I'm making it longer.)
Heum na chun waechtan.

(I already made it longer.)
Me' na chun waechta.

(I'm going to make it longer.)

less (adv): hautsin (a small amount)

let (v) (allow): 1061’ gka
in English LET is a helping verb. In Yolumni LOL'GKA is
the main verb in the sentence, and any associated verb has
to become @ noun.
Example: Lol'gka amnok th'eesha. (Let them fix it.)

f@' na 1l6len amnok hawaya.
(I'm going to let them do it.)

Heum aman chun hawsn, (They already did it.)
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cite .vy: This idea is expressed in Yolumni by a special
“ern ending --AA. It fits onto the verb the way --GKA
rite on to form commands.
Tnample: KXath'xa mi. (Let's-all eat.)

Tanxa mak, (Let's us two go.)

Ya mak/mi. (Another way to say LET'S Go)

Litter, write (v): utsedsith'an
Example: Utseosith'gka nanwa. (Write to us.)

Mettuce (n): tseuki (green stuff)

lias (a): D nich’
2) |banelene Ato <ele

wieaseliy: Pri oid tare Dek. - dawrtrs Dacence

~icnen (n):

Lick (v): alitgka (lick it once)
alatak (lick it over and over)
alataxo (he/she/it is licking)
alatan (she/he/it did lick)
A'ne alatak. (Don't lick--but saying this to a

Great Dane may not work any better
in Yolumni than it does in English.)



iid

lie

lie
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(n): chomoi
Example: Chomgka chomoine, (Cover it with the lid.)

Om na pokan chomoi amin. (I don't fing its lid.)
Kene chomgka. (Cover it with this.)

(n): heekich
Example: Xonod heekich dtdsan. (She/he is always telling lies.)

Hu'na ma dtosan. (You're just telling stories.)

(v) (not tell the truth): hichkean

down (vy):
1) on the back =- bpananak

eum bpananan,. (He/she is lying down.)
Atne ke bpananak, (Don't lie down here.)
Axtsé min bpananak, (Lie down on your bed.)

2) on the side -- dtélilwegka
dtelilxo (she/he is lying on her/his side)

3) on the stomach ~~ ch'abpabpwegka



halalgka

Liget (adj) (in weight): om mekich'

Seat oe SY notoi(n):
Zxample: Dtawegka chun hotoi.

Light (v): hotgka
Héum na chun hotin.
notonik
Heum na chun hotonun.
hotinin

lightning, be (v): walamwalamweyan
Exemple: Walamwalamwin lomto,
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(my life)

(not heavy)

(Turn off the light.)

(turn on the light)
(I already turned it on.)
(light the fire)
(I already lighted it.)
(light is on/fire burning)

(fhere was lightning in the mountains.)
Nakhakwl yan

na
na weya
an € Bef «Shh Lata Hh

(like that)
(like water)
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like (v): insinxo
Example: Insinxo na chun axon pana.

(I like garlic bread.)

limb (n): wetset

limp (adj):

limp (v): wutukwutukweyan

line, in a (adv): dtugkal
Zxample: Dtigkal tangka. (Go straight ahead.)

Dtugkal xayak. (Put them in a straight line.)
Dttgkal wowulgke. (Stand up straight/

stand in a straight line.)

line (v) (put a lining in): xayak inestem (put it better)

lip (n):

lisp (v):
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t Ie Gi + (n): utseu nim (my written-down stuff)

-isten (v): lanak
sxemple: Lanaxo na chun, (I'm listening to him/her/it.)

sitter (n) (stretcher) (device for carrying an injured person):

sitter (v): k'okilgka (throw stuff around)
k' Okilx6 (he/she is littering)
k' Okilhana (stuff that's been thrown around)
A'ne k'okilgka, (Don't litter.)

+-~.ttle (adj): gkutse, gkotsots (plural) |

Zxample: Gkotsots amin po'odsa.
(His/her dogs are little.)

Mane gkotsots wétsepats.
(fhere's lots of little kids.)

D

-Lttie bit (adj): hautsin
Zxemple: hautsin yokuts (a few people)

Hautsin ilk'a loxsith'gka.
(Pour a little water on it.)



live (v): x0xd0, xdhon
Example: Cha na xoatinxo,

Cha nim/amin xo'oi.
‘Cha aman xoxo.

live oak (n}: tsedte

dtep
Kusenelaxo na dtepa.

liver (n):
Example:

lizard (n): xolpoiyo

weleele

kachonich

load (n): anas
Cha nim anas.
Mekich' ke anag.

Example:
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(I want to live there.)
(That's where I/he lives.)
(They live there.)

(I am cooking liver.)

aan

(That's my load.)
(This load is heavy.)
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liek ({v): yawek
=xemple: Yawek chun chunosol. (Lock the door.)

iie' na chun yawe. (I'm going to lock it.)
Heum yawexo. (It's locked.)
Heum na chun yeech'a yawen. (I've locked it all up.)

Log (n) (fallen tree):

Lenely/lonesome be (v): chechayan
zxample: Chechayaxo na chun. (I'm lonesome for him/her.)

Leng (adj): watach'
Example: Ke wetset wa'tach’. (This stick is long.)

Watach' nim och'd. (My hair is long.)

Long ego (adv): heyame

Long way (adv): wat (far)



look (v): shilgka, shelan, shelhin
Example: Shilgka chun.

Unke ma chun shélan?
Shelhin ma chun?
Heum na chun shelhin.

look at (v) (wateh): otsak
otsaxo
otsalse

look back (v): eek'tak
Example: A'ne eek'ak,
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(Look at that.)
(Do you see it/him/her?)
(Did you see it/her/hin?)
(I saw hiw/her/it.)

(he/she is looking at it)
(thing you watch -~ Ty)

(Don't look back.)

1ook down at by bending over (v): bpeninwegka

look for (v): O'yok
Example: O'ydxd na chun, (I'm looking for it.)

iook through a small opening at (v) (peek): ma'tak
Note: You can use this word for playing peek-a-boo

with a child.
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cox-out (n): teelits (person watching out for something)

Shotol cha. (It's round.)
shotol pil (round road -— rez loop)
shotol tani (round trail -- rez loop)

2case (v):
1) not be fastened well ~- om ch'ék*hana (not tied)

Ch'egka enestem. (Tie it better.)

fo aed not be fastened at all --
snutukwin
Hénash watuk chun shutukin.
Watuk-axom chun shutukin.

acse (v): @pcehinin
Example: K'eexan amin epchinin.

Aneyo epchinin.
Epchinin na.
Lakil na tanen.

ute tNqcass
land -~ paan

(it got loose by itself)
(Maybe someone let it loose.)
(Somebody let it loose.)

(He/she lost his/her money.)
(She/he lost a ring.)
(I got lost.)
(I went a different place.)

(land)
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lot (n):
2) large amount -- mane

Mane amin pa'an, (He/she has a lot of years.)
Mane amin wanhana paan. (She/he was given a lot of land.)

3) short straw or other random method of assignment -~
No single word. You have to explain.
Ke amin wanhana tsdowa, (It's the job he/she was given.)

lotion (n): Wo single word. You have to explain.
Xayak chun, (Put it on.)
Insis xayatin. (It's good to put on.)

loud (adj): wake ch'inch'ine (very noisy/too loud)

louse (n):
1) body -- patuch'

pat'ch'ana (got lots of them)

2) head -= te'ich!
té'ch'ana (got lots of them)
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e
3) nasty human being -- waashth'us

Note: Use this word sparingly. There are not many
worse things to call someone in Yowlumni.

(v): No single word, just OYOxO (WANT).

0yan (berrmved Aus. Chukchans (2))
w

cs “4 ‘adj): k'tetith''’

k'etith' ilik' (low water)
Ktetith' amin shoi. (Its price is low.)

Liver iv): adtaalan (Newman)

~i+-2ty (mn): No single word, but you can say:
2liksith'gka nan. (Sing to me.)
Zlixsith'xo na weteepa. (I'm singing to the baby.)

Luwitevarn .gdi): chtmuk
Tsanple: Chumuk ke tsa. (The tea is werm.)

Chumuktuk chun tsaha. (Warm up the tea.)



lump, get (v): wUmu'weyan, wumu'win

lunch (n):

lunch (v):

lung (n):

lupine (n)

dechin
Heum nim dchin panan.

tsintsin

dchenak

hashbpayal

(flower):. nach'in ch'aye

lure (n and y):

lymph (n):

lynch (v): lalikin
Example: Lalikin aman chun.-

lalkinin
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(get a lump aa in a fall)

(meal at noon)
(My lunch came.)

(snack/light meal)

(eat your lunch)

( Newman)

(rattlesnake's teeth)

(hang)
(They hanged him/her.)
(he/she got hanged)
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machine (n): maxena, maxenan, maxenane
Note: MAXENA means CAR, but it can also be used for other

machines,

mad (adj):
1) angry -~ xechewun

xichwitsweya
xechwa,

2) crazy -- lokoweya

magazine (n): papelwiye

maggot (n): wekwek
Cha ch'ikna.

magnet (n):

marten ayfern Ges mod nex

make (v): th'eeshgka
Example: Hanuk ma th'eeshin?

(he/she is mad about that)
(gets mad quick)
(person who's mad a lot)

( papers)

(worm)

(It's spoiled.)

(What are you making?)



make fun of (v):
.

1) hiwisgka
hiwisxo
A'ne nan hiwisgka.

2) monunhol

3) ktim'che

make-up (n): muchweyalse
muchwesalis

ind fanm

(laugh at)
(he/she is making fun of someone}
(Don't make fun of me.)

(tease, torment, grab a person,
hide their stuff, etc.)

(person who can't take a joke,
who gets mad about being teased}

These words come from MUCHOL (PATWF}.

make yourself do something (v): te'wusne hawan
Sxample: Te'wusne na chun hewan.

{I am making myself do it.)
(Literally: By means of strength, I am doingit.}

malaria (n): textun (illness)
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man (n): nono, nona (plural)
nonahin che (the man's house)
Myyek Nono (Bigfoot)

Manage (v):
1) barely get by -~ No single word, but you can say:Tulas, wishin na chun he hawéen. (It's hard, but I'1l do it.)

2) take care of for someone else —- tsodwosith'xo
Me' na tso00wosith'en. (I'm going to work for someone.)

mane (n): Och'sS amin (the hair on his/its head)

mange (n): No specific word.
textana (he/she is sickly)textun amin (her/his sickness)

manner (n): nahits
nahits amin (his/her way)

manure (n): petik
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many (adj and pro): mane, ‘mawen, manene

many times (adv): manyil

manzanita (n): upchu

maple (n):

marble (n) (toy): maapul

"mariposa lily (n): kumayo (wild potato)
Note: This word applies to all the edible bulbs/corns.

mark (v): wexgka, wexan
Example: A'né wexwexgka. (Don't mark it all up.)

7

market (n): shdkenas (where they sell stuff)

marmot (n):



marriage (n): dtup
Note:
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This word is derived from a verb that literally means
to hold hands, an important part of the marriage ceremony.
Compare to the English parallel, "ask for a woman's hand."

marrow (n): bpash

marry (v): dtupan
Example: Me' amak dtupwisen.

mash (v):

mask (n):

shoxon, shoxin
Shoxith'. amana,

massacre (v):
Example:

massage (v): hoshgka, hoshon

massage (n): hosh

(Newman 174 22.10)

(They're going to get married.)

(Somebody wiped them out.)
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mat (n): shopun (blanket)

match (n) (for starting a fire):

match (v) (be alike): natswus
Example; iatswus amak, (Those two are just alike.}

mate (n):
1) other half of a pair -- No single word. You have to expiain.

2) spouse/partner -- ch'ach'a

matter (v): No single word, but you can say:
Om insexO, wishin hu'na hawegka.

(It's not right, but do it anyway.)
Note: This is the closest translation we could

figure out for "it doesn't matter to me."

mattress (n): axits, axtse (bed)

maybe (adv): henash



me (pro): nan
Example: Wangka nan yoo tsahane.

meadow (n):
Cha yawil xoxo.

GQ)
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(Give me some more tea.)

(There's grass there.)

meadowlark (n): Ulushk'¥ (Newman)

(2) che \rya
meal (n) (like cornmeal):

1) aleena, aleenan, aléenane (flour)

2) pewishana (This word can be used only for
something that's been pounded
in a mortar, like acorn meal.)

mean (adj): heaucha

mean (v) (intend to): This is another verb-~like HOPE and WISH--
that is expressed with EEMUN in Yowlumni.

a

>Example: Th'eeshatinxo na chun eemun. (I'm meaning to fix it.)
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measles (n): xupus
xUpsinxod (she/he is sick with the measles)

measure (v): keelak
Example: Heum na chun keelan. (I already measured it.)

meat (n):
1) gkalne, gkalnen, gkalaene (general word for meat)

2) ts'exil (meat roasted on a stick by a fire)

meddle (v):
th' ahawach (person who meddles)

mediate (v): No single word, but you can say:
Me' na chun énesta.

(I'm going to make things better.)

medicine (n): th'dyox, th’ dyox, th' dOyoxme
Example: Wangka nan th' dyoxné. (Give me the medicine.)



skewilgka
Cha amana gkewilgka,
Cha nam he gkiulen,

meet (v):
Example:

meeting place (n): gkeyal

znelon (n): melon, melon, melons

melt (v): yuxweyan
yuxweyalak
yuxwin

menace (v):
using EEMUN.

nam eemun woch'en.
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(Meet them there.)
(I'll meet you there.)

(it's melting)
(melt it)
(it melted)

No single word, but you can express the idea

Example: Me’

(I just might hit you with something.)

No single word.mend (v);
Pawingka.Example:

menstruate (v): Opninxd

paxyinxo (she has her

It depends on how you mend it,
(Sew it up.)

(she is having her moon tine,
5¥Oman's 2)ee
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meow (-r): naunauweyan

merey, ask (v) (shy away as if asking not to be hit): oiwixlaxo

merey, show (v): oyodgka
Example: Oyogka nanwa,. (Be merciful to us.)

mess up (v): dtochasaxd

message (n): hdyehana (something sent)

message, send (v): hoyek
Example: Hoye nam he, (I'll send you a message.)

messenger (n): hoyene

messy, be (v):
Om enestene (not a neat person)
A'ne énestak. (Don't clean it up.)
Lolehuk (leave it the way it is)
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metal (n):

meteor (n):

middle, in the (adv): toine

midnight (n): tsuphana toinen (half the night)

midwife (n):

mildew (i);

milk (n): leetse, leetsen, leetsene
Example: Wangka nan leetsene. (Give me some milk.)

milk~teeth (n) (baby-teeth): No Single word, but you can say:
Hatsamé amin chayé. (His/her teeth are new.)



‘milkweed (n): tsakath!

Milky Way (n):

millipede (n): wekwek

mince (v): tsestsesgka
tsestseshana

mind (n): themthum

mind (v):
1) obey ~-lanak

Om la'na.

2) take care of -- tailgka
téelan
teelits
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(same as chewing gum}

(worm)

(chop it)
(minced)

( thinking)

(She/he doesn't mind.)
(Literally, he/she doesn't listen.)

(she/he is minding it) .

(person minding something)
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mine (n): No single word. You have to explain, Except~-
010 lokowe (gold mine)
(Note: LOKOWE comes from the word for going crazy,
LOKOWEYAN, so a gold mine is literally a gold going-
crazy-place. Pam's personal opinion: considering
the mining methods used in California during the
gold rush, LOKOWE is a lot more accurate than MINE.)

mine (pro): nim
Example: Cha nin. (That's mine.)

minnow (n):

mint (n) (plant): tsa, tsaha, tsahane (tea plant)

miracle (n): No single word. You have to explain. But there
is a word for a kind of event that is sometimes
called a miracle in English.

ch' aach'inxo (it's showing up just when needed)
ch'aach'in (it shows up when it's needed)

For example, suppose you need a ride to a gathering,
and a friend happens to stop at your house on their
way there.



Po lar afin

mirage (n):

mirror (n): espaxo, espaxon

miscarry (v): ch'éwehinin
Note: This word conveys the idea of sole hala beingall broken in pieces or all mashed.

mischief (n):

miserable, be (v): bpoiyeetsaxo
(she/he doesn't know what to do with her/himself)

miss (v):
1) be lonesome for -- chéchayaxd

Chechaéyaxo amin no'odma. (He/she misses his/her mother.)

2) not hit what you aim at -- woihak, woihan
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mission (n) (building):

mist (n): kumun (same as fog)

misty, be (v): kuamunun

mistake, make a (Vv):
A) woihan

(make a mistake like getting the wrong answer in math)

2) maleapweyan, malaapwin
(make a mistake only you don't realize that until later)

mistletoe (n):

mix (v): hukwegka
Example: Heum hukwehane. (It's already mixed.)

moccasin (n):



mock (v) (do the same as someone else): dtimnak

mockingbird (n):

mold (n) (fuzzy growth):
You can say: Moxolun. (It's getting old.)

mole (n): 1) animal —~

2) spot on the skin -~

molt (v) (lose feathers): shitukwin
Example: Shutukwin amin xapal. (His/its feathers fell out.)

Monday (n): lines This noun does not change.

money (n): k'eexa, k'eexan, k'eexane
Example: Wangka nan k'eexane. (Give me some money.)
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monkey flower (n):

monster (n): eénauwich', énauwech'é or énauch's
Example: Shelhin na enauwech'é/enauch'e. (I saw a monster.)

month (n): oOp', opts
Example: yith'é ke Gp'd (a month ago)

moon (n): Op', opto

mop (n and v): No word. You have to explain,
Om cha heyams "mop". (There weren't mops long ago.)

more (aaj): 1) greater amount -- yoo
YOo nan wangka. (Give me some more.)
YOO xayak kiyon. (Put in more salt.)

2) greater number —- hondotsona

morning (n): heyam
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morning star (n): 1) tawanits

2) tawanil

mortar (n): pewisheya (thing you pound in)
(Note: This word can be used for both the bedrock
mortars and the poytable ones.)

mosquito (n): kashup This noun does not change,
Example: Mane ke kashup. (There are lots of mosquitoes here.?} |

moss (n):

most (adj and adv): No word. You have to explain.

moth (n):

mother (n): no'om, no'oma,
Example: Bpeneth'gka min no'oma,. (Ask your mother.)

no'Omin nim (my mother's)
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mother (deceased) (n): oOmnich!

mother-in-law (n): ontip

mound (n): wupupush, wupupshu
Example: Th'eeshgka Upupshu. (Make a mound.)

mount (v) (get on a horse): dtdlulgka (climb on)

mountain (n): lomit, lomeeté (many mountains)
lomto (in the mountains, to the mountains)

Example: Ya mak lomto. (Let's us two go to the mountains.)

mountain lion (n): weheesith’

mourn (v): p'axatan (he/she is in mourning)

mouse (n): supsupits, supsuptse
Example: Gkatu chun xath'én supsuptse. (The cat ate the mouse.)
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mouth (n): tsumma

mouth, have open (v): wak'akweyan

mouth, put into but not swallow (v): alumweyan

move oneself (v) (intransitive): oigka
oihin (it moved)
oiyon (it's moving)

Example: Oigka tsunam. (Move right now.)

move something (v) (transitive): oiyek
Example: Heum chun oiyen. (He/she moved it already.)

mow (v): kichgka (cut off)
Example: Kichgka chun yawle. (Mow the grass.)

mach (adj,adv, and n): No single word. Usually omitted.
In English MUCH is often used to emphasize another word in

phrases like VERY MUCH, NOTHING MUCH, NOT MUCH OF A...
Yowlumni just leaves it out.

Wake na tanatinxo. (I want to go very much.)
Hanuk ma hawan?--Om hanuk. (What are you doing?--Nothing much.}
Om na cha kusenelu. (I'm not much of a cook.)



mucus (n):

2) coughed up -~ tyuea
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1) from the nose -~ chonup
chonpuna
chonpinxo

(he/she has a runny nose)
(his/her nose is running)

uyinxo (she/he is coughing up mucus)

mud (n): chepekil, chépekla
Example: Pil cha chepekil.

Me' ma tan chepekla?
Chepekla na 1Ihin.

mugey, be (v): k'upeeth'an
Example: Unke k'upeeth'axo?

Heum k'upeeth'an.

mule (n): mula, milan, mulane
Example: Muxgka mulan.

Ma he ap'ana mulan.
Shuenasith'in nan malane.

mumble (v): No single word.
Om inestem chaxulxd.

(The road is muddy.)
(You going on that muddy road?)
(I stepped in the mud.)

(be hot)
(Is it hot? )

(It's hot.)

(Get the mule.)
(You'll ride the mule. )

(He/she bought me a mule.)
\

You have to explain.
(She/he isn't talking well.)



murder (v): tauchan
Example: Tauchan chun, (He/she killed him/her.)

A'ne tauchak, (Don't kill.)

muscle (n): peekil
Example: Mayek amin peekil. (His/her muscles are big.)

{like a body-builder)

mush (n) (like cream-of-wheat): mosh, mosha, moshone
Example: Oyoxo na yoo mosha. (I want some more mush.)

Wangka nan moshone. (Give me some mush.)

mushroom (n): 1) growing on the ground -

2) growing on a tree - lupna

music, play (v): Uchan
Example: Me' aman uchen,. (They are going to play.)

Heum aman uchun, (They already played.)
Uchan aman. (They are playing.)

musician (n): fchots
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mussel (n):
Note: There used to be lots of them in the San Joaquin River,

must (v): No exact word, but you can say:
Hawegka hetse tsunam. (Do it right now.)

mustache (n): th'aamuch (same as beard)
th' amchuchin (heavily bearded)

mustard (n): 1) plant -- gkeleéte

2) spice --

ny (pro): nim
Example: Cha nim kénip. (That's my dress.)

aystery (n): No single word. You have to explain.
You can describe a mystery novel by saying:
Watuk-axom tauchin. (Somebody committed a murder.)
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~~ N -=

mag (v): bpeneth'axo ‘ (be asking repeatedly)

nail (n): Jawa, Jlawon, lawone

naked (adj): poshposhich'

name (n): hoyowis
Example: Haak min hoyowis? (What's your name?)

name (v): hoiyok
Example: Me' na chun hoiyo. (I'm going to name him/her.)

nap (n): wuiyuts

map (v): woiyexo
Example: Hu'na na wuiyexo. (I'm just taking a nap.)

nape of the neck (n): xenits

ogor ~ back of NECK

Minds ~  stirn *



napkin (n): 1) ch'éneeka (cloth)

2) chexechke (thing you wipe up with)

3) thtuwiya, th'iwiyon, th'iwiyone ( towel)

narrow (adj): k'eth'na (a tight squeeze, maybe the passage
between two boulders, maybe jeans
that got washed in hot water)

nauseated, feel (v): huxsatinxo
Example: Huxsatinxo na. (I feel like I have to throw up.)

navel (n): ts'ttus

near (adj and prep): amtsa

near, get (v): amétsin
Example: Amatsun miwa. (It's getting near us.)
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neat (adj): enestem xayahana (it's put in the right place)

neck (n) (front part): Okun

necklace (n): walach' This noun does not change.

need (v): 1) Oyoxo
Oyoxo na papel. ' (I need paper.)

2) wukotsun (UKOTSUN has the idea built in
that you're waiting for someone
to give you the thing you need.)

seedle (n): aw0xa, awoxan, awoxane
Example: Wangka nan awoxane. (Give me a needle.)

neglect (v): Om chun tdelun. (He/she isn't taking care of it.)

ceighbor (n): No single word, but you can say:
Amtsa nan xoxo. (She/he lives near me.)
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neither (adj and pro): No single word, but you can negate a
Yowlumni dual pronoun to convey the same idea.
Example: Om amak nan pau'hin, (Neither of them fit me.)

nephew (n): In English there is only one word for a nephew.
In Yowlumni there are Several, depending on exactly how
the people are related.

man's brother's son: bputson

man's sister's son (or daughter): ts' ayax

woman's sister's son: bputson

woman's brother's son (or daughter): napas

nerve (n) (part of the body):

nervous (adj): No single word. You have to explain.
Example: Om nim wostoxo hulush. (I can't sit still.)Om ma chun hawetuk he haween.

(You can't do anything about it.)

nest (n):
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net (n):

nettle (n): ts'oxo

tsaxol - Yorwns Slinging nextle

never (adv): om hiyok

new (adj and n): hatsame, hatsamen, hatsamene

news (n): No single word. You have to explain.

next (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Ma hetse. (Now you.)

nibble (v): asustaxo (take little bites)
asustahana (it's been nibbled on)

nice (adj): insis ( good)

nick (v): kich'inweyan (little bit cut off)
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nickname (n): Wo Single word, but you can say:
Hakauwinxo aman chun. (They are making fun of hin.)
Hakauwinxo aman amin hoyowis. (They're making fun of his name.)

niece (n): In English there is only one word for a niece.
in Yowlumni there are several, depending on exactly how
the people are related.

woman's sister's daughter: gkats'ap

woman's brother's daughter (or son): napas

man's brother's daughter: gkats'ap

man's sister's daughter (or son): ts'ayax

night (n): toine
toi'no (all night long)

Related phrases: lemeekaxo (it's getting dark)
Heum lemaakan. (It already got dark.)

nightmare (n): No single word, but you can gay:
Dtoche nim anuch'wal. (My dream was bad.)



nine (n): sdopenuth’

nineteen (n): ch'ed sdpenuth!

ninety (n): sdpenuth' ch'éo

ninth (n and adj): sdpenate

asitsnip (n):

asitsweyan
Hu'na asitswin nan.

nip (v):
Example:

nipple (n): meenich'
yt fa). gach j gach ko

no (adv): ohom

nobody (pro): om watuk
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om dur Toakey

ne(she isnt. Taking
Care of “7

D.H >

(a little bite)

(He/she just nipped me.)

(breast)



noise (n): ch'inch'ine

none (pro):
Om cha haak.

nonsense (n):
Hu'na weyan,.

ts'uup
Heum ts'tup walhon.
Heum ts'Uupan.

noon (n):
Example:

noose (n): -

xosemnorth (n):

North Star (n):

chinka
Chehechgka min chinka.
Senwegka.

nose (n): chinik,
Example:
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No single word, but you can say:
(There's none.)

No single word, but you can say:
(She/he is just talking.)

(half)
(Noon has passed.)
(It's noontime.)

(Wipe your nose.)
(Blow your nose.)



nosebleed (n):
Payux lolhinan,.

not (adv): om

notch (n and vy): No single word.

nothing (n): 6m haak, om hanuk
Example: Om cha haak.

Om na hanuk shelhin.
Om na chun hanuk wanhin.

now (adv): hetse

tsunam

nowhere (adv): om heyok

nudge (v): bpokweyan
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No single word, but you can say:
(The blood is flowing.)

You have to explain,

(There's nothing there.)
(I saw nothing.)
(I gave him/her nothing.)

(right now)



numb (adj):

mun (n):

nurse (n): anuch'win amalits

nurse (v):
1) a sick person -- tailgka

teelan
teelits yoOkotse

2) @ baby -~ menchak , mencMare
7

nut (n): watak
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(doctor's helper)

(take care of)
(she/he takes care of)
(one who takes care

of people)
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eee Oh come

oak (n): 1) live -- tsedte

2) mountain (black) -~ eeshin

3) valley -- k'énim

oak apple (n) (gall): %dObpddobpish (Newman)

Oak Flats (n) (place): Dtenaagka (Newman)
(where Garfields lived)

obey (v): No single word, but you can say:
Hawegka. (Do it.)
Hawegka hanuk na mam dtosith'xd. (Do what I tell you.)

obsidian (n): k'ats

ocean (n): paashe (large body of water)
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odor (n): No collective noun, but you can say:
chekit (it stinks)
Om insis shenichtin. (It's not good to smell.)
tsalasweyan (it has a nice smell)
Om na hanuk sheneechun. (I don't smell anything.)

of (prep): No single word.
In English, OF is sometimes used to indicate possession or
ownership. Yowlumni uses a possessive pronoun or the -IN
ending of a noun to say the same thing.

Ké nim notse. (This is a friend of mine.)
ch'oxlin xapal (the feather of the eagle)

OF can also be used to tell what something is made from.
This OF disappears in Yowlumni.

Hanuk ke th'eesh-hana? (What's this made of?)

offering (n): wanhana (thing that has been given)

offering, make (v): Wangka oshth's. (Give to the fire.)
Xath'alak oshth'o. (Feed the fire.)

Note: When you "feed the fire" in English, you put wood
on it. In Yowlumni, this phrase is reserved for things that
have spiritual meaning, such as tobacco.

off —

ged ott - Conurké
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often (adv): manyil

oil (n): 1) for a car -- asiite, asiiten, asiitene

2) for cooking -- heexa, heexan, heexane

old (adj): moxlo

old, be (v): moxilun
Example: Heum moxilun. (He/she/it is old.)

moxilhiya (old people)

omen (n): No single word. You have to explain.
Maybe you saw something. Maybe you had a dream.
Me' miin xon dtochaya. (Our life will get bad.)

on (prep): chepin
Example: Chepin xoxo. (It's on top.)

Chea xayak lamasa. (Put it there on the table.)
chéepin lamasan (on the table)
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_On that account (adv): chane
Example: Chane na chun hawen,. (That's why I did it.)

once (adv): 1) one time -- yi'tsa

2) way back when ~- heyame

one (n): yith'

one-sided (adj): No single word. You have to explain.

onion (n) (from the store): tséwoiya, tsewoiyan, tsewoiyans
Example: iaxsith'gka nan tsewoiyane. (Get me some onions.)

onion (n) (wild): shunka, shanukwa
Example: Shanukwa nopon. (She/he gathered wild onions.)
Related word: lapayan (gather onions or other greens)
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only (adj): 1) one individual -- yith', yi'tsa
Na yi'tsa. (I'm an only child.)
Cha wishin yith'. (There's only one.)

2) one kind of thing -- Uth'al
Uth'al cha suxsi. (There's only sand there.)

only (adv): hu'na
Hu'na na mololtaxo. (I'm only kidding.)

ooze (v): metets loxonon (it's flowing a little)

Open (v): achilgka, achalun
Example: Achilgka chinosol. (Open the door.)

achlana (it's open)

Open the eyes wide (v): chelilweyan, chelilxo

open-mouthed, be (v): wak'ak'wéyan
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open out, as a valley (v): walalweyan

opinion (n): No single word, but you can say:
Cha nim datos. (That's what I say.)
Cha nim huth'. (That's what I know.)

opossum (n):

opponent (n): gke'ée
Example: Cha amin gke'e. (He/she is his/her opponent.)

optimist (n): No single word, but you can say:
Xono inésa shelan. (She/he always sees the good.)

or (conj): yoosh

orange (n): 1) color -- bpatselweya (sort of red)

2) fruit -- naranxa, naranxan, naranxane
Wangka nan naranxane, (Give me an orange.)
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order (v): 1) ask for in a restaurant
No single word, but you can say:
Oyoxo na taakon. (I want a taco.)

2) tell what to do -- hoiyexo
Hoiyexo na chun. (I'm giving him/her an order.)

ordinary (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Hu'na hi'la. (It's just a day.)
Insis hiyal. (It's a good day, nothing bad.)

organize (v): No single word. You have to explain what is
being organized.
Amu dtOsith'xo amana amnok tsoowone.

(The boss is telling them their work.)

oriole (n):

orphan (n): No single word, but you can say:
Om amin cha yokitsa. (He/she doesn't have family.)
Om amin cha nopop. (She/he doesn't have a dad.)



cha, chun, chane
Taxasith'gka nan chane.
Chasin tan chaxul oyoxo.

other (pro):
Example:
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(that one)
(Bring me the other one.)
(Others want to talk.)

Sometimes Yowlumni uses YOO (ALSO) where English uses OTHER.
Example: Y0o ke nim weth'ip.

otter (n):

(This is my other child.)
(This is also my child.)

(You ought to dance.)
(You ought to cook.)

ought (v): nash
Example: Ma nash hatme.

ila nash kusenelin.
Ma nash shuhuchgka kumihan.

(You ought to wash the clothes.)

our (pro): Sometimes OUR refers to two people, sometimes more
than two. This makes no difference in English.
make a difference in Yowlumi.

It does

Sometimes the speaker includes the person he's talking
to in the OUR, but other times he doesn't. This makes no
difference in English, but it does in Yowlumni.

Bottom line:
has four—-NIMKIN, NEMOK,

English has one word for OUR.
MAKIN, and MIIN.

Yowlumni

The following pictures show these different situations.
The triangle with the speech bubble is the speaker.
square with ears is the person he's talking to.

The
The circles

are people included in the OUR when the square is excluded,



Ke nimkin
maxenda.
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(This is our car.)
It belongs to the circle
and the triangle, but
not the square.

(Creator, this is our
trading post.) It
belongs to the tribe,
and as we ask your
blessing on it, we
recognize you as
separate from all of
us on the earth.

(This is our house.)
It belongs to both of
us, the square and the
triangle.

(This is our language.)
It belongs to all of us
who are learning it and
want to keep it alive.
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out (adv): This use of OUT is very common in English. It is
built into the verb in Yowlumni.
Example: pick out = choose = hupushgka

out (verb prefix): In English OUT can be attached to the front
of a verb to show that one person does something better than
another (outrun, outsmart, etc.).

There is no exact equivalent in Yowlumni, but you can
use the comparative indicator HAN with verbs just like you
do with adjectives:
Example: Cha amnok han paayen ap'anme.

(He knows how to ride better than they do.)
Cha amnok han huth'a.

(He knows more than they do.)

outcast (n): hdsehana

outgrow (v): No single word, but you can say:
Pohuchin amin kuamihan. (He/she grew out of his/her clothes.)
Gkutsaun amin sapatu. (Her/his shoes are too little.)

outside (adv): esel
Example: Esel tangka. (Go outside.)

solr’ (drew euctsico)
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outspoken (adj): No single word. You have to explain.

oven (n):

over (adv): No single word. Many different possibilities
depending on the meaning.

Example: chepin ( over/above)
ts'atipgka (flip it over)
Yoo th’ eeshgka. (Do it over.)

overcast, be (v): k'elayin (be cloudy)

overhang (n and v): No single word, but you can say:
Cha tangka ath'il. (Go under there.)

overhear (v): lanak (listen) Add more description
to make the situation clear.

over here (adv): hame ke, ke hame
Note: Word order does not make a difference.
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. overlap (v): No single word. You have to explain.

overlook (v): malaapweyan, malaapwin
Note: OVERLOOK is an example of the kind of mistake that
MALAAPWEYAN describes. It's a mistake, but you don't
realize you've done it until later on.

overnight, stay (v): axun, axhin
Example: Axhin na cha. (I stayed there overnight.)

oversee (v): No exact verb, but you can use the noun AMU (BOSS)
to get at the same idea.

oversleep (v): No single word, but you can say:
Haka na panan,. (I just arrived.)
Wake na wuiyin. (I slept too much.)
Wuiyanash na. (I sleep a lot.)

overtake (v): gkoch'in
Example: Gkoch'in na man, (I caught up with you.)
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owe (v): No single word, but you can say:
Me' na chun chawala. (I'm going to pay him/her.)
Mets nan wanhin k'eexane. (Because he/she gave me money.)

owl (n): hutulu

own (v): No verb, but you can use the possessive pronouns,
Example: Cha nim, (That's mine.)
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=—- Pp ——

pacifier (n): No single word. You have to explain.
Note: Before pacifiers existed, you could give a child atortilla or a piece of jerky to chew, something too big toswallow and choke on.

pack up (v): yologka (gather together)
Example: Yologka min kumihan. (Pack up your clothes.)

Me' mi cheme tan. (We're going to go now.)

pad (n) (cushion): No single word, but you can say:
Wake th'emich min holushe. (Your chair is very hard.)
Xayak chun. (Put this there.)Tseish hancha. (Anything. )

paddle (n and v) (boat):

pain, be in (v): texetaxo (hurt)

paint {n): much'oi
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_paint (v): much'an
Example: Much'an aman nim chen,

(They are painting my house.)

palm (n) (hand): panchuk (hand)

palm (n) (tree):

pan (n) (frying): sulten, sulten, sultene
Example: Wangka nan sultene. (Hand me the frying pan.)

pancake (n}: No single word. You have to explain.

panic (v): No single word, but you can use WAKE (VERY) to
emphasize CHANICHXO (BE AFRAID).

Example: Wake chanichxo. (She/he is really afraid.)
Wake na chanich-hin. (I was in a panic.)

pant (v): hahaweyan
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panties (n): gkalsonséya, gkalsonseyan, gkalsonseyaneExample: Shuenin na hatsamen gkalsonseyan,.
{I bought some new Panties.)

Pantry (n): xath'ta xaye (place to put food)
t:

pants (n): pantalona, pantaloneya, pantaloneyaneExample: Wangka nan pantaldnéyané. (Give me the pants.)

Paper (n): papel, papel, Papelne, papelwiye (plural)Example: Wangka am kene papelne. (Give him/her this Paper.)

parade (n): No Single word. You have to explain,YOlOwinxs mané yokuts. (Many people gather.)

Parallel, be (v):

paralyzed, be (v):
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pardon (n and v): No single word. You have to explain.
Note: If you couldn't let go of what someone had done
to you, you just organized your life so you didn't have
to speak to that person again.

parents (n): No exact.
no'om (mother)
nopop (father)
bpuhulhi (everyone older than you, including

your parents)

park (v): wolak (stop)

part (n): No single word, but you can say:
A'ne nan yeech'a wangka. (Don't give me all of it.)
Hautsine nan wangka. {Give me a small amount.)

part (v) (part company): waxach'un, waxach'inin

partner (n): chacha (also means SPOUSE)

party (n): No exact word, but you can start with LONESA

(CELEBRATE) and add explanation.
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pass {v): walxuk, walxon, waluxwin
Example: Walxuk. (Go on past.)

Walxon nan, (She/he passed me,)
yoosh walxon na chun. (or -I passed her/him.)

Waluxwin na amana.
—

(I passed all of them.)
Walxon na amnok chen. (I went past their house.)

pac) Leb  _ oder
paste (n and v):;

Related word: cha'takweya (sticky)

pat (v): tsowitsweya (touch briefly)

patch(n and vy):

path (n): pil (also means ROAD)

This noun does not change.)

patient (adj): No single word, but you can say
Om xechwa,. (He/she is not easily angered.)
Om hiyok xeéchiuxo. (She/he never gets angry.)
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pattern (n): No single word, but you can say:
Me' na kin th'eeshen. (I'm going to make this.)
Me* na kin pewen, (I'm going to sew this.)
kin na weyan (do it like this one)

paunch, have (v): tochayun
Wake am miyek toch. (He/she has a big stomach. )

Pause (v): No single word. You have to explain based on what
the person is doing and what they will do.

A'ne hanuk wegka. (Don't do anything.)
wolgka (stop)
holushgka (sit down)

paw (n): No single word. You have to explain.
pu'usin th‘achach {dog's foot)
Hotponoi aman. (There are four of them.)

pay (v): ch'awalak, ch'awalan
Example: Ch'awalak nan, (Pay me.)

Me'en na mam ch'awala. (I'm going to pay you.)



pea (n):
Related word: tseuki

shot'shotich

peace (n): Om cha 1o'wus.
Tanen aman 10'wuse.

peach (n):

pear ({n): pelas, pelas, ‘pelasné
Example: Héyame om na xath'an pelas.
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(green)
(they're round

(There's no war.)
(They went to war.)

(I haven't eaten pears in a long time.)

peck (v): pempemxo
pempemhin

(n): ch'olhanaS 0 @ js

reel (v): ch'dlgka

(it's pecking it)
{it pecked it)
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.peep (v) (look): ma'akwegka
Related phrase: Shilgka watuk taxana.

(Look and see who's coming.)

peephole (n): ma'akweya

peg (n): tsikweya (small object with a point at one end)

peg (v): tsikwegka
Example: Tsikweégka chane yoosh kene.

(Peg it with that or else this.)

pen (n) (corral):

pen (n) (writing): utseolis

pencil (n): utseolis

penis (n): bpodto
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penny (n): No single word, just K'EEXA (MONEY).

people (n): yokitsa

pepper (n): 1) black -- pameentZ, peméenten, pemeentene

2) hot -~ tsele, tsélen, tseélene

peppermint (n): No single word.

perch (n) (fish): k'oop'ta

perch (v) (sit on a branch):

perhaps (adv): 1) henash

2) hena yoo
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permanent (adj): No single word, but you can say:

Xono cha xoxo. (That always exists.)

permeate (v): No exact word, but you can say:
Loxsithgka chun. (Pour water through it.)

permit (v): 101'gka
Examples are listed under ALLOW and LET,

PLTMAMOLON | Qa
perpendicular (adj): dtukal (straight up and down)

persecute (v): hak'aawinxo (do bad things to someone)

persist (v): No single word, but you can use XONO (ALWAYS).
Xono chun hawan. (He/she always does that.)

person (n): yokots

personality (n): No single word, but you can say:
Wéyaxo hé@aucha na. (She/he acts like a mean person.)
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perspire (v): chopxinxd

persuade (v): No single word. You have to explain.

pest (n): wahanich

pester (v): wahanan
Example: Wahanan nan xono. (He/she/it is always pestering me.)

pestle (n): polwoi

pet (n): putus, po'dosa (plural)
Note: This word also means DOG, but it can be used for
any animal you feel close to--maybe an animal you raisedfrom the time it was little, maybe an animal you feel aclose spiritual connection to like a bear or a deer,

Petroglyph (n): utséowis (picture)

petroleum (n): asiiteé, asiiten, asilitene
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phoebe (n) (bird):

photograph (n): utseowis (picture)

physical (adj): On the CD you can hear Agnes say, "Huth amin
lakle.“ (The mindset is different.) I (Pam) would like
to expand on that idea. English encourages its speakers
to think of physical and spiritual as separate by providing
a series of word pairs to mark the difference: mind/matter,
body/soul, material/spiritual, etc. Yowlumni encourages
its speakers to think of a single world (paan) shared by
people currently alive and spirits (heyumhi).

piano (n): ‘“uchoi (musical instrument)

pick (n): 1) digging stick -- tsik
related verb -- tsikweyan (use a digging stick)

2) prospector's tool ~~

pick (v): 1) choose -- hlupushgka
Cha nim hupush. (That's what I pick.)
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pick (v): 2) gather -- nopgka, nopon

3) remove lint -- No single word, Just explain.
Veslepea

4) remove a scab ~~ No single word. Just explain.

pickle (n): No single word, but you can describe it as:
sop (sour)

picture (n): utsé@owis

pastel, pastel, pastelne

pele }

3 ae (male a \ele) -)pisce (4): 4 . : .
. eavs>ey We mas SeaU. (Tim Aon, Yo pierce

fig (mn): gkooche, gkddchen
(She/he ate like a pig.)LMAaMDiLSs Xath'en na gkoochen.
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pigeon-toed (adj):

pigtail (n): bpeichana (braid)

pika (n) (animal):

pile up (v): dtumgka
Example: Héum na chun dtumhun,. (I already piled it up.)

pill (n): th'dyox, th'oyox, th'oyoxne (medicine)
Example: Heyok nim th'oyox? (Where are my pills?)

pill bug (n):

‘pillow (n): Stix, Otix, otxone
Example: Wangka nan otxone. (Hand me a pillow.)

Oyoxo na otix. (I need a pillow.)

pimple (n):
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pin (n): tsikweya
Note: TSIKWEYA is the word for all sorts of smallish
things that have been sharpened on one end and are blunt
on the other: pins, pegs, forks, etc.

pin (v): tsikwegka

pinch (v): ch'itiugka
Example: A'ne ch'itiugka. (Don't pinch.)

Ch'etautaxo nan, (It's pinching me.)

pine (n} (tree): tun
Example: Tanxa mi tuna, (Let's go to the pines.)

pine nut (n): watak, watak, watakne
Example: OGyoxo na yoo watak. (I want more pine nuts.)

Wangka nan yoo watakne. (Give me more pine nuts.)

pink (adj): bpatselweya (sort of red)

into (n) (horse):
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pipe (n): 1) to smoke -- pepa, pepan, pepane
Shienan pepan. (He/she bought a pipe.)

2) to supply water

pistol (n): pistola, pistolan, pistolane
Example: Th'ueyan chun pistolane.

(She/he shot him/her with a pistol.)

pit (n): 1) hole -- shoklono

2) seed -- semeya amin (its seed)

pitch (n): tsaaxal

Pitch (v): 1) a ball -- k‘osithgka, k'‘osithin

2) a tent -- Wolak nim gkalpan. (Stand up my tarp.)



pitcher (n): 1) baseball -- k'dsith'tané

2) water -- ilk'in loxoi (thing to pour water)

pith (n):

vitiful person (n):
1) lowooyich -- Maybe this person is lost in the mountains,

Or maybe they're all alone. Something
makes you feel sorry for them, but it's
something that can change for the better--
at least in theory.

2) oiwexits -- Maybe this person is blind, or maybe
they're crippled. Something makes you
feel sorry for them, and it's something
that will always be there.

pity (v)}: oiyoxo
er “w py mple: Oiyoxo chun, (He/she feels sorry for him/her.)

Oiyoxo na chun. (I pity her/him.)



place (n):

place (v):

No single word, but you can say:
Cha xoxo.
Cha amin xo'oi.
pa‘an

xayak
Cha xayak.

plan (n and v):

planet (n):

plank (n):
Example:

plant (n):
Example:

plant (v):
Example:

(it's there.)
(That's its place, where it stays.)
(land)

(Place it there.)

th'aula, th'aulan, th'aulane
Maxgka manen th'aulan.
Me' na chen th'eeshen.

woiyil
Maxgka chun woiyil.

woilak, woilexo,
Me' na chun woila.

woila

(board)
(Get lots of planks.)
(I'm going to builda house.)

(Get the plant/plants.)

(I'm going to plant it.)
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plant (v): woilak
Example: Me! na woila tomaten. (I'm going to plant tomatoes.)

tselen, chilies
eelau. flowers

Woilak chun hetsé, | (Plant it now.)

plaster (n and v):

plate (n): taawits, taawits, taawitsne, téwitswiye
Example: Wangka nan chané taawitsné. (Hand me the plate.)

Tewitswiye na shuénan. (I bought plates.)
Maxsith'gka nan manen téwitswiye.

(Get me lots of plates.)

platform (n):

Play (v): 1) cards -- xuwalak, xuwalaxod
Xuwalax mak. (Let's play cards.)

2) children -- hekégka, hekaun
Hekaun aman olol. (They're playing ball.)
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play (v): 3) music -- uchgka, uchan
Uchan thumpolan. (He/she plays the drum.)

plenty (adj and n): mane, manen, manene (many)

plod (v): hawatseé tanan (just barely go)

plow (n and v): No single word. You have to explain. /

Me' woila. (He/she is going to plant.)
Okolun aman chun.

(They are turning it over [the ground] .)

plug (n):

plug (v): 1) most things -- shumgka, shuman
shumhun (She/he already plugged it.)

2) tukweyan

plum (n):
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‘plump (adj): métets héxna (a little bit fat)

pneumonia (n): No single word, but you can list the symptoms.
Wake textinxo. (He/she is very sick.)
Om amin inestem hoshe.

(His/her breathing isn't good.)
Gkulweyan. (She/he has a fever.)
U'uweyan. (She/he is coughing.)

pocket (n): wolsa, wolsan, wolsane

pocketknife (n): mnawaxa, Mmawaxan, nawaxane

soint (v): chllaksith'gka (point to it)
chulaksith'hin {he/she pointed to it)

pointed {adj): tsikweme
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‘poison oak (n): ts'ewik

poke (v): tsiktsikwéyan

poker (n): 1) card game -- bpoogka

2) fire -- “ :

pole (n and Vv):

police (n): petsawits
Note: This word comes from PETSIUGKA (CATCH WHAT YOU'RE

CHASING).

polish (v):

pollen (n):

polliwog (n): ;

EAS eaeRe



pomegranate (n): le'na

cond (n): paashe

pony (n): gkutse kawiyu

peer person (n): lowooyich

pop out (v): pulweéyan, pulwin
pulwéyalak
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(fruit like beads)

{little horse)

(make it pop out)
Note: This word can be used to describe a cork coming
out of a bottle, an electric plug being pulled from a
wall outlet, etc.

*meputar (adj): Mo single word, but you can say:
Insinxo aman chun.

Tortucine (n): kinkin

(They all like him/her/it.)
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possibly (adv): henash ‘ (maybe)

post (n) (for a fence):

pot (n) (cooking): kantena, kantenan, kantenane |

potato (n): papas, papas, papasne !

pottery (n): 2

related word: bpatsekin xochoi (clay, red dirt)

pouch (n): moxoth'

poultice (n): No single word, You have to explain how the |
plants are spread over the injury and the |

medicine is absorbed through the skin. .

“pounce (v): dcht'wesith'in |



pound (v): 1)

2).

3)
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kokowegka
Notes: You are using a hammer.

logkiugka
Logkoun na chun. (I'm pounding it.)
Note: You might be tamping dirt around a post
or tenderizing meat.

pewishgka
Note: You are pounding acorn in a mortar.

pour (v): loxgka
: loxsith'gka (pour it for someone}

powder (n): puchweya (dust)

pow-wow (n): No single word, but you can say:
“YOlowinxo aman (They're having a gathering.)

practice (v): No single word. You have to explain.
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praise (v): No single word, but you can say:
Insis min chun hawe. (You did that well.)

prance (v):

prank, play (v): hak'aawinxo

pray (v): alésalak, alésalaxo
;

!

alésalasith'gka (pray for him/her)

precious (adj): shoiyim (also means SACRED)

preen (v): 1) bird -~

2) person -~ kath'auwisxo (make yourself beautiful)
Note: Depending on how you say this
word, you can suggest the beautifying
was not a total success.

pregnant (adj): choeyo
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premature (adj): No Single word, You have to explain.

premonition (n)}: No single word, but youcan say:
Huth'a'an na chun, (I knew about that.)
Anuchwalan na chun, (I had a dream about it.)

prepared, be (v): wetlahak (be ready)

press (v): mnichgka, nichan
nichnichgka (press it again and again)

pretend (v): No single word, but you can use NA (SIMILAR TO)
to describe what someone is pretending to be.

pretty (adj): 1) a thing -- poyome

2) a baby -- potsome (cute)

3) a girl -- gkaetsa
Note: The word for Girl changes from
GKAETA to GKAETSA.
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prevent (v):

price {n): shoi
Example: Haak amin shoi? (What's its price?)

erick (v): tsikweyan

Driest (n): pale, palen
Example: Shelhin na palen. (I saw the priest.)

prison (n): ch'eéekeesil
ch'ekaxo (he/she is in prison)
ch'ekhana (she/he is in prison)

Prize (n): ch'au (thing won)
Example: Cha nim ch'au, (That's what I won.)

Polum nim ch'auch'auwin. (I won my husband.)

Frosiem (n): No single word, but you can say:
Dtoch'aan,. {Something bad has happened.)
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promise (v): weyan
. (say, do)

Example: Weyan bpis ma. (But you said--/You promised.)
Weyan na. (I said it./I promised.)

prop (v): hen'gka, hen'hin
Example: Heum na chun hen'hin, (I already propped it.)

prophecy (n): No single word. It depends on how the information
was given to the person,
Shelan na chun, (I saw it.)
Anuchwalan na chun, (I dreamed it.)

B ta Opose marriage (v): No single word, but you can Say:
— 3 ‘ vale |

Maxgka nan (Have me.)can): Angle gs Senge
aroud, be preué of Someme (v)i heomithxd
pry {v) (use a pry bar):

related word: o'yek (move it)

puberty {n):

cuddle (n): ch'iuna (wet spot)
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pull (v): shochichgka, shochochun

pull out (v): tesalak

pull out a tooth (v): shogkiugka, shogkoan
Note: This is almost like the word for WIND (SHOKOAN).

pull up a plant by the roots (v): hupulgka, hupolun
Note: You are using your hands, not a digging stick.

pulp (n):

pumice (n):

pumpkin (n): |

punch (v) (use your fist): k'‘ungka

pupil (n) (student): paayenene
z



purple (adj): bpatselweya

purse (n): moxoth'
—

pus (n):

push (v): uth'uigka, Uth'tiyan

push out (v) (eject): woth 'woth'weyan

" {a er (v): xayak, xayan

suc on (v) (clothing): xayak

(kind of red)
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quail (n): 1)

2)

guake (v): 1)

2)

quarrel (n):

quarrel (v):
Example:
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-~- QO --

humnul This noun does not change.

humlul

shiver -- sananweyan

earthquake -- wuk'uiyan

poyesa

poyesak, poyesaxo
Poyesaxo amak. (Those two are quarreling.)
A'ne poyesak. (Don't quarrel.)

quarry (n): No single word. You have to explain that it's the
place where they get whatever the material is.
( Note: You need to ask permission, the same as
with basketry materials.)

quarter (n) (o ne fourth):
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question (n): bpeneth'

question (v) (ask): bpeneth'gka

quick (adv): wise

quiet (adj): tsukweya

quietly (adv): tsukweme

quill ({n) (porcupine): No single word, but you can say:
Om amin cha shelish. (He doesn't have fur.)
Na awoha. (It's like needles.)

quilt (n):
Related word: shopon (blanket)

Manen na kechkechin. {I cut lots of pieces.)

quit (v): lol'gka, lol'thin
Example: Lol'xa mi. {Let's quit for now.)



-- R --

rabbit (n): 1) Aatsiu (cottontail)

2) tuk'uyan (jackrabbit)

3) datopol

Faccoon (n): kitsin
Kasi (Luda)

race (n) (footrace): lehem

yorow! S

race (v) (run): léhemgka
Whawisgka, Yohawesen (fut)

rack (n): xaye (place to put something)

radio (n): 1) Uchoi (thing that plays music)

2) lanalis (thing you listen to)

300
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‘raffle (n):

rag (n}: ch'eneeka ’ (cloth)

railroad (n): Wo single word, but you can say:
hulin tani (train's track)

rain (n): she'el

rain (v): she'elun, she'elhin
Example: Wake she'elun. (It's raining hard.)

rainbow (n): shiyup This noun does not change,

raise (v) (lift): halalgka, halalhin
Example: ‘Me' na chun halalhen. (I'm going to lift it.)

raise the head (v): dOwokwegka
Note: The person was looking down and then looks up.
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rake (n) (tool): Resp (thing you scrape with)

rake (v): <sopwSyan {also means SCRAPE)

rally (v):

ram (v): wuth'vigka
>

(push it)

ranch (n): xo'oi (place where you live or stay)

rape (v): aliyan

rapid (adj/adv): wise

rapid (n) (in a river):

rare (adj): 1) few ~- hautsin
Om mané xdxG. (There aren't many.)
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rare (adj): 2) steak -- No single word, but you can say:
metets hesha (little bit cooked)

rash (n):

rat (n) (packrat): xitsits

rattle (n): ch'awachwil

rattle (v): shdololoweyan

rattlesnake (n): nach'ich', nach'in
nach'in na tani (where a rattlesnake went by)

raven (n): alwuch

raw (adj): 1) not cooked -- om heshtilhana
Mane amin payux. (It's bloody.)

2) abraded, a raw wound --~



razor {n):
Related phrase: Shali'gka min
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dtamuch. (Shave your beard.)

re- (prefix): This idea can be expressed with YOO (AGAIN).
Example: Yoo wegka. (repeat it, say it again)

reach {v): No single word, but you can say:
Wa' chepin.
Om nim chun wostoxo max

read (v): hoyok, hoyon

ready, get or be {v):
1) wetlak

wetlan
Heum na wetlaxo.

2) Sidtaxo na.

rear (n): 1) body part -- kohes

{It's too high up.)
- (I can't get/reach it.)

(get ready)
(he/she is getting ready)
(I'm ready.)

(I'm ready for whatever comes
next, ready to race, dressed
and ready to go, etc.)
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rear (n): 2) back of line -- No single word, but you can say:
Wa' th'ékna tangka. (Go way back.)

rear (v): shiltaxo (jump, but not in any particular direction)
Example : Me‘ chun shilta. (He's going to jump around.)

receive (v): No single word, but you can say:
Wanan mam. (She/he is giving it to you.)
Maxgka. (Get it.)

recipe (n): No single word, but you can say:
Hoyok. (Read it.)
Ama kusénelak. (Then cook.)

recover (v) (get well): thaeigka
Example: Heum thaelhin, (He/she is getting better.)

red (adj): bpatsekin

redbud (n) (plant):
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redden, become red (v): bpatsalweyan
Example: Bpatsalweyexo amin och'o, (She dyed her hair red.)

red-wing blackbird (n):

redwood tree (n):

referee (n): theyelits hekea (leader of the game)

retrigerator (n): lewits xaye (cold cupboard)

vefuse (v): ohom weyan (say no)

regalia (n): hatame xiyi (what you put on to dance)

Segrect (v)}: No single word, but you can say:
Om na nash weya'an. (I shouldn't have said it.)
Om na nash hawa'an. (I shouldn't have done it.)

iH) lak, hédtelaxo
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relations (n): yokots nim
yeech'a nim yokots (all my relations)

relax (v): No single word, but you can say:
Nenek. (Be still.)
Holushgka. (Sit down.)
Woigka. (Go to sleep.)
Pananak. (Lie down.)

relay race (n): No single word. You have to explain.

rely on (v): wukotsun

remember (v): pakatinxo, pakatinin

remind (v): yoo dtosith'gkam (tell him/her again)

repair (v): theeshgka
Example: Me‘ ma chun theeshun?

(Are you going to repair it?)
Me’ na chun theeshun.

(I'm going to repair it.)
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repellent (n):
There was a plant that was used as insect repellent, or you
could build a fire and use thé smoke (mochok).

reservation (n): No general word, only specific names for
Various places.

respect (n): No single word, but you can say:
Shoiyim aman. (They are precious/sacred. )You can also describe specific things you do to

show respect: listening to someone, etc.

rest (n) (what's left):
Related phrase: Tanak kin. (Take this, the leftovers.)

é .
i

* aNyah ‘sinks Cerise
/ Rudo)

rest (v) (take a nap): yehesingka
Example: Yehesinin na. (I took a nap.)

revenge (v) (get even): amanaxo
Example: Me' na chun amane.

(I'm going to get even with that person.)

Tlf «8: ¢peody cart): hamach' This noun does not change.
;

+ }

Petty chy
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ribbon (n):

rich (adj): leko

riddle (n):

ride (v): 1) horse -=~ ap'angka, ap'‘anxo

2) wagon/car -- tsuthuthweyan

rifle (n): leplé, léplen, léplene

right (adj) (correct): No single word, but you can say:
Huth'axo ma. (You know. You're right.)

right (adv) (direction): piyene

right now (adv): hetsé tsanum

nat- handed perion Cw) * gohewe econ acy)



rigid (adj): 1) hitseya

2) hususxo

ring (n): aneyo, aneyon, aneyone
Example: Wangka nan chane aneyone.

ring (v): tsiltsilweyan

rinse (v):
1) clothes -- tsemgka

tseman
Heum chun tsemhin.

2) dishes -- loxsith'gka

rip (v): kechin
kechan
kechhana
kechkechhin

rire (adj): h@sha

Example: Matsana h€um héshin.
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{it's stuck, it won't move)

(it's stiff) t

(Give me the ring.)

{rinse and wring out)
{she/he is rinsing it)
(He/she already rinsed it.)

(pour water over it)

(it ripped)
(she/he is ripping it)
(it's ripped)
(he/she ripped it all up)

{The apples are ripe.)



ripple (n): No single word.
Kohin chun silel ilk'‘a.
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You have to explain.

{He/she threw a-rock in the water.)

rise {v):
Me'en chepin than.

rise (v) (sun): thesin
Example: Heum thesin tuuk.

rival (mn): gkee
gkee nim

rivals, be (v): gkean, gkeésaxo

river (n): ch'olich', ch'olch'é

road (n): pil
Example: Tangka ke pila.

; roadrunner (mn) (bird): uifui

(Soon it will go up.)

(The sun is coming up.)

(person I'm competing with)

(at the river)

(Take this road.)
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roast (v): heshtilxo
Example: Heshtilxo na chun. (I'm roasting it.)

rob (v): wuch'an

Example: Uch'an k'eexan. {She/he stole money.)
Atne Gch'gka. (Don't steal.)

robin (n):

rock {n): silel
silelhal (pile of rocks like in the mountains)
Kogka silel. (Throw the rock.)

_ Silelhal kokilxo. (Rocks are being thrown.)

rock (v): mnayak

Example: Nayaxo na chun. (I'm rocking him/her/the baby.)
A'ne nayak. (Don't rock/shake it.)
Nayawisxo na.

(I'm rocking myself, maybe in a rocking chair.)

rodeo (n):
Related phrase: Me’ aman ap'‘anan. (They're going to ride.)



roll (v):

root (n):

room (n):
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1) bowling ball -- uth'uigka (push it)

2) pie crust -~ nututweyalak (make it smooth)

No single word. You have to explain.
The way a traditional house was constructed, the
roof and the walls were not separate.

woi'e (place where you sleep)
A traditional house was not divided into rooms.

roost (n and v}:

root (n): xopol

root out, pull up by the roots (v):
xupulgka
xupultak
xupultaxo (she/he is pulling it out by the roots)

rope (n) (riata): ilyata, ilyatan, ilyatané
Example: Maxgka ilyatan. (Get a rope.)
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rosary fn):

rose (n): eelau (flower)

rot (v): dtochaan (it went bad)
ig atUA, Cocly) © ehzlena

rough (adj): om nutal (not smooth)

round (adj): shotol

reundhouse (n): hatame (place where you dance)

wendecundup (n)}:
Related phrase: Yolowin aman bpagketwiye.

(They are gathering the cattle together.)

row {n): yith' yith'e {one after another)



rub (v): xoshgka
.

Xoshgka nan. (Rub me.)
Note: This word is close in sound to HOSHEK (BREATHE).

rude (adj) (not soltte): ha'wache

rug (n):

rule (n):

run (v): lehemgka, lehemun

runt (n): gkutse amnok han (the smallest of them)

rustle (v) (sound): hushhushweyan

rut ({n)s
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sack (n): 1) shupoi

2) moxoth'

3) papel, papel, papelne
'  _paple

sacred (adj): shoiyim

sad, be (v): kahayin

sad, make (v): tehe'yexod
Example: Tehe'yéxo nan.

Saddle (n): seya, séyan, seyane

safe (adj): No single word, but you
Yeech'a naan insaxo.

safety pin (n):
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{what you put things into)

(i£ cloth or leather)

(if paper)
(in the sack)

(It makes me sad.)

can say:
(We're all okay.)
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sag (v): humweyexo (it's sagging)

sage (n): tsamal, tsamal, tsamalne

Saint (n): No single word, but you can say:
Shoiyim aman, (They are sacred.)

salamander (n):

Salary (n): No single word, but you can say:
.Chawalath' k'eexane.

(He/she is being paid with money, like payday.)

sale (n): No single word, but you can say:
Shokunan na chun. ' (I'm selling that.)

saliva {n): xelowith'

salivate {v): Xel&dwith' nim 1Sh6un,
(My saliva is flowing/my mouth is watering.)

RinaNaasOaRE



salmon (n)}:

Salt (n): kuyu, kuyon, kuyone

salt (v): kuyungka

salt grass (n): alith'

salty (adj): kuyu'na

same (adj): 1) no change - ch-ash-

2) just alike - natswus

sand (n): suxsi

Sandpaper (n):
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This noun does not change.
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Sane (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Huth'axo hanuk hawan.

(He/she knows what he/she is doing.)

sap (n) (tree):

sass (v) (talk back): No single weed. You have to explain.

Saturday (n): sauwelo

Sausage (n): gkoochin gkalne (pig's meat)

save (v): 1) rescue -

2) set aside for later use - heogka

saw (n): tsesa
Note: This word is close to TH'ESA (TOILET).

sawmill (n):
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say (v): wegka, weyan, win
Example: Yoo wegka. (Say it again.)

A'ne wegka, (Don't say anything.)

scab (n) (dried blood):
Related word: wastunan (get hurt)

Me' chaxeyen (It's going to dry up.)

scald (v): No single word. You have to explain,
k'apith'in (burn the skin)
Then describe the liquid.

scales (n): 1) fish -

2) weigh - mekeche

scalp (n):

scar (n): moxlo wasuth' {old wound)

Scare (v): lotsooxtok
Example: Lotsooxton nan. (He/she scared me.)

A'tne nan lotsooxtok. (Don't scare me.)



scatter (v):  paxyok
paxyoun
Ppaxyan

scent (v): shanichgka
Example: Shenechun na chun,

Insis shenichtin,
Dtoché shenichtin.
Chekna shenichtin.

school (n): iskwala
Example: Iskwala tanen.

scissors (n): meyasil

scoff (v):
Related phrase: Chékiya ma.

Hak'awinxo ma.
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(she/he is scattering)
(he/she scattered)

(I smell it.)
(It smells good.)
(It smells had.)
(It smells rotten, }

(She/he went to school.)

(You talk too much, )

(You're making fun of someone, )

scold (v): pohégka
Example: Pohehin nan.

PohShin chun,
Pohéhin amana

(He/she scolded me.)
(She/he scolded him/her.)
(He/she scolded them.)
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scoop {n): No single word, but you can say:
Maxgka chun keene, (Get it with this.)

scorch (v): tsulhin
Example: Tsulhin na chun. (I scorched it.)

This word applies to both cooking and ironing.

score (n): No single word, but you can say:
Petsan aman chun. (They're counting it.)

(They're adding up points.)

scorpion (n):

scour (v): xepxepwegka
Example: Xepxepwin na chun. (I° scoured it.)

scout (n)}: No single word, but you can say:
Ma thagka. (You lead the way.)

scowl (v): xechwaxo (he/she is looking angry)



scramble (v): 1) eggs - huxwegka

2) move - wisé wenagka

scrape (v): xeépxepweyan

scratch (v): 1) hosupgka
Watuk mam hosipin?
Gkatt nan hosipin.
A'ne hosipwisgka?

2) tsiuhin
Tsiuhin nan.

scream (v): tsaugka
Example: Tsaotsaoxo aman.

screen (n):
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(mix it all together)

(go uphill fast)

(Who/what scratched you?)
(The cat scratched me.)
{Don't scratch yourself.)

{It scratched me.)

{also means SHOUT)

{They're screaming.)

screw on (v) (jar lid): No single word, but you can say:
Chungka inestem, (Close it tight.)
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scruple (n): No single word, but you can say:
Themthemxo na chun. (I'm thinking about it.)

scuff (v): xepxépweyan (scrape along)

scum (n):
Related word: Epich'gka. (Throw it away.)

Xepwegka. (Scrape it off.)

sea (n): pa'ashe
.

Note: The Chukchansi call the Valley PA'ASHF,.

seal (n): 1) animal -

2) tight closure -

seal {v): No Single word, but you can say:
Hanuk ma hawan? (What are you doing?)
Supthan na chun, (I'm boiling it.)
Ama om dchuxwen,. - (Then it won't leak.)
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seam (n):
Related word: bpewin (sew)

search (v) (look for): Oyok, syoxo (also means WANT, NEED)

season (n) (time of year): No collective noun, but you can says:
th'esam (spring)
hiyale (summer )

dtuma (autumn)
tuma'se (winter)

season (v):
Related word: kuyungka (salt it)

huxwegka, hiuxoiyon (mix it together)

seat (n): holushe

second (adj) (number):
Note from Pam: Once past basic counting, Yowlumni does not
express numerical concepts the same way as English. There
will be (haya'cha) an appendix at the end of the dictionary
workbook,

Oona

etn

nema

mrmecereanen

wena

ieee
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secret {(n): No single word, but you can say:
Om nim mam wostoxo datos, (I can't tell you.)

see (v): shilgka, shélhin
Example: Om nim chun wostoxd shil. (I can't see him/her/it.)

Shelhin na chun, (I saw him/her/that.)

seed (n): sewoiya

(v): sewoiyan
Séewoiyan tomaten. (She/he is planting tomato seeds.)

seem (v): No single word. You have to explain, using HENA

to shift the sentence away from reality.
Hena na (as if it's like) ... héna ydo (or maybe)

seep (v): ch'uech'ueweyan

seizure, have (v): lim'thin, lim'lim'hin
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select (v): “hupushgka
Example: Hupushan mam. (He/she selects you.)

Hupshuth' ma. (You've been selected.)

self (reflexive pronoun): No exact equivalent in Yowlumni, but
the reflexive particle WIS/IS may be added to a verb to
express the idea that the subject is doing the action to
himself/herself.

‘Example: A'ne hosipwisgka. (Don't scratch yourself.)

self-control (n): Nosingle word, but you can describe what
the person did that shows self-control.
Om na hanuk win.

_
(I didn't say anything.)

Other English compounds with self Follow the
Same pattern (self--defense, etc.).

selfish (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Mine themthemwisxo,

(She/he just thinks of her/himself.)

sell (v): shokungka, shokunan, shokunhin
Example: Shokunhin amin kumihan.

(He/she sold his/her clothes.)
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semen (n): p'ech'we

send (v): hoyek, hoyin
Example: Hodyen na chun. (I'll send it.)

Thaya na chun hoyin. (I'm sending him/her ahead.)

sense (v) (have a feeling): themthemxo
Example: Themthemxo na haak cha atochayexo.

(I have a feeling something is wrong there.)
Xono amin insis themthum.

(He/she has a sense of humor.)
(She/he is always in a good mood.)

senseless (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Om na huth'axo hinuk win.

(I don't know why he/she did that.)’

sensitive (adj): No single word, You have to explain.
Ma chun na chaxulxo.

(You're talking like it's about her/him.)

sentinel (n):
Description: Xono shelan unke yokuts insaxo.

(He's always looking to see if people are okay.)
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separate (v): 1) put in different places ~-

Yith'a xayak lakeltam.

2) go different ways = waxachun

serious (adj): 1) doesn't laugh much -

2) really bad -
No single word, but you-can explain.
Om amin cha k'eexa. (He/she has no money.)

serve {v):

set

Note from Pam: I think the idea of one person servinganother is totally alien to Yowlumni. You can do a specificthing for somebody, and you can be a leader in a particular .

situation because you know what to do, but no one is goingto be someone else's servant all the time.

On the disc are several phrases connected with serving food.Me' aman xath'en, . (They're going toeat.)
(It's around noon, )

(Let's eat.)
Heum-axom tsupun,.
Xath'xa mi.

(v):
1) place ~ xayak

Xayak cha, (Put it there)
Cha xayak,. (Put it there.) ||i

‘1

|
|

3
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set (v):
2) solidify - kasweyaxo (it has set up)

kaswin (it did set up)

3) set a date - No Single word, but you can say:
Hiyok hiyalé mi he lonesa?

(What day will we have the gathering?)

4) set an example - No single word, but you can say:
Inestem chaxulgka.

(Talk in a good way.)
Shelaxo mam min neesh, min no'oth'.

(Your little brother, your little
sister is looking at you.) ,

Otsaxo mam.
(He/she is watching you.)

5) set a house afire - th'ilan
Me' aman eeemun th'ilan chen.

(They almost set the house afire.)

6) set the table - xayak
Xayak taawitswiye lamesa.

(Put the plates on the table.)
mi xath'en, (We're going to eat.)Me

SARSUaFATEPLESOL TSERENTSEET
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set (v)s |

7) set a trap - bpoowon
Bpoowon. (He/she set a trap.) “oad

Ama pitswin supsuptse. (Then they caught a mouse.)

.
¢

set-back {n): No single word. You have to explain.
Dtochaan nim tsoowa. (My job fell through.)

|

Me' na eemun tsoowon, wishin textinin amu nim, |
(I was all set to work, but my boss got sick.} i

set off (v) (fireworks): th'ueth'euyan
Example: Me' na chun th'euth'euyen,. -

(I'm going to set it off.)

settle (v):
1) -people - xoxo ' (live, reside)

Me' aman ke xo. (They're going to live here.)

2) solid in a liquid - lean (sink)
Lean ke xochoi walta.

(The dirt settles in the bucket.)



seven (nn): nomtsil

seventeen (n): ch'eéo nomtsil

seventy (n): nomtsil ch'eo

several (adj): hautsin
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(a small amount)

But suppose you're talking about several days, and you want
to say exactly how many.
Om na tanen ponyo hiyale,

There are special number forms.
(I didn't go for two days.)

Other numbers in this series are:
shopena
hoth'pil
yitsinla

sew (v): bpawingka
bpewinan

(for three)
(for four)
(for five)

{sew it)
(is sewing)

sex, have (v): No single word, but you can say:
Yeth'e amak xoxo.
Yeth'e amak wuiyin.

(Those two are together.)
(They're sleeping together.)
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shade (n): ts'enau
Example: Cha holushgka ea S2aWet (Sit there in the shade.)

shadow (n): ts'enau nim (my shade)

Shaft (n) (wooden part of an arrow):

shaggy (adj):

Shake (v) (intransitive) (be shaking): Sananweyan

(transitive) (shake something): nayak, nayaxo.

shallow (adj): k'etith'
om waach' (not deep)

shame, feel (v): ololaxo.

shampoo (n):



Share (v):z
Related phrase: A'né tsauwingka. (Don't be stingy.)

sharp (adj): xanuts

Sharpen (v): xanutstak, xanutstaxo

shatter (v): 1) maybe something was thrown down and it burst
potoxweyan (it shatters)
potoxwin (it shattered)

2) maybe a string of beads came all apart
xeep 'weyalak :

,

xeép'win

shave (v): shalipgka
Shalipgka nan. (Shave me.)
Shalpesak. (Shave yourself.)
Heum shalpesan. (He already shaved.)

Shawl ({n):
Related phrase: na shopun (like a blanket)

uiLTAATSLOA
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she (pro): Sometimes you use KE (this one/this person), and
sometimes you use CHA (that one/that person), but most of
the time you don't use anything at all.'

In English, a verb by itself doesn't tell you who is
doing the action. You have to add a pronoun or a noun, |In Yowlumni, a verb automatically has the third person
Singular (he/she/it) as the doer of the action. That's
built in. If you're describing something you did yourself,
you have to put in the I (NA). Same thing with you (MA,
MAK, MAAN) or they (AMAK, AMAN). But a he or a she is
already there.

Many examples of this are found throughout the workbook.

shear (v) (use scissors): magka, meyan
Example: Meyan aman wulawon. (They are shearing sheep.)

sheath (n): No specific word for a knife holder, but you can use:
xaye - (place/thing where you put something)

shed (n): No single word. You have to explain.

shed (v): No single word, but you can say:
Kooninin nim och'o. (My hair is falling out.)

sheep (n): wulawul, wulawon
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sheet (n) (bed): saawana, saawanan, saawanane

' Example: Wangka nan chaneé saawanane,. (Hand me a sheet.)

shelf (n): No single word. You have to explain.

Shell (n): 1) seashell

2) eggshell

shell (v) (remove seeds from a pod): ch'itiugka
Note: This word also means pinch. That makes sense when

you think of how you pinch the pod along the edges
to make it open so the peas will fall out.

shepherds puvse (nC plant): Yaxd

sheriff (n): petsawits

shield (v): dtenan

shin {n) (body part): kalosa (leg)

STALE RSSSATSEERSTNTT TROON
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shine (v): 1) emit light ~ ch'otoixd, ch'dtoiwin

2) make shiny -

shirk (v): gkapategka
Example: A'neé gkapategka. (Don't be lazy.)

shirt (n): tsutosol, tsutdosol, tsutosulne
Example: Wangka nan nim tsutosulne. (Hand me my shirt.)

shiver (v): Unununweyan

shock (v): Dtaniweyala nan.
© (It shocks me.)

(Literally, it makes me feel like I might faint.)
Dtaniwin. (He was shocked.)

shoe (n): sapatu, sapaton, sapatone
Example: Mane nim sapetwiye. (I have lots of shoes.)

shoot (v): th'uegka, th'ueyan
th'ueth'uexo (shoot over and over)
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shooting star (n): No single word, but you can say:
Ts'aatus kooninin. (A star is falling.)

shop (v): shuenan
Example: Me' na shuena xath'a.

{I'm going to shop for groceries.)

short (adj): 1) not tall - k'@tith'

2) briefly ~ om wa'an
Om wa'an she'elin.

(It rained for a short time.)

shorten (v): k'eteth'ak
Example: Wake wa'tach', (It's too long.)

Me' na chun k'éteth'a. (I'm going to shorten it.)

shotgun (n): ch'alup, ch'alup, ch'alupne
Example: Wangka nan chane ch'alupne. (Hand me the shotgun.)

shoulder (n): k'apsi
Example: Texetaxo nim k'apsi. (My shoulder hurts.)



shout (v):

shovel (n):

show (v):
Example:

shower (n):

tsaugka, tsautaxo,

halpa

shelalak
Shelalak nan.
Shelalan na chun.

Related word: epa

shred (v):z

-shuhuch'gka
shuhoch'tin

kichkichin

shrew (n) (animal):

shrill (adj):

shrink (v):
Example:

gkutsayan
Gkutsayan nim pantalona.

(Agnes was not

333

tsawan (Shouted)

sure about this one)

(Show me.) -

(I showed it to him/her.)

(bathtub)
(wash)
(washed)

(cut over and over)

(My pants/jeans shrank.)
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shrug (v):°

shuffle cards (v):

shun (v): No single word, but you can say:
A'ne huchaunuk,. (Don't pay attention.)

shut {(v): chungka
Example: Chunhun na chun. + (I shut it.)

shy (adj): No single word, but you can describe what the person
does to show they're shy.

.Om watuk lentsaxo. (He/she won't talk to anyone.)

sick, be (v): textinxo
Example: Texith'tinlan nan. (It made me sick.)

side (n): 1) body part - lunte

2} part of an object — lunte
lunte heexhana {the buttered side)
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side (n): 3) team - cha'eeche. (partners) :

Hupushgka min cha'eeche. (Choose your side.)

sieve (n and v):

sift (v): hésgka, hesan (sifted)
|

sigh (v):

sign (n): utseyahana ©

(thing that's written)

_ __ . |sign (v): Utseuk min hoyowis. (Write your name.) |

Sign language (n): No single word, but you can say:
Chaxulxo panuchkane. i

(He/she is talking with his/her hands.) 4
I

signal (n and v):
j

i

||
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Silent, be (v): tsukwegka
tsukweyexo (is silent)
tsukwin (was silent)

Note: Usage gives the command form the force of the English
SHUT UP, and it is equally impolite,

‘Si ed ver (n):

simmer (v): No single word, but you can say:
Kootsinme kusenelak. (Cook it slowly.)

simple (adj): lemin

Sincere (adj):

Sinew (n):

sing (v): e@ligka, @likan

singe off hair (v): mulukan



single (adj) (not married): om th'upaxo

sink (n) (washbasin):

sink (v): lean

sinker (n) (fishing gear): lelalis

sip (v):

siren (n) (warning device):

sirup, syrup (n): meyel, meyel, meyelne

Sister (n): 1) older - na'ath'!:
if deceased ~- ath'nich

2) younger - no'oth'
if deceased -

343



sister-in-law (n): 1) man's

2) woman's ~ eth'wop!

sit (v): holushgka
hulshexo (is sitting)
hulshexon (was sitting)hulushun (sat down)
huloshen he (will sit)

six (n): tsolépe

sixteen (n): ch'éo tsdlepe

sixty (n): tsolepé ch'éo

Size (n): No single word, but you can say:
Mayek na xayan.
Gkutsen na xayan.

moe

(I wear a large.)
(I wear a small.)

f you can say:
(nothing but bones)
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skewer (n): No single word. You have to explain.

skillet (n): sulten, sulten, sultené

skim (v): xepweyalak

skin (n): 1) person or animal ~ tsuloi
@) hinich hemis

2) fruit or vegetable - ch'oolhana
(what is peeled off)

Y
skin (v): tsuloigka

tsuloiyan (is skinning)
Heum chun tsuluihun. (He/she skinned it already.)

C2) hints Ww

Yentt sin
skinny (adj): ch'e'ta ~

skirt (n): ts'ones, ts'onso, ts'onsone

skull (n):

a4
3
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:
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skunk {n)z tsox

sky (n): No single word, but you can say:
chepin (above, up)

slap (v): th'ap'weyan, th'ap'win
Example: Th'ap'th'ap'win chun.

(He/she slapped him/her around.)

slate (n) (mineral):

slave (n): .

Note from Pam: Every time I have asked Agnes for a word that
implies long-term total subservience (slave, servant, etc.) °

or long-term total dominance (master, etc.), I have drawn a
blank. The whole hierarchical structure reflected in the
English language's social vocabulary appears to be absent
in Yowlumni. AMU (BOSS) exists, but it's usually work-
related, and its link to AMUWAS (BOSSY PERSON) gives it.a
negative feel. The other available word is THEEYA (LEADER)
and it is connected to a person's knowledge and skill more
than any abstract right to give orders.
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sled {(n): gkaleeta, gkaleetan, gkaleetane (also means WAGON}

Example: Dtolulgka gkaleetan. (Get on the sted.)

Gkongka gkaleetan. (Get off the sled.)

sleep (v): wuigka, wuiyin
Note: This word is very close in sound to the word for

be born (WOIYIN). I (Pam) think the vowel in SLEEP

is said with the mouth a little more closed than

for BE BORN.

sleeping bag (n): wuiye

sleepwalking (n):

sleepy, be (v): neetsaxo, neetsaxon

ol Example: Heum na neetsan. (I got sleepy.)

sleet (n and v):
Related word: xoowich .

(hail)

sleeve (n): punchuk * {also means ARM)

Example: Om amin punchuk. (It's sleeveless.)
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slick (adj): dtaliweya

slide (n): wetsipatsin chetiikweya (children's slide)

slide (v): 1) chetiikweyan
(slide down little by little like kids playing)

2) shuth'weyan
(slide clear to the bottom all at once)

siimy (adj): ch'ikuna (dirty, filthy)

Ww ting (n) (strap for carrying something):

slingshot (n):

siip (nm) (garment): ath'ilnauwus

fv): 1) dtaliweyan, dtaliwin
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slip (v): 2) shukwin
, (slip and fall right where you are, where you

fit tight--maybe in a corner)

sliver, get (v): sitsin
sitsith' (he/she got a sliver)

slobber (n): xelowith'
Example: Dchukweyan amin xelowith'.

(She/he/it is slobbering.)

slop (n): epichhana - (something that's thrown away)

‘sloppy (adj): 1) maxantahana {not well made)

2) hawetem-—cha (any old way) ‘

Hu'na hawetem-cha amin kumihan xayan.
(She/he dresses sloppy.)

slope (n): dti'lal
Example: Wake ke dti'lal. (The slope is steep here.)
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sist machine (n):

Sicuch (v) (not stand straight): gkumumweyaxo
Example: Heweth'me gkumumweyaxo.

(He/she slouches when walking.)

slough (n):

ziow (adv): kootsinme
Example: Kootsinme tangka. | (Go slow.)

Siug (n) (animal):

siur (v) (not talk plainly): No single word, but you can say:
Om inestem chaxulxo.

(She/he isn't talking right.)



smallpox (n): xupus

smallpox, have (v): xupsunxo

smart (adj) (know a lot): huth'a

smart (v) (be painful): texetaxo

smear (v): .

Related words: k'elgka
muchan
wexwexgka

smell (v): shanichgka
Example: Shenechun na chun,

smile (n): hiyaweya
Related word: hiyak, hiyaxo

smoke (n): mochok

(spread)
(paint)
(mark it all over)

(I smell it.)

(like a laugh)
(laugh)

351
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smoke (v): 1) cigarette - pamuk, pamuxo

2) meat ~

smolder (v):

smooth (adj): nututweya

smooth (v): nututweyalak (make it smooth)

smother (v):

snack (n): tsintsin
Example: Me' mak xath'en makin tsintsin.

(We [two people] are going to eat our snack.)

snag {(n) (dead tree):

enag (v): kechin (tear)



Snail (n):

snake (n): yax

gophersnake - gkochoonich

kingsnake - gkoolankil

rattlesnake - nach'ich'

whipsnake or racer - lap'aalip‘ich

snake-doctor (n):

snare (n and v):

snarl (v): 1) dog noise -

2) tangle - om bpenahana

snatch (v): maxitsgka
maxitswin
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{not combed)

(he/she got it quick)
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sneak {v)}:

Sneeze (vj): hathiswin

sniff (v): sensenweyan

snere (v): shokshokweyan

(pig's nose):

entw fnj+t  ponpon

ee tee bs tm
pe wr

¢ iA rt .

DUNC fKi Wet

enzv iv}: ponponxo (it's snowing)
me' ponponen (it's going to snow)

Spruceaie
WS) Kup we gla

ae erhea jah 1} in this way - ke weme
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iar

manna

Pataca

so’ (adv): 2) very much - wake
Wake tulas. (It is so difficult.)
Wake mayek. (It is so big.)

3) approximately - henash
Henash yith' xalu. (A cup or so.)
Tsupona xalU yoosh yith'.

(Half a cup or maybe one.)

so (conj): 1) ama (and then)

2) Sometimes SO is implied by word order.
Be quiet so he can sleep.

Nenahuk. . (Be quiet.)
Netsaxo. (He's sleepy.)
Me' wuiyen. (He'll go tosleep.)

soak (v): ch'eugka, ch'ewan
Example: cCh'ewan chun. (She/he is soaking it.)

soap (nm): xawona, xawonan, xawonane
Example: Wangka nan xawonane. (Hand me the soap.)

soaproot (n) (plant): choxoch



fa i} ib My

th oeSt me ae

be (v): dtalaxo
dtaelin

in}: melas, melas, melasne
=Zxample: Wangka nan nim melasne.
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{he/she is sober)
(she/he is getting sober)

(Hand me my socks.)

spot on a baby's head (n): hamukwits

sciten (v): hapitstak

soldi

hapitstan
hapitstahana

er (n): soldate, soldaten
Example: Shelhin na soldaten.

1Soie {n}) (bottom of the foot):

(adi): 1) gkatsweya

(soften it)
(he/she softened it)-
(it's been softened)

(I saw a soldier.)

(not a liquid)



solid (adj): 2) tewich

solidify (v): gkatsweyan

some (n) (small amount): hautsin

somebody (pro): 1) yokuts

2) watuk-axom
Watuk-axom na shelhin.

someday (adv): hayach'a

somehow (adv): hawetem-—cha

something (pro): henash haak
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(hard not soft)

(a person)

(somebody or other)
(I saw somebody. )

haak~axom (something as subject)
hanuk-axom (something ’as object)
Hanuk-axom shuenan, (She/he bought something.)



Simersault (v): woch'otweyan

gimectinmes (adv): na'ne

somewhere (adv): heyok-axom
cha-axom
ke-axom gkopin

scm (n): nono wethip
noto wetsip

song (mn): élik

son-in-law (n): napaatim
napaatim nim

2 {adv): me'eni ty ie)i
me'en tsanum
wesa

‘adi: texetaxoti thry
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(go/fall head over ‘heels)

(somewhere or other)
(somewhere around there)
(somewhere in here)

(man child)
(little boy child)

(my son-in-law)

(the very next thing)
(later on)

(it's sore/it hurts)
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sore (n): wasath'!
Wastanun na, (I got hurt.)
Wosatan nan. ,

(She/he hurt me.)

sorry, be (v) (regret):

soup (n): thuuch', thuuch'ta, thuuch'ane
Example: Xath'gka min thuuch'a, (Eat your soup.)

Wangka nan yoo thuuch'ane. (Give me more soup.)

sour (adj): sop

south (n): xomote
Example: Xomote na tanan,. (I'm going down south.)

spade (n):
Related word: shohilgka

Shohilgka wetsetne,
(Dig, the hole with a stick.)

scank {(v):
Related word: lupgka (hit with a switch/whip)

woch'gka (hit with a stick/board)



Spare (adj and n) (the one not in use):
' Related word: chun yith'

Xayak chun yith',

spark (v): xotitswin

spasms, have (v): yonk'eun

(v): loxloxsith'inqt tt a7] itit ai pt

Sravn {vv}: honon

speak (v): chaxulgka

tt wt awfu iy (n and v):
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(the other one)
(Put the other one on.)

(it burned briefly)

(lay eggs--all sorts of
creatures: fish, birds)

(story, narrative)



speech (n):: 2) chaxul

spend (v): chawalan

sphere (n): 1) shotol

2) olol

Spider (n): .meetsa

spike (n):

spill (v): ° loxgka
loxhin
loxhana
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(speaking, language)

(buy with money, pay)

(circle)

(ball)

(spill it, pour it)
(he/she spilled it)
(it was spilled)

spin (v): 1) rotate - wulwulwegka, wulwulweyan

2) vertigo - Bpéyach'wéyan nim 6ch'd.
(My head is spinning.)



EPine im}: 1) backbone —~ watim

2) cactus thorn - tsikwéya

Z2 in): haheecha
=xample: Haheecha héweth'axo.
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(back)

(The spirits are walking around.)

spi= {(n) (cooking tool):

spit (v): tuwegka, tuwin
tutuweyan
Tuwegka chun. Tsanum.

Spite, be spiteful (v):

Stiash (v):

pi2en (n) (body part):

sziice (v): dtupuan

(keep on spitting)
(Spit it out. Right now.) .
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splinter, get a (v): sitsin
sitsith' (she/he got a splinter)

split (v) (wood): ch'edtigka, ch’ edtikan

spoil (v): 1) food - dtochaan

2) child - dtGchaan chun wetheepa

sponsor (n and v):

spokesperson (n): cheyaxulits

spoon (n): kutsala, kutsalan, kutsalane
Example: Wangka nan kutsalane. (Hand me a spoon.)

spot (n) (place): No single word, but you can say:
cha (there)
ke (here)

spotted (adj) (color): thuth'thuth'weya



spouse {n):

{v)3

(v)e
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chacha (partner)
moke (wife)
polum (husband)

1) butter - k'elgka, k'elhin, k'elhana

2) blanket ~ chenegka, chénéyan

3) water - bpalweyan

{burn destructively)4) fire —- tulunun

5) wings - xapapweyan (spread and flap)



spring (n): 1) season - th'esam

2) water ~—

3) car part -

sprinkle (v): chuechueweyan

sprint (v):

sprout (v): woihin
Example: Heum woihin.

spur (n): espwala, espwalan,

spy (v): ts‘'e'nak, ts'e'naxo

square (n): eskenam
Example: Eskena xayak.

Xayak eskena.

espwalane
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(also means KEEP DRIPPING)

(also means BE BORN)

(It has sprouted.)

(also means CORNER)

(Put it in the corner.)
(Put it in the corner.)
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scuasn (n) (plant):

sguash (v): nichgka
Example: Heum na chun nichhin. (I squashed it.)

squat (v): 1) nukumwegka

2) humunxs6

3) bpeshishwegka (like going to the toilet outdoors)

equcak (v): k'eék'weyan

squeamish, be (v):

sguseze (v): 1) child's ball or other noise-maker - k'eechweyan

2) orange -
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squirm (v):

squirrel (n): 1) ground - pohul

2) tree - yonxo

stab (v) (use a knife): tsisgka, tsesin {cut into)

stack (v): dtumgka, dtumnaxo
Example: Dtumnaxo cha eskena.

, ‘(It is stacked in/on the corner.)

staff (n) (walking stick): atsi, atsi, atsine

Stagger (v): ayaweyan

stagnant (adj): No single word, but you can say:
Om insis cha. (That's not good.)
Dtoche cha ilik’. (That water is bad.)

stain (n and v):
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stexe (n) (gambling): wats'was

2.x {mn} (plant part):

FIZ.4 iv]: tachichgka (go quietly)

PT1acr {n) (letter):

stamp (v) (feet): Lligka (step on something)

siamsede {(v): lehemun (run)

ftanad fv): 1) stand still - A'né oigka. (Don't move.)

2) stand up - wowulgka
wulexo (she/he is standing)

3) stand it up - wolak chun
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star (n): ts'aatus
‘Example: Shélhin na manen ts'aatus. (I saw lots of stars.)

’

star-child (n): No single word, but you can say:
ts'aatusin wethip (star's child)

starch (v): hususlak (make it stiff)

stare (v): shelwisxo
Example: Shelwisxo nan. (She/he is staring at me.)

Shélawas he gkaina (That lady always stares.)
yokuts nan otsaxo. (People are watching me.)

start (v): No single word, but you can use HEUM plus a verb
_

to convey the idea that the action of the verb is
happening now when it wasn't happening before.

starve (v): éte'lan (it's hungry)
Then add whatever explanation you need.

stay (v): xok, xohon
Example: Heethum cha xok. (Stay right there.)

xo'itsin (he/she stayed a short time)
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Stay overnight (v): axgka, axun
Example: Heethum cha axgka. (Stay there overnight.)

steal {v): uch'an
uch'tuch'an (he/she steals all the time)och'uth (it was stolen)

steam (n and v):

steep (adj) wake wena (really uphill)

steep (v): th':eeshgka tsaha ,

|

(make téa)

Steer (v):

sie D2 {(v): heweth'gka (walk)

7] p ty on {(v): ligka, lihin
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step over (v): dchagka, dchaxan {step over a log, etc.)

step-father (n): kimo'is

step-mother (n): nusus

step-brother (n):

step-sister (n):

step-daughter (n)s.

step-son (n):

stepping stone (n):

stew (n): thuuch', thuuch'a, thuuch'ane (also means SOUP)
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cick (n): wetset, wetset, wetsetneti)

cx with a crook at the end for gathering blackberries, etc. (n):
nowots

Saick (vj): 1) glue, burr - k'agka, k'ahin, k'ahinan ~

2) be tight - hitseyan

3) puncture - tsikwinan

Slick out the tongue (v): p'alath'wegka

sticky (adj): cha'akweya
\. aie, © GOR iNe yO

aut abeee, CAO

$2i=5f, be (v): 1) hususxo, husiswin

2) hitseyan (clothing or new shoes)

stiffen {v): hususlak
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still (adj): 1)° not moving - 6m oiyon

2)-not noisy - ne'naxo

still (adv): mets
.

Example: Mets cha xoxo. (It's still there.)

still (n): No single word, but you can say:
Th'eeshun aman uk'na.

(They are making something to drink.)

sting (v):
1) bee - th'oihun, th'uihin

Th'uihin nan, (It stung me.)
A'ne cha hekégka. (Don't play there.) -

Th'uihen mam he, (They'll sting you.)
Th'uinuts me, (You'll get stung.)

2) nettle - ts'oxwinin

stingy (adj): 1) kueya

2) k'ichin
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stingy (adj): 3) tsauwingka, tsdwin
(be real stingy, not give anything)

AP) kum cho Chidnd)

stink (v): chekit

stink bug (n): pototawich

stir (v): tiugka, tewan
Example: Tiutiugka. (Keep stirring it.)

Ama om shapnen,. (Then it won't burn.)

Slirrup (n):

ziitch (v): bpawingka, bpewin (also means SEW)

Bliccxade (n) (construction with stakes set close together to
make a fence):

Zt2mach (n}: toch
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stone (n): silel, silel, silelne
Example: Th'eeshhana silelne, (It's made of stone.)

stool (n): huloshe (thing you sit on)

stoop (v) (squat): humumwegka

stop (v): 1) stop the car - wolak

2) stop doing that - a'ne (don't)
Plus the verb for what the person
is not supposed to do.

store (n): shokanas (where they sell things)

store (v): the'étsgka

storm (n): No single word, but you can use the specific words
for rain, wind, snow, etc.:
Me'en shokwen (It's going to get windy.)
Hulnen,. (There'll be a flood.)
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story (n}: 1) datos {oral history)

2) hole (legend, fiction)

stove (n): 1) cooking - estupa, estupan

2) heating ~ xotonelis..

Straddle (v)} (ride straddle): ap'angka, . ap'anan

sizraggle (v): No single word, but you can say:
Wa' thekna tahanan.

(He/she is coming here but way behind.)

Zriraight (adj) (not curved):
1) dtugkal (it is straight)

2) dtugkugkweya (it has been made straight)

siraight ahead, go (v): tangka dtugkal
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straighten (v):
-1) intransitive - weeshinan (get straight of its own accord

like a branch that's been bent)

2) transitive - dtugkugklak (straighten it)
Metets k'oiyaxo. (It's a little crooked.)

strain (v): 1) filter -

2) use a lot of effort -
No single word, but ‘you can use OTUEGKA (PUSH) or
SHOCHICHGKA (PULL) and intensify them with WAKE.

stranger (n): No single word, but you can say:
Watuk-axom. . (Somebody)
Om na chun huth'axo. (I don't know them.)

strangle (v): chekelhin

strap (n):
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Siray (n) (stray dog): No single word, but you can say:
Watinuk-axom, (It's somebody's.)

Street (n): pil (also means ROAD or PATH)

Sirengthen (v): 1) people - te'wuslak

2) things (reinforce) -

toch (vj):
1) intransitive - wechkak, wi'chun

2) transitive (stretch something, like cloth): weth'gka

Siretch out the arms (v): gkabpabpweyan (reach for something)

): elu, elon, élone
le: Wangka nan bpatsékin Gloné,

(Hand me the red string.)
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string beads (v):

stripe (n):

stroke (v) (pet): bpanwegka

strong (adj): te'wus

stubborn (adj):

student (n): paayenits

stuff (v): 1) pillow - shungka, shunan

2) with food - pali'kin

stumble (v): tutswinin
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stump (n) (tree): bpemthana

2tzpid (adj): om huth'a (not smart)

gtszrgeon (n) ipadeteeish) : mayek lopich (big fish)

Strutter (v):

succeed (¥): No single word, but a series of words for what

fucter (nm) (fish): polxoi

ficnle {v): menechun

g.tien (adv): tsanum ~

(right now)



suffer (v): poyetsaxo, poyetsan

sugar (n):; asuka, asukan, asukane.

sugar pine (n):

suicide (v): tauchawisun

suit (n) (clothing):
Related word: hatsame kumiha

‘ suitor (n):

sulk (v): hechwaxo

sulphur (n):

summer (n): hiyale
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(kill yourself)

(new clothes)

(also means BE ANGRY)



summit (n): p'eep'tath'

Sun (n): tuuk

sunburned, be (v): ch'eexin

Sunday (n): lumeko

wnilavwer (n):tH

heyam heyamti t ir fe u) @be| eo

s2t (nm): Heum ne'eohin.

(2) kénups®

Sircer, eat (v): -k'Onosix mi.

(Now it's twilight.)

(Let's eat supper.)

382
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support (v): No single word, but you can say:
Inestem tsogka. (Hold it well.)

sure (adj) (I'm sure): mitsnane (it's true)

surprise (v):

surrender (v): No single word, but you can say the other side won.
, Ch'auhin nan. (My opponent beat me.)

Ch'auhin nanwa. (The other side beat us.)

surround (v): shoyowin

survive (v): puhuk'an

suspect (v): ts‘okotun
Related phrase: Henash aman chun dtochaan.

(Maybe they did that bad thing.)

suspenders (n) (clothing):

etcATTN
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swallow (n) (bird):

wallow (v): me'gka, mekin
Example: Me'gka min xath'a,
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(Swallow your food.)

wamp (n): chiuna pa'an (wet land)

wap (v): shetelwisun

wear (v) (use bad language): sunuptak
Example: Sunuptan nan, (He/she was swearing at me.)

“eat (v): 1) on a hot day - chopxinxd

2) in the sweatlodge - mosoun
Mosoun aman.

moslawits

(They're in the sweat.)
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sweep (v) (use a broom): tdeenisgka
tdenesun

I
.tseenisin

sweet (adj): siite

swell (v): showunun
showinin
showu'na

swim (v): epgka, @pan

swing (n): suutata

swing (v): suutataweyan

switch (n and v):

sycamore (n): ko shik
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{is sweeping)
(swept)

(it's swelling)
(it was swollen)
(it's swollen)
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== @ a=

zacle (nm): lamesa, lamesan
Example: Mane cha xath'a lamesa.

(There's lots of food on the table.)

tack {n) (fastener):

im) (children's game):yl iW +i}

teil {nm): kutush
puusin kutush (dog's tail)

{v): tanaksu qv

Zxample: Tanak esel. (Take it outside.)
Tanak chun ape mam. (Take it with you.)

“€ a bath (v): epgka, épan
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take a nap (v): wuiyexo

take a‘rest or a nap (v): yehesingka, yehesinin, yehesnen
Example: Héeum yehesinin. (He/she took a nap.)

take advantage of (v): lowoiyon

take away by force (v): xep'ilgka, xep'ilin, xep'en
Note: You might be taking sharp scissors away from a child,

take as payment for a debt (v): &chan

take care of (v): tailgka, tailan

take care of a baby (v): tsanan

take care of a child (v) (like babysit): gkopon
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tase off (v) (clothing):
-shutakan
shutaksusgka (take it off him/her)
shutaksutan (she/he is taking it off her/him)
shutakwisin {he [she] took it off himself)

to heart (v): ushk'unan

qi cut the guts (v): bpeshixgka, bpeshixan

Ti.ct tealeum powder (n):

lilt ivd: chaxulgka, chaxulan
Znample: Heum chaxulin. (He/she already talked.)

J2 much {adj and n): chekiya

}: watach'

L=llL person {n): waach'ukuch'TH rH
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tame (v):

tan (v) (cure leather):

tangle (v): gkanauwin
Gkanautan chun, (He/she was tangled up in it

and couldn't get loose.)

tank (n): xaye (place to put something)
asiiten xaye (gas tank)

tar (n):

tarantula (n):

target (n):

tarp/tarpaulin (n): gkalpa, gkalpan, gkalpane
Example: Wangka nan gkalpane. (Hand me the tarp.)
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taste (v): dtumnak
“Example: Dtumnak ken. (Taste this.)

Heum na chun dtumnan,. (I tasted it.)
wrtead (acd) ~ ylutya

“22228 (v): No single word, You have to be specific.
=xample: Mé‘en nan pachen, (He's going to fight me.)

~#ee306 (Cn):

UL = in): tsa, tsaha, tsahane
Example: Wangka nan tsahane. (Give me some tea.)Ukonan na tsaha. (I'm drinking tea.)kupth'e tsa (hot tea)

liuwitse tsa (cold tea)

-E=°n (v): petelsak, peatelsexo
=xample: Peételseé na mam. (I'm going to teach you.)Petelsak nan, (Teach me.)

Petelsak amana. (Teach them. )

Pételsak kesinwa. (Teach these people.)

leecner (n): petelsene
=xample: petelsene amnok (their teacher)

petelsené chasinwin {those people's teacher)miin petelséne (our teacher)
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team (n): 1) people - hekéyetsa (players)

2) draft animals -

tear (n): manal

teary-eyed, become (v): manleéesaxo

tear (v) (rip): kechin

tear apart {v): k'atauwan

tear up (v): kechkechgka
kechkechhana {all torn up)

tease (v): 1) hetsak, hetsaxo

2) mononhalxo (like a guy teasing a girl
to get her attention)
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teeth (n): chaye, chayen

-eethe (v) (baby's first teeth grow):

télephone (n): 1) lentsalis (thing you call on)

2) chaxalis (thing you talk on)

television (n): otsalis (thing you watch)
Example: Shelhin na chun otsalse. (I saw it on television.)

tr iD (v): dtosith'gka, dtosith'in

of ili 1~ (v) hichkean503] jw pb Oo

-ier of lies (n): heechik dtosotsp

TemEt (v): No single word, but you can say:
A'né nan wéyalak. (Don't make me do it.)



ten (n): ch'eo

tender (adj) (meat): hapits

tendon (n):

tent (n): gkalpa, gkalpan, gkalpane

termite (n):

593

(also means SOFT)

(also means TARP)

test (n): No single word, but you can describe schoolwork:
Utseyon naan.
Yoo naan petsin.
Hoyon naan.

test (v} (make sure something works):

tetanus (n):

(We wrote, )

(We also counted.)
(We read.)
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=San (conj) (comparison): han
Example: Na amin wa'tach' han. (I'm taller than he/she.)

Thank (v): No single word, but you can say:
Wake insis, (Very good)

222 (adj and pro): cha, chun, chana

the (definite article): This word does not exist in Yowlumni.

tieir (pro): Yowlumni has several words for THEIR depending on
how many people are involved.
aminkin (two people)
amnok (more than two)
chasikwin (those two)
chasinwin (those three or more)

 lnem (pro): amakwa (two people)
amanwa (more than two)

Note: AMANWA is often shortened to AMANA,
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then (conj): ama

there (adv): cha
wa' cha (way over there)
chanith' (from there)
xonootso (farther away than CHA)

thermometer (n):

thermos (n):

these (adj and pro):
1) kesik, kesikwa, kesikwane (these two)

2) kesin, kesinwa, kesinwane (these three or more)

Note: English uses the same word THESE in THESE (KESIN) ARE
MINE, I BOUGHT THESE (KESINWA), and GIVE HIM THESE (KESINWANR, )Yowlumni uses three different words, as shown in parenthesis.
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chev (pro): amak {two people)
aman (three or more people)“ote: The pronouns for THESE and THOSE can also be used

when talking about people.

taick (adj): dtinik

taicken (v) (get thicker): No single word, but you can say:Metets theweechaxo. (It's getting a little hard.)

tnief (n): uch'ats

k ‘owe

ma mnymebewonte eS {n) :

=2in (adj): 1) person - ch'a'a

2) hair - No single word, but you can say:
Mane nim och'o kooninin.

(A lot of my hair is falling out.)



thin, become (v): ch'aheun
Example: Heum ch'aheun,

think (v): themthemxo
Example: Themthemxo na chun.

thirsty, be (v): hashagkinxo
~

Example: Hashagkinxo na.

thirteen (n): ch'eo shodopin

thirty (n): shoopin ch'eo

this (adj and pro): ke, ken,

thistle ({n):

thong (n) (strip of leather):

kene
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(She/he has gotten thin, )

(I'm thinking about it.)

(I'm thirsty.)
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caorn (n): tsikweya

i wm (adj and pro):
‘) people - chasik, chasikwa (two)

chasin, chasinwa (three or more)

2) things - chasik, chasikwa, chasikwané (two)
Chasin, chasinwa, chasinwane (three or more)

=Aread (n): elu, 6lon, G&élone

inreaten (v): No single word, but specific words for what you're
going to do.
Me' na mam th'uyen, (I'm going to shoot you.)

taree (nm): shoopin

Tarcat (nm): okun
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through (prep):

throw (v):z
1) to be caught ~ k'dgka

k'osith'in (threw it to him/her)

2) at something ~ sodtixgka
sodtixhin (he/she threw it)
sodtixan (she/he is throwing it)

throw away (v): é@pichgka

thumb {(n):

thunder (n): mimyech

thunder (v): mimyechun

Thursday (n): hotepaxo
hdtepata (on Thursday)
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2coxle (v): kutskutsnaxo

.¢ fy): ch'egka
ch'ek'an (he/she is tying)
ch'ék'hana (all tied up)

SS Wiki hadture (by enalogy withhiki Foy)

“2 {adj): hitseya

~Fnt, be (v): hitseyan

= in): No single word, but you can ask:
Haushinuk heum? (What time is it?)

(Literally: how many is it?)

= fad} and n): chanich
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tingle (v):

tip over (v): she'éweyan, she'éwin

tiptoe (v):

tire (n) (car):

tired, be (v): moiyunan
Example: Wake na moiyunan, (I'm really tired.)

Heum na moiyula. (I'm tired of it.)

to (prep): No single word.
1) in the direction of

English uses the preposition TO to convey this idea.
Yowlumni changes the noun to indicate that it is now
the place where the action of the verb occurs,

Tanan na lomto. (I'm going to the mountains.)lomit' (mountain) lomts (to the mountains)
shokanas (town) shokanasé (to/in town)
ch'olich (river) ch'olche (to/by the river)
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(prep): No single word.
2)

3)

ye

indirect object
English sometimes uses TO to identify an indirect object.
Yowlumni uses an objective pronoun,
Wangka nan chaneé, (Give that to me.)

connection between an adjective anda verb
Yowlumni adds the ending TIN to the verb.
Tulas hawétin. (It's hard to do.)

purpose
Tanen asiiten shuenene, (He/she went to buy gas.)
Note from Pam. We have come to one of those places where
people trying to analyze comparative grammar start tearingtheir hair. In the sentence above, ASTITEN (GASOLINE)
is in the objective case, but it's the direct object of
SHUENENE (BUYER). In English, a noun can never have a
direct object. In Yowlumni, a noun made from a verb can
have a direct object just like the verb would do,

initial



toast (n):

tobacco (n): tawako, tawakon, tawakone

tobacco (n) (Indian): sohul

today (adv): 1) heets'e hi'len

2) heets‘'eé

toe (n):

a toilet (n): th'ésa

tolerate (v): No single word. You have to explain.
Xechiuwin nan, (It made me mad, )

wishin na chun hawen. (put I did it.)

toll (v) (bell sound): cholcholwéyan
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zsmato (n): tumate, tutmaten, tumatene

lomorrow (adv): hits'e

congue, stick out (v): p'alath'wegka

tenight (adv): heets'é toi'nen

zoo (adv): 1) very ~ wake

2) also - yoo

zocl box (n): gkaxun
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top (n): chepin (also means UP and ON)

torment (v):

tortilla (n): toltéya, toltéyan, toltéyane

tortillas, make (v): tolteyak

talgka (make tortilla dough)

touch (v): tsogka

tough (adj): 1) not tender - wake tewich

2) knocked around by life - te'wus (strong)

tourniquet (n): No single word, but you can say:
ch' égka (tie it)
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Toi {v):  shotichgka (pull it)

Tivard (prep): No single word, but you can use AMTSA (CLOSE TO)
to indicate a goal for motion,

{n): tuwiyu, tuwiyon, tiwiyoneqt as p et

lownm {n): shokanas (place where they sell stuff)
shokanase (in town, to town)
hokandls ,

|
Sho Kanal(s), shekanats,

=xample: Hekaun amin hekea.
(She/he is playing with her/his toys.)

iracs (v): dtachachun (from TH'ACHACH [FOOT])
Example: Dtachachun na amin tani.uy

(I am tracking its trail.)

irzte (n): shetel
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trade (v): shetelwisxo, shetelwisun

trail (n): 1) tani

2) hewethe

train (n): hula
Example: Tanen na cha hula.

traitor ({n):

translator (n): cheaxulits

trap (n): bpowona

trap (v): bpoowon

trash (n): 1) &pichhana

2) k'Shana

(where you go)

(where you walk)

(This noun does not change.)
(I went there on the train.)

{also means SPOKESPERSON)
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treat (n): wanhana (something given, trick-or-treat)

sr2act (v) (medicine): thoyéxgka

=réatment (n) (medicine): thoyéxa

=ree (n): wetsetal (lots of branches)

tremors, have (v): wech'ich'ichweyan

lrescass (v): No single word. You have to explain.

triangle (n): No single word.

iricxster (n): 1) mdlolténée

2) mdlolich
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trim (v): 1) cut away what's not wanted - kichin (cut off)

2) decorate - poyemtaxo (make it pretty)

trip (nn): tana (going somewhere)

trip (v): 1) trip someone - th'atsawinlaxo

2) trip over something - th'atswinin

tripod (n):

- trot (v): liliweyan

trouble (n): No single word. You have to explain what the
trouble is.

trout (n): dtalin
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oevelatca phrase: Lo'lehuk nan. (Leave me alone.)

Zzuck (n): tsonolits (thing that carries stuff)

2rue (adj): mitsnane

Z>unk (n): 1) main part of a tree -—

2) big suitcase -

== (v): No single word. You have to explain what a persondoes that makes you trust them.

TDy ivi: 1) taste - dtumnak

2) attempt - métsunun (do your best)

3) attempt, but without much enthusiasm.
HENASH (MAYBE) can be used.
Henash na chun inesto.

(Maybe I'll fix it. T'll try.)



tub (n): 1) bathtub ~ épa

2) washtub ~ shuhoche

tuck (v):

Tuesday (n): ponayaxo
ponayata

tule (n): k'oth'

tumbleweed (n):

turkey (n): wokalote

turn around (v): ts'adtapwegka

turn around and around (v): wulwa@gka

(on Tuesday)

(spin)
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Tamm on (v): hotgka

=r on its back (v): ch'ath'ath'weyalak

Tsin it over (v): ts'ttupweyalak
ts'utupwin

turtle (mn): ch'oto

tYeive (n): ch'eéo ponoi

Teemty (nm): ponoi ch'éd

“ilight (n): ne'two

(light)

(it turned over)

412
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twilight, become (v): 1) ne'auweya (it's getting dark)

twin (n):

twist (v):

2) emekweya
emekwin (it was twilight)

ache'ase

peyechwegka (twist it, emphasis on the action
of twisting)

péyechweyalak (twist it, emphasis on the result
of the action, the whatever-it-is
becomes twisted)

twisted (adj): peyechweye

two (n): ponoi
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ry (adj): dtobpishun

~[2r {n) (sore that won't heal):
No single word, but you can say:
Textun amin om inesaxo.

(His/her sore doesn't get better.)

“lilical cord (n): tsututs

““Sré¢ilia (n): No single word. You have to explain.

grefix): om (not)

-"zll2, be (v): gkabpaatin, gkabpaatexo
#n existing Yowlumni vocabulary has this entry, but according
Ic Agnes, it is a euphemism. This verb is related to GKUBPTE
(LAZY), and it means you don't get things done because you
are too lazy to do them,
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unable to find, be (v): k6sho'nan
Example: Kosho'nan na nim yawen, (I can't find my keys.)

Heyok na chun xayan? (Where have I put them?)

unable to give proper birth, be (v): gkalanan
(like having the umbilical cord tangled around the baby)

unable to pass, be (v): hununun

unable to reach, be (v): gkadiiyun

uncle (n): 1) father's brother - kumois

2) mother's brother - aagkash

3) father's sister's husband -

4) mother’s sister's husband -

under (adv and prep): ath'il
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-raerstand (v): huth'axo

-nnandy person (n) (klutz): tiyach!

-TtLe (v): shutugka (like unlacing shoes)

220i (prep): No Single word.
Instead of saying that he stayed until dark,
the way English often does, you might say:
Ne'auweta, tanen. (At dark, he left.)

lt2Ltli (adv): wenaa

-T2LL2, go (v): wenagka, wenaun
Wake wenaun. {It's steep.)

-. (v): 1) animals - k'iayun
Yuiys

2) people - ts'uyan
LUbWLAN
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us (pro): 1) two people, speaker but not listener - nakwa

2) two people, speaker and listener -makwa

3) three or more, speaker but not listener ~ nanwa

4) three or more, speaker and listener - miwa

use (v)}: No single word, but you can say:
Kené hawegka. (Do it with this.)

use up (v): No single word, but you can say:
Heum mi chun pelishun. (We've finished it.)



in
very = wake

ta@ washta CLudni,)



visit imp - .pres - paséalan
ast -Fut -

valley nom -—

loc ~ palit
ob, -

pi



walk imp —- héwetka
pres - héwetin
ast -

Tur 7

water nom =- 1\i kk
oby 7 ilk*a,
inst -— ilk*ane

wake up imp. - shalika
pres - shalikin

- shalkexsd
past -

fut =.

Wont . imp oo
pres -— Oyé6xe
past - _

ow Fob

Cis waking wp )
Cis awake)

=alternotive: ‘tin’ inserted into the verb
Example: thanatinys

warm -geimuk os
—- want To ge

wash (ace) imp — Tsumlisuk
pres 7

. . past -



o Wa.
water imp -

.

Cqarden pres ~ loxsitTxs
past “
uf -

in This way = ke wemé

washing machine nom - shiihutréya |

obj -inst
wagon nom -. khalate.

-_ ob) =e inst -



. Wa
wash imp - shahutrka
 thands, pres ~ shuhsetrin

dishes, ete.) past - shihutrin
ful -

wait imp — Talésuk
pres ~ Talésaxd
past ™~

u



west - Téyil .

We incl dual _ muk
plu -mexc) dual —- nuk

piu - nuun
Wednesday — shdpayaxd
well (adv). — inesteam

be Wail imp =

pres — tInsaxs
asf =
ut -~



We
welt - Trina — (Triwna?

wee k nom —~ Semana
ob |

canst...

wear imp —xXayuk-. pres = xayan. |

— past 7 xoyahonfut oo -
on Wednesday- shdpayat. =»ce “wedding nom - thiip

| — Obyinst -



white = teolol
- Tso lite

whet is - hauk

where = héyok
when =- hiyok

why > hinuk

who - watuk

whet (obj) - hanuk

whose. — watinuk

Clots of white)



* Wh
which one = hauwéyuk

whip imp -
pres -
past ~

ul = lupen.



wind — shdkéw

be Windy pres — sha kéSwon

post - shokéwin
ut -

Winter — Timu’sé
Win imp -

pres ~ Trauwhin
past ~
fut —- Trawen_

ne



wilt imp-pres - théptinun
ast -ct ~

with - ape.

wife nom - mo’ ké
gen -
obj -

wire nom —- alambré
_ obj - alambren

Inst ~



woman ~ Bina

worl, imp -
pres — Tsd3x5
pasttut -

woodpecker  ~ palak*ake

wolf - yowlits

oe RNa - WOlLY W\anM — mokehtuch



pres - utséydxsd
pasf = ulséyonfut -



yellow ~ wiyu
obj - wiyen

yesterday _=— walan

yes haha

year (sing) - pono.
Col) = p¥avan



your | = - min
uol -

plu - mi nok

you Sing, - muh.
dual - muk
plu - muun

ou (obj) Sing - PLN) dual -
plu


